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PATH DECOMPOSITION OF A SPECTRALLY NEGATIVE LÉVY
PROCESS, AND LOCAL TIME OF A DIFFUSION IN THIS
ENVIRONMENT
GRÉGOIRE VÉCHAMBRE
Abstract. We study the convergence in distribution of the supremum of the local time and of
the favorite site for a transient diffusion in a spectrally negative Lévy potential. To do so, we
study the h-valleys of a spectrally negative Lévy process, and we prove in particular that the
renormalized sequence of the h-minima converges to the jumping times sequence of a standard
Poisson process.
1. Introduction
Let (V (x), x ∈ R) be a spectrally negative Lévy process on R which is not the opposite of a
subordinator (in particular, V can not be a compound Poisson process), drifts to −∞ at +∞,
and such that V (0) = 0. We denote the Laplace exponent of V by ΨV :
∀t, λ ≥ 0, E
[
eλV (t)
]
= etΨV (λ).
It is well-known, for such V , that ΨV is convex and admits a non trivial zero that we denote
here by κ, κ := inf{λ > 0, ΨV (λ) = 0} > 0. By convexity we have Ψ′V (κ) > 0.
We are here interested in a diffusion in this potential V . Let us recall that such a diffusion
(X(t), t ≥ 0) in a random càd-làg potential V is defined informally by X(0) = 0 and
dX(t) = dβ(t)− 1
2
V ′(X(t))dt,
where β is a Brownian motion independent from V . Rigorously, X is defined by its conditional
generator given V ,
1
2
eV (x)
d
dx
(
e−V (x)
d
dx
)
.
The fact that V drifts to −∞ puts us in the case where the diffusion X is a.s. transient to
the right (see Subsection 1.2 for more details). In [16], Singh makes the study of the asymptotic
behavior of X. When 0 < κ < 1, he proves in particular that
X(t)/tκ
L−→
t→+∞
C (1/Sκ)κ , (1.1)
where C is some explicit positive constant depending on V and Sκ follows a completely asym-
metric κ-stable distribution. Putting this in relation with the results of Kawazu and Tanaka
[11], we see that κ plays a similar role as the drift of the Brownian environment, at least for
the asymptotic behavior of the diffusion. In this paper, we prove that the same is true for the
behavior of the local time of X. We denote by (LX(t, x), t ≥ 0, x ∈ R) the version of the local
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time that is continuous in time and càd-làg in space, and we define respectively the supremum
of the local time and the favorite site until instant t as
L∗X(t) = sup
x∈R
LX(t, x) and F ∗(t) := inf{x ∈ R, LX(t, x) ∨ LX(t, x−) = L∗X(t)}.
We study the convergence in distribution of L∗X(t) and F ∗(t) when κ > 1, and of L∗X(t) when
0 < κ < 1. When V is a drifted Brownian motion, the case where 0 < κ < 1 has already been
studied by Andreoletti, Devulder and Véchambre in [2]. In this case, there is a useful renewal
structure obtained from a valleys decomposition of the potential and the Markov property for the
diffusion. The limit distribution they obtain involves a κ-stable subordinator and an exponential
functional of the environment conditioned to stay positive. When 0 < κ < 1, we extend their
result to the diffusion in V and obtain a limit distribution in terms of the exponential functionals
of V and its dual conditioned to stay positive:
I(V ↑) :=
∫ +∞
0
e−V
↑(t)dt and I(Vˆ ↑) :=
∫ +∞
0
e−Vˆ
↑(t)dt.
In the above definitions Vˆ is the dual of V , it is equal in law to −V , and V ↑, Vˆ ↑ denote
respectively V and Vˆ conditioned to stay positive (their definitions are recalled in Subsection
3.1). It is proved in Theorems 1.1 and 1.13 of Véchambre [17] that these functionals are indeed
finite and admit some finite exponential moments. The existence of finite exponential moments
for I(V ↑) and I(Vˆ ↑) is of fundamental interest for our generalization of the results of [2].
The almost sure asymptotic behavior of the local time is studied, in the discrete transient
case, by Gantert and Shi [10]. We believe that the present work will allow us, in the future, to
link the asymptotic almost sure behavior of L∗X(t) with the left tail of I(V ↑) when 0 < κ < 1,
this is a work in preparation by the author [18]. This tail is investigated in [17] and can be
very different, when V is a general spectrally negative Lévy process, than when V is a drifted
Brownian motion. As a consequence we can expect, in the Lévy case with 0 < κ < 1, many
possible behaviors for the almost sure asymptotic of L∗X(t), and this is our main motivation to
generalize, here, the study of [2] to the Lévy case.
When κ > 1, we adopt the point of view of [16] and link the local time to a generalized
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. This approach also provides the convergence of the favorite site
and can certainly be used to study the almost sure behavior of the supremum of the local time.
1.1. Main results. Our main results are convergences in distribution for the supremum of the
local time. When κ > 1, let us define the constants K and m similarly as in [16]:
K := E
[(∫ +∞
0
eV (t)dt
)κ−1]
and m :=
−2
ΨV (1)
> 0. (1.2)
Note that K =MV (κ), whereMV is the Mellin transform of the random variable
∫ +∞
0 e
V (t)dt.
According to Theorem 2.7 of [13], MV can be expressed in term of Berstein-gamma functions.
This allows to write K as an infinite product. For any α, s > 0, let F(α, s) denote the Fréchet
distribution with parameters α and s, that is, the distribution with distribution function
F(α, s) ([0, t]) = e−(s/t)α , ∀t > 0.
When κ > 1, the limit distribution of the supremum of the local time can be expressed as follows:
Theorem 1.1. If κ > 1,
L∗X(t)/t1/κ L−→
t→+∞
F(κ, 2(Γ(κ)κ2K/m)1/κ).
Examples: In some cases the parameters of the limit distribution are more explicit.
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• Let Wκ be the κ-drifted Brownian motion: Wκ(t) := W (t) − κ2 t. If we choose V = Wκ
(for κ > 1), then K = 2κ−1/Γ(κ) (see Example 1.1 in [16]) and m = 4/(κ− 1). The limit
distribution of the supremum of the local time is therefore F(κ, 4(κ2(κ− 1)/8)1/κ). This
is precisely the second point of Theorem 1.6 of Devulder [6].
• If V is such that κ = 2 then
K = E
[∫ +∞
0
eV (t)dt
]
=
∫ +∞
0
E
[
eV (t)
]
dt =
∫ +∞
0
etΨV (1)dt =
−1
ΨV (1)
=
m
2
,
and the limit distribution of L∗X(t)/t1/2 is therefore F(2, 2
√
2).
We also prove that the distribution of the favorite site is asymptotically uniform:
Theorem 1.2. If κ > 1,
mF ∗(t)/t
L−→
t→+∞
U ,
where U denotes the uniform distribution on [0, 1].
When 0 < κ < 1, we have to introduce some notations in order to express the limit distribution.
Let G1 and G2 be two independent random variables with G1
L
= I(V ↑) and G2
L
= I(Vˆ ↑). We
define R := G1 + G2. R is the analogous of Rκ defined in (1.2) of [2] (if V if the κ-drifted
Brownian motion, then R L= Rκ, indeed, it is known that W ↑κ L= Wˆ ↑κ , so R is, as Rκ, the sum
of two independent copies of I(W ↑κ )). Let also C := K/Ψ′V (κ), where K has the same meaning
as in (1.2) and where we recall that Ψ′V (κ) > 0. C is linked to the right tail of the exponential
functional of V (see Lemma 5.3 in Section 5). We put C′ := 2κΓ(κ+1)C = 2κΓ(κ+1)K/Ψ′V (κ).
Now, let Y1 be the κ-stable subordinator with Laplace exponent C′Γ(1− κ)λκ:
∀t, λ ≥ 0, E
[
e−λY1(t)
]
= e−tC
′Γ(1−κ)λκ .
We now consider the pure jump Lévy process (Y1,Y2) where the component Y2 is defined mul-
tiplying each jump of Y1 by an independent copy of R. We can also define (Y1,Y2) from its
κ-stable Lévy measure ν supported on ]0,+∞[×]0,+∞[ and defined by
∀x > 0, y > 0, ν ([x,+∞[×[y,+∞[) = C
′
yκ
E
[
Rκ1R≤ y
x
]
+
C′
xκ
P
(
R > y
x
)
.
It is easy to see that the first definition implies the second and also that the one-dimensional
distributions of the Lévy process (Y1,Y2) have Laplace transform
∀t, α, β ≥ 0, E
[
e−αY1(t)−βY2(t)
]
= e−tC
′Γ(1−κ)E[(α+βR)κ ].
As in Theorem 1.3 of [2], our limit distribution for the supremum of the local time is a function
of (Y1,Y2). For Z an increasing càd-làg process and s ≥ 0, we put respectively Z(s−), Z♮(s) and
Z−1(s) for respectively the left-limit of Z at s, the largest jump of Z before s and the generalized
inverse of Z at s:
Z(s−) = lim
r→
<
s
Z(r), Z♮(s) := sup
0≤r≤s
(Z(r)− Z(r−)), Z−1(s) := inf{u ≥ 0, Z(u) > s},
where inf ∅ = +∞ by convention. We now define the couple of random variables (I1,I2):
I1 := Y♮1(Y−12 (1)−), I2 :=
[
1− Y2(Y−12 (1)−)
]× Y1(Y−12 (1)) − Y1(Y−12 (1)−)Y2(Y−12 (1)) − Y2(Y−12 (1)−) .
We have
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Theorem 1.3. If 0 < κ < 1, V has unbounded variation and V (1) ∈ Lp for some p > 1 then
L∗X(t)/t L−→t→+∞ I := max{I1,I2}.
This result is a generalization, for more general environments, of Theorem 1.3 of [2]. We now
give some heuristics about the proof and the expression of the limit distribution.
The proof of this result relies on the decomposition of the potential into valleys (defined a
little after), that is, holes of potential of a certain height. These valleys are independent and,
with a large probability, visited successively by the diffusion with no return to a previous valley.
Each valley has a bottom where the diffusion remains trapped for some time before escaping the
valley. We prove that the contributions to the local time and to the time spent by the diffusion
between the bottoms of two consecutive valleys are negligible, so the local maxima of the local
time are localized at the bottom of the valleys, where most of the time is spent. To every visited
valley we can associate 1) a peak of local time at its bottom, 2) the amount of time spent by the
diffusion in this valley before escaping it. These couples of random variable associated to the
successive valleys form, roughly speaking, an iid sequence in R2. We show that the renormalized
sum of the terms of this sequence converges to the bivariate κ-stable subordinator (Y1,Y2) when
t goes to infinity. For large t, each jump of (Y1,Y2) represents the contribution of a valley: the
first component of the jump represents the renormalized peak of local time at the bottom of this
valley and the second component represents the renormalized time taken to escape the valley.
Note that the two components of the pure jump subordinator (Y1,Y2) are correlated. Then, we
approximate the supremum of the local time at instant t by a continuous functional of the above
mentioned iid sequence. Thanks to the continuous mapping theorem we deduce the convergence
of the supremum of the local time to this functional evaluated at (Y1,Y2).
The shape of the limit distribution in Theorem 1.3 can be explained in the following way: I1
is, by definition, the largest jump of Y1 strictly before the hitting time of 1 by Y2, it represents
the largest peak of local time before the penetration of the diffusion in the last valleys (the
valley that contains the diffusion at time t). Via I2, the limit law also takes into consideration
the contribution of the last valley. The peak of local time in this last valley is represented by
Y1(Y−12 (1))−Y1(Y−12 (1)−) (the first component of the jump of (Y1,Y2) at the hitting time of 1 by
Y2). We only keep a certain proportion of this peak of local time: the part that is made before in-
stant t. Among the time spent in the last valley by the diffusion, the proportion of the time spent
in this valley before instant t is represented by [1− Y2(Y−12 (1)−)]/[Y2(Y−12 (1)) −Y2(Y−12 (1)−)].
Multiplying this proportion by Y1(Y−12 (1)) − Y1(Y−12 (1)−), which represent the peak of local
time in the last valley, we obtain I2 which represent the contribution of the last valley to the
local time before instant t. It is natural that the limit distribution of the supremum of the local
time at time t is the maximum of the random variables I1 and I2.
Our generalization of the results known in the Brownian case also yields some other results
such as the convergence of the supremum of the local time before and after the last valley (the
first two points of Theorem 1.5 in [2]).
As we said before, when 0 < κ < 1, our study relies deeply on the decomposition of the
potential into valleys and on the localization of the contributions, to the local time and to the
time spent by the diffusion, near the bottoms of these valleys. We now introduce some definitions.
The notion of h-extrema was first introduced by Neveu et al. [12], and studied in the case of
drifted Brownian motion by Faggionato [9]. For h > 0, we say that x ∈ R is an h-minimum
for V if there exist u < x < v such that V (y) ∧ V (y−) ≥ V (x) ∧ V (x−) for all y ∈ [u, v],
V (u) ≥ (V (x) ∧ V (x−)) + h and V (v−) ≥ (V (x) ∧ V (x−)) + h. Moreover, x is an h-maximum
for V if x is an h-minimum for −V , and x is an h-extremum for V if it is an h-maximum or an
h-minimum for V .
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Since V is not a compound Poisson process, it is known (see Proposition VI.4, in [3]) that
it takes pairwise distinct values in its local extrema. Combining this with the fact that V has
almost surely càd-làg paths and drifts to −∞ without being the opposite of a subordinator, we
can check that the set of h-extrema is discrete, forms a sequence indexed by Z, unbounded from
below and above, and that the h-minima and h-maxima alternate. Typically, an h-minima is
the bottom of what we will call an h-valley (see Section 3).
We denote respectively by (mi, i ∈ Z) and (Mi, i ∈ Z) the increasing sequences of h-minima
and of h-maxima of V , such that m0 ≤ 0 < m1 and mi < Mi < mi+1 for every i ∈ Z.
In fact, we have to make h going to infinity when t goes to infinity, this is why we briefly study
the asymptotic of (m1,m2, ...), the sequence of h-minima, in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. When h goes to infinity, the renormalized random sequence e−κh(m1,m2, ...) con-
verges in distribution to the jumping times sequence of a standard Poisson process with parameter
q (which depends explicitly on the law of V ). If V = Wκ, the κ-drifted Brownian motion, then
q = κ2/2.
Some of the estimates used to prove this theorem will also be useful to establish the negligibility
of the local time between the bottoms of two consecutive h-valleys when 0 < κ < 1. However, the
main interest of this theorem is that it informs us on the typical distance between two consecutive
h-minima, and this provides a heuristic explanation for why the method based on valleys fails
when κ > 1.
As we can see in Theorem 1.4, the distance between two consecutive h-minima is of order eκh.
In the case 0 < κ < 1, what happens between the bottoms of the h-valleys can be neglected, so
the main contributions to the local time and to the time spent by the diffusion are localized at
the h-minima and are highly correlated, this explains the form of the limit distribution for the
favorite site given in Theorem 1.5 of [2]. When κ > 1, this distance between two consecutive
h-minima is so large that the amount of time spent by the diffusion between the h-minima is
no longer negligible compared to the amount of time spent in the bottoms of the h-valleys, and
there are extreme values taken by the local time between the h-valleys. In fact, it is impossible
to use the valleys to localize the large values of the local time as we do when 0 < κ < 1, this
explains the asymptotic uniform distribution for the favorite site. Moreover, the case κ > 1 is
the case where X has positive speed. The local time at time t is then close to the local time at
the hitting time of t/m (m being defined in (1.2)) and the latter can be expressed thanks to a
generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The supremum of the local time is therefore similar to
the supremum of the heights of iid excursions of a Markov process. This explains the appearance
of a Fréchet distribution in the limit law of the supremum of the local time.
The assumption that V is spectrally negative is crucial in our study and there are several
reasons for this:
• The Laplace exponent ΨV and its non trivial zero κ are defined when the asymptotic
tail at +∞ of the Lévy measure of V is thin compared to all negative exponentials. This
is the case in particular when V is spectrally negative. The fact that κ is defined is
essential since the value of κ determines many important properties of the diffusion, see
for example (1.1) and the above results. As we said, κ plays a similar role as the drift
of the environment when the latter is Brownian. Also, κ determines the right tail of
the exponential functional
∫ +∞
0 e
V (t)dt, and this tail is determinant in the proof of the
convergence in distribution of L∗X(t) when 0 < κ < 1. In all cases, we see from Theorems
1.1 and 1.3 that κ appears in the limit distribution of L∗X(t).
• Since V is spectrally negative, V ↑ is defined and has infinite life-time even though V
drifts to −∞ at +∞. Moreover, since V is spectrally negative, V ↑ (killed at some hitting
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time) is exactly equal in law to the ascending part of the bottom of the valleys of V , see
Subsection 3.2.
• As we see in Theorem 1.3, the random variable R, whose law is the convolution of the
laws of I(V ↑) and I(Vˆ ↑), appears in the limit distribution of L∗X(t) when 0 < κ < 1. We
have hints that the asymptotic almost sure behavior of L∗X(t) is also linked to the left
tail of R (see the work in preparation [18]). This tail can be known very precisely when
V is spectrally negative, thanks to the results of [17]. In the latter paper the methods
rely deeply on the fact that V is spectrally negative and it is shown that the absence of
positive jumps is determinant for the shape of the left tail of I(V ↑) (and therefore of R),
that is, this tail would be totally different if V had positive jumps.
• The largest part of this work consists in proving precise estimates for the environment
V . Some of these estimates require the fact that V is spectrally negative and most of
them are simpler to obtain under this assumption.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the case where κ > 1
and prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In Section 3 we recall the definition of the h-valleys of V and
establish some usual properties such as the independence of the consecutive slopes and the law
of the bottoms of the valleys. We end this Section by proving Theorem 1.4. In Section 4 we
assume 0 < κ < 1 and prove Theorem 1.3. In Section 5 we prove some fundamental estimates
on V , V ↑ and Vˆ ↑ and some technical results.
1.2. Facts and notations. We denote by (Q, γ, ν) the generating triplet of V so ΨV can be
expressed as
ΨV (λ) =
Q
2
λ2 − γλ+
∫ 0
−∞
(eλx − 1− λx1|x|<1)ν(dx). (1.3)
If V jumps at instant u we denote ∆V (u) := V (u) − V (u−), the jump of V at u. For r > 0
we define V <−r to be the sum of the jumps of V that are less than −r:
∀s ≥ 0, V <−r(s) :=
∑
0≤u≤s
∆V (u)1{∆V (u)<−r}.
V is the sum of the processes V − V <−r and V <−r that can be seen to be independent
spectrally negative Lévy processes, thanks to the Lévy-Khintchine formula (1.3). According
to Corollary VII.2 of Bertoin [3] we have E[V (1)] < 0 so for r chosen large enough we have
E[[V − V <−r](1)] < 0 which, thanks to Corollary VII.2 of [3], implies that V − V <−r drifts to
−∞. In other words, removing the very large jumps of V does not change its convergence to
−∞.
For Y a process and S a borelian set, we denote
τ(Y, S) := inf {t ≥ 0, Y (t) ∈ S} , K(Y, S) := sup {t ≥ 0, Y (t) ∈ S} .
We shall only write τ(Y, x) instead of τ(Y, {x}) and τ(Y, x+) instead of τ(Y, [x,+∞[). Since V
has no positive jumps we see that it reaches each positive level continuously: ∀x > 0, τ(V, x+) =
τ(V, x). Moreover, the law of the supremum of V is known, it is an exponential distribution with
parameter κ (see Corollary VII.2 in [3]).
Y denotes the infimum process of Y : ∀t ≥ 0, Y (t) := inf [0,t] Y . The process V − V is known
as the process V reflected at its infimum. Note that, by Proposition VI.1 of [3], it is a càd-làg
Markov process. The same holds for Vˆ − Vˆ .
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If Y is Markovian and x ∈ R we denote Yx for the process Y starting from x. For Y0 we shall
only write Y . For any (possibly random) time T > 0, we write Y T for the process Y shifted and
centered at time T : ∀s ≥ 0, Y T (s) := Y (T + s)− Y (T ).
Let B be a Brownian motion starting at 0 and independent from V . A diffusion in potential
V can be defined via the formula
X(t) := A−1V (B(T
−1
V (t))), (1.4)
where
AV (x) :=
∫ x
0
eV (u)du and for 0 ≤ s ≤ τ (B,AV (+∞)) , TV (s) :=
∫ s
0
e−2V (A
−1
V (B(u)))du.
AV is the scale function of the diffusion X (at fixed environment V ). Note that, by the
time-reversal property for Lévy processes, the process (−V (−(x−)), x ≥ 0) has the same law as
(V (x), x ≥ 0) so V converges almost surely to+∞ at−∞. In particular we have AV (−∞) = −∞
while AV (+∞) < +∞. This implies that X is transient toward +∞.
It is known that the local time of X at x until instant t has the following expression:
LX(t, x) = e−V (x)LB(T−1V (t), AV (x)), (1.5)
where LB(., .) is the local time of B. For the hitting times of r ∈ R by the diffusion X we shall
use the frequent notation H(r) (instead of τ(X, r)). Note that we have
LX(H(r), x) = e−V (x)LB[τ(B,AV (r)), AV (x)], (1.6)
H(r) =
∫ r
−∞
LX(H(r), x)dx =
∫ r
−∞
e−V (x)LB[τ(B,AV (r)), AV (x)]dx. (1.7)
We denote by H+(r) (respectively H−(r)) the total amount of time spent by the diffusion in
[0,+∞[ (respectively ]−∞, 0]) before H(r). We have obviously H(r) = H+(r) +H−(r).
The quenched probability measure P V is the probability measure conditionally on the potential
V . When we deal we events relative to the diffusion X, P represents the annealed probability
measure, it is defined as P :=
∫
Pω(.)P (V ∈ dω).
We denote by dV T the total variation distance between two probability distributions on the
same space.
By convention we put max1≤i≤0 ... = 0 and
∑0
i=1 ... = 0. For example a maximum or a sum
of quantities indexed by {1, ..., k − 1} is defined to equal 0 in the case k = 1.
2. Supremum of the local time when κ > 1
We now treat the case κ > 1. Since some of the lemmas we state in this section are true
in a general context we do not assume κ > 1 yet. We thus have κ ∈]0,+∞[ unless mentioned
otherwise. As we mentioned in the end of Subsection 1.1, the valleys are of no use in this section
so we have to study directly the expression of the local time. It is given by (1.5). According to
the main result of [16], if κ > 1 and t is large, then t is close to H(t/m) where m := −2/ΨV (1)
as in (1.2) (a version of this fact, adapted to our context, is contained in Lemma 2.1 below). It is
then convenient to look at the local time until a hitting time. It has a simpler expression given
by (1.6). The supremum of the local time until instant H(r) can thus be written
L∗X(H(r)) = max{M1(r),M2(r)}, (2.8)
where
M2(r) := sup
x∈[0,r]
LX(H(r), x) = sup
x∈[0,r]
e−V (x)LB [τ(B,AV (r)), AV (x)],
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and
M1(r) := sup
x<0
LX(H(r), x) = sup
x<0
e−V (x)LB [τ(B,AV (r)), AV (x)]
≤
(
sup
x<0
e−V (x)
)
×
(
sup
y∈R
LB [τ(B,AV (+∞)), y]
)
< +∞. (2.9)
Recall that V converges almost surely to +∞ at −∞ (see Subsection 1.2), so in particular the
factor supx<0 e
−V (x) is finite. Also, since AV (+∞) < +∞, as mentioned in Subsection 1.2, the
second factor is the supremum of the local time of a Brownian motion until a finite hitting time,
it is thus also almost surely finite. This explains the finiteness of the upper bound in (2.9).
We also define the favorite positive site until time H(r) by
F ∗+(H(r)) := argmax[0,r]LX(H(r), .) := inf {x ∈ [0, r], LX(H(r), x) ∨ LX(H(r), x−) =M2(r)} .
To lighten the notations, we often use the notation argmax in this section. Now, note that
M2(r) is the same as J2(r) in Section 2 of [16] with a supremum on [0, r] in place of an integral
on this interval. In particular, if similarly as in Section 2 of [16] we define
Z(x) := eV (x)R
(∫ x
0
e−V (y)dy
)
,
where R is a two-dimensional squared Bessel process independent from V , we get
M2(r) L= sup
x∈[0,r]
Z(x) and F ∗+(H(r))
L
= r − argmax[0,r]Z. (2.10)
We can therefore prove our results using some known properties of Z. Let us recall from
Section 5 of [16] the definition of L, the local time of Z for the position 1, of n the associated
excursion measure, and of L−1 the right continuous inverse of L. We denote by ξ a generic
excursion.
2.1. The local time at hitting times. We now prove a lemma to justify rigorously that the
local time of the diffusion at some instant can be approximated by the local time at a hitting
time. As an intermediary result, the lemma also proves (2.11): that a deterministic time can
be approximated by the inverse of the local time of Z taken at some deterministic value. The
interest is that the expressions involving Z can then be studied via the excursions of Z, which
we will systematically do.
Lemma 2.1. Let us denote by Q the positive constant denoted by n[ζ] in Section 5 of [16]. For
r large enough we have
P
(
L−1(r/Q− r3/4) ≤ r ≤ L−1(r/Q+ r3/4)
)
≥ 1− r−1/4. (2.11)
Assume κ > 1. For any α ∈]max{3/4, 1/κ}, 1[ their exists ǫ > 0 such that for r large enough we
have
P (H(r/m− rα) ≤ r ≤ H(r/m+ rα)) ≥ 1− r−ǫ, (2.12)
P (L∗X(H(r/m− rα)) ≤ L∗X(r) ≤ L∗X(H(r/m+ rα))) ≥ 1− r−ǫ. (2.13)
Proof. According to Lemma 5.1 in [16], E[L−1(1)] = Q and L−1(1) admits some finite positive
exponential moments, so, in particular, it has moments of the second order. Let us define the
Lévy process U(t) := L−1(t) − Qt. U has finite mean equal to 0 and moments of the second
order, this implies that E[|U(t)|2] = tE[|U(1)|2]. Using Markov’s inequality we get
∀t, s > 0, P (|U(t)| > s) ≤ s−2E [|U(t)|2] = s−2tE [|U(1)|2] . (2.14)
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Then,
P
(
r > L−1(r/Q+ r3/4)
)
≤ P
(
|L−1(r/Q+ r3/4)− (r +Qr3/4)| > Qr3/4
)
= P
(
|U(r/Q+ r3/4)| > Qr3/4
)
≤ (r/Q+ r3/4)E [|U(1)|2] /Q2r3/2,
where we have used (2.14) with t = r/Q+ r3/4 and s = Qr3/4. We get a similar estimate for
P
(
r < L−1(r/Q− r3/4)) so (2.11) follows. We now turn to (2.12). Until the end of this proof
we assume κ > 1 and we fix α ∈]max{3/4, 1/κ}, 1[. Recall the definitions of H− and H+ in
Subsection 1.2, we have
P (H(r/m− rα) > r) ≤ P (H−(r/m− rα) +H+(r/m− rα)− (r −mrα) > mrα)
≤ P (H−(+∞) > mrα/2)
+ P
(∫ r/m−rα
0
Z(x)dx− (r −mrα) > mrα/2
)
. (2.15)
We have used the fact, from Section 2 of [16], that
∫ t
0 Z(x)dx has the same law as H+(t) (denoted
by J2(t) there). The second term in the right hand side of (2.15) is less than
P
(∫ τ(Z,1)
0
Z(x)dx > mrα/4
)
+ P
(∫ r/m−rα
τ(Z,1)
Z(x)dx− (r −mrα) > mrα/4
)
≤P (τ(Z, 1) > mrα/4) + P
(∫ r/m−rα
0
Z1(x)dx− (r −mrα) > mrα/4
)
,
where we put Z1 := Z(τ(Z, 1) + .). It is well defined since Z has no positive jumps and thus
reaches [1,+∞[ continuously. Since Z is a Markov process, Z1 has indeed the same law as Z
starting from 1. According to Proposition 4.3 of [16] we have
P(τ(Z, 1) > t) ≤ e−ct, (2.16)
for some constant c > 0 when t is large enough. Then, according to Lemma 5.19 we have
P(H−(+∞) > mrα/2) ≤ c′r−
ακ
2+κ for some positive constant c′ and r large enough. Putting all
this into (2.15) we obtain for r large enough
P (H(r/m− rα) > r) ≤ P
(∣∣∣∣∣
∫ r/m−rα
0
Z1(x)dx− (r −mrα)
∣∣∣∣∣ > mrα/4
)
+ c1r
− ακ
2+κ , (2.17)
for some positive constant c1. Let us define U˜(t) :=
∫ L−1(t)
0 Z1(x)dx−mL−1(t). Note that, from
Section 7 of [16], we can see that U˜ is a Lévy process with finite mean equal to 0 and such that
P(U˜(1) > x) ∼x→+∞ cx−κ for some positive constant c. Moreover U˜ has no negative jumps so
E[(U˜(1) ∧ (−1))2] < +∞ (see Theorem 25.3 in [15]). As a consequence, E[|U˜ (1)|γ ] < +∞ for
any γ ∈]1/α, κ ∧ (4/3)[ (and note that we have 1/α < κ ∧ (4/3) by the definition of α so the
interval ]1/α, κ∧ (4/3)[ is indeed non-empty). We choose such a γ and use successively Markov’s
inequality and Von Barh-Esseen’s inequality (which can be applied with our choice of γ since
]1/α, κ ∧ (4/3)[⊂]1, 2[):
∀t, s > 0, P
(
|U˜(t)| > s
)
≤ s−γE
[
|U˜(t)|γ
]
≤ 2s−γ
(
⌊t⌋E
[
|U˜(1)|γ
]
+ sup
v∈[0,1]
E
[
|U˜(v)|γ
])
. (2.18)
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We now use (2.11) and get that for y large enough, y ≤ L−1(y/Q + y3/4) with probability
greater than 1− y−1/4. Therefore, with probability greater than 1− y−1/4 we have∫ y
0
Z1(x)dx−my ≤
∫ L−1(y/Q+y3/4)
0
Z1(x)dx−my = U˜(y/Q+ y3/4) +mU(y/Q+ y3/4) +mQy3/4.
Let C be an arbitrary positive constant. Applying (2.18) and (2.14) with t = y/Q + y3/4 and
s = Cyα we get for y large enough
P
(∫ y
0
Z1(x)dx−my > Cyα
)
≤ c2
(
y1−αγ + y1−2α + y−1/4
)
,
for some positive constant c2, depending on C. We prove a similar inequality formy−
∫ y
0 Z1(x)dx
so we have actually, for c3 a positive constant (depending on C) and y large enough,
P
(∣∣∣∣
∫ y
0
Z1(x)dx−my
∣∣∣∣ > Cyα
)
≤ c3
(
y1−αγ + y1−2α + y−1/4
)
. (2.19)
Applying (2.19) with a good choice of C, y = r/m− rα and putting into (2.17) we get
P (H(r/m− rα) > r) ≤ r−ǫ/2, (2.20)
where ǫ > 0 is chosen to be less than max{αγ−1, 2α−1, ακ/(2+κ), 1/4} and r is large enough.
Then,
P (H(r/m+ rα) < r) ≤ P (H+(r/m+ rα) < r) ≤ P
(∫ r/m+rα
τ(Z,1)
Z(x)dx < r
)
≤ P
(∫ r/m+rα/2
0
Z1(x)dx < r
)
+ P(τ(Z, 1) > rα/2),
where we recall that Z1 := Z(τ(Z, 1) + .). Using (2.16) and (2.19), we conclude the same way as
for P(H(r/m−rα) > r): we get P (H(r/m+ rα) < r) ≤ r−ǫ/2 for r large enough, and combining
with (2.20) we get (2.12).
Finally, (2.13) is only a consequence of (2.12) and of the increases of L∗X .

We also need an almost sure version of (2.11):
Lemma 2.2. Almost surely, for all t large enough we have
Qt− t3/4 ≤ L−1(t) ≤ Qt+ t3/4.
Proof. Since L−1(1) admits moments of the second order (see the above proof) we have an
iterated logarithm law. 
We now study the supremum of the process Z in term of its excursion measure n.
Lemma 2.3. There is ǫ > 0 and r0 > 0 such that for all r ≥ r0 and h > 1 we have
e−(r/Q+r
7/8)n(sup ξ>h) − r−ǫ ≤ P
(
sup
x∈[0,r]
Z(x) ≤ h
)
≤ e−(r/Q−r7/8)n(sup ξ>h) + r−ǫ.
Proof. Recall the notation Z1 := Z(τ(Z, 1)+ .) and that Z1 has indeed, by the Markov property,
the same law as Z starting from 1. For h > 1 we have
P
(
sup
x∈[0,r]
Z(x) ≤ h
)
= P
(
sup
x∈[τ(Z,1),r]
Z(x) ≤ h
)
≥ P
(
sup
x∈[0,r]
Z1(x) ≤ h
)
, (2.21)
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because the length of [τ(Z, 1), r] is less than r. Let us choose η ∈]0, 3/4[. We have
P
(
sup
x∈[τ(Z,1),r]
Z(x) ≤ h
)
≤ P
(
sup
x∈[0,r−rη]
Z1(x) ≤ h
)
+ P (τ(Z, 1) > rη) . (2.22)
From (2.21), (2.22) and (2.16), we see that we only need to prove the lemma with Z1 instead
of Z and r3/4 instead of r7/8. We only prove the lower bound, since the proof of the upper bound
is similar. For r large enough so that (2.11) is true we have
P
(
sup
x∈[0,r]
Z1(x) ≤ h
)
≥ P
(
sup
x∈[0,L−1(r/Q+r3/4)]
Z1(x) ≤ h
)
− r−1/4.
From the point of view of excursions, the probability in the right hand side is only the probability
that no excursion higher than h occurs before L exceeds r/Q+r3/4. Since the process, indexed by
the local time L, of excursions of Z1 is a Poisson point process with intensity measure n(.) (see for
example Theorem IV.10 in [3]), the number of excursions higher than h before L exceeds r/Q+
r3/4 follows a Poisson distribution with parameter (r/Q + r3/4)n(sup ξ > h). The probability
that no such excursion occurs is therefore e−(r/Q+r
3/4)n(sup ξ>h). We thus get
P
(
sup
x∈[0,L−1(r/Q+r3/4)]
Z1(x) ≤ h
)
= e−(r/Q+r
3/4)n(sup ξ>h),
and the result follows.

2.2. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In this subsection we assume that κ > 1.
Proof. of Theorem 1.1
According to (2.13), we only need to prove that
L∗X(H(r))
(rm)1/κ
L−→
r→+∞
F(κ, 2(Γ(κ)κ2K/m)1/κ)
or, equivalently,
L∗X(H(r))
r1/κ
L−→
r→+∞
F(κ, 2(Γ(κ)κ2K)1/κ). (2.23)
Now, recall (2.8). Combining it with (2.9) and (2.10), we are left to prove that
∀a > 0, P
(
sup
x∈[0,r]
Z(x) ≤ ar1/κ
)
−→
r→+∞
e−2
κΓ(κ)κ2K/aκ . (2.24)
According to Proposition 5.1 of [16] we have
n(sup ξ > h) ∼
h→+∞
Q2κΓ(κ)κ2K/hκ. (2.25)
Putting h = ar1/κ in Lemma 2.3 and combining with (2.25) (applied with h = ar1/κ) we get
(2.24) and the result follows.

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Proof. of Theorem 1.2
We now study the asymptotic of the favorite site. We first prove that
F ∗(H(r))/r
L−→
r→+∞
U . (2.26)
L∗X(H(r)) converges in probability to +∞ because of (2.23). Therefore, according to (2.8) and
(2.9), P(L∗X(H(r)) =M2(r)) converges to 1 when r goes to infinity. Then, thanks to (2.10), we
see that (2.26) will follow if we prove that
argmax[0,r]Z/r
L−→
r→+∞
U . (2.27)
The idea is, in argmax[0,r]Z, to replace Z by Z1 and r by L
−1(r/Q) (mainly thanks to (2.11)).
As a consequence the argmax can be linked to the position of the highest excursion of Z1 which
is uniform. Let us choose γ ∈]0, 1/8κ[. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we have
P
(
sup
x∈[0,L−1(r/Q−r7/8)]
Z1(x) > r
1/κ−γ
)
= 1− e−(r/Q−r7/8)n(sup ξ>r1/κ−γ),
and using (2.25) with h = r1/κ−γ , we get that this probability converges to 1 when r goes to
infinity:
P
(
sup
x∈[0,L−1(r/Q−r7/8)]
Z1(x) > r
1/κ−γ
)
−→
r→+∞
1. (2.28)
Since L−1(r/Q − r7/8) is a stopping time for Z1 and is such that Z1(L−1(r/Q − r7/8)) = 1,
we have that
P
(
sup
x∈[L−1(r/Q−r7/8),L−1(r/Q+r7/8)]
Z1(x) < r
1/κ−γ
)
= P
(
sup
x∈[0,L−1(2r7/8)]
Z1(x) < r
1/κ−γ
)
,
and we prove, similarly as for (2.28), that the probability in the right hand side converges to 1.
We thus have
P
(
sup
x∈[L−1(r/Q−r7/8),L−1(r/Q+r7/8)]
Z1(x) < r
1/κ−γ
)
−→
r→+∞
1. (2.29)
Putting (2.28) and (2.29) together, we get that, with a probability converging to 1, argmax[0,.]Z1
stays constant on [L−1(r/Q− r7/8), L−1(r/Q+ r7/8)]:
P
(
∀x ∈ [L−1(r/Q− r7/8), L−1(r/Q+ r7/8)], argmax[0,x]Z1 = argmax[0,L−1(r/Q)]Z1
)
−→
r→+∞
1.
(2.30)
Recall the notation Z1 := Z(τ(Z, 1) + .) and that Z1 has indeed, by the Markov property,
the same law as Z starting from 1. Note that, on {τ(Z, 1) < r}, we have argmax[0,r]Z =
argmax[0,r−τ(Z,1)]Z1. Then, choose η ∈]0, 3/4[. According to (2.16), τ(Z, 1) < rη < r with a
probability converging to 1 and, applying (2.11) we get
L−1(r/Q− r7/8) ≤ L−1((r − rη)/Q− (r − rη)3/4) ≤ r − rη ≤ r ≤ L−1(r/Q+ r7/8),
with a probability converging to 1. As a consequence we have L−1(r/Q− r7/8) ≤ r − τ(Z, 1) ≤
L−1(r/Q + r7/8) with a probability converging to 1. Combining with (2.30) and the fact that
argmax[0,r]Z = argmax[0,r−τ(Z,1)]Z1 (with a large probability), we thus get
P
(
argmax[0,r]Z = argmax[0,L−1(r/Q)]Z1
)
−→
r→+∞
1. (2.31)
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Let us denote Lˆ := L(argmax[0,L−1(r/Q)]Z1). We consider the Poisson point process of excur-
sions of Z1 associated with the local time L and the excursions corresponding to jumps occurring
in [0, r/Q]. Lˆ then represents the instant in [0, r/Q] when occurs the jump corresponding to the
highest of these excursions . It is a well-known property of Poisson point processes that it follows
a uniform distribution on [0, r/Q]:
QLˆ/r
L
= U . (2.32)
For the process Z1, this excursion begins at time L
−1(Lˆ−) and ends at time L−1(Lˆ) so
L−1(Lˆ−) ≤ argmax[0,L−1(r/Q)]Z1 ≤ L−1(Lˆ).
Then, note that arbitrary high excursions of Z1 arise if we wait long enough. As a consequence,
L−1(Lˆ−) converges almost surely to +∞ when r goes to infinity. We can thus apply Lemma 2.2
and get that almost surely, for r large enough:
QLˆ− Lˆ3/4 ≤ L−1(Lˆ−) ≤ argmax[0,L−1(r/Q)]Z1 ≤ L−1(Lˆ) ≤ QLˆ+ Lˆ3/4.
Combining with (2.32), we deduce that
argmax[0,L−1(r/Q)]Z1/r
L−→
t→+∞
U .
Putting this together with (2.31), we get (2.27) and (2.26) follows. We now have to prove the
result for the favorite site until a deterministic time, instead of the hitting time H(r). For this,
let us choose α as in Lemma 2.1 and γ ∈]0, (1−α)/κ[. We prove that, with high probability, the
favorite site remains constant between times H(r/m− rα) and H(r/m+ rα), that is,
P (∀x ∈ [H(r/m− rα),H(r/m+ rα)], F ∗(x) = F ∗(H(r/m)) −→
r→+∞
1. (2.33)
First, note that, as a consequence of (2.26),
P (F ∗(H(r/m− rα)) ≤ r/m− 2rα) −→
r→+∞
1, (2.34)
and, as a consequence of (2.23) we have
P
(
L∗X(H(r/m− rα)) > r1/κ−γ
)
−→
r→+∞
1. (2.35)
Then, since H(r/m− rα) is a stopping time for the diffusion X we have
P
(
inf
[H(r/m−rα),+∞[
X > r/m− 2rα
)
= P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
X > −rα
)
−→
r→+∞
1. (2.36)
Using similarly the Markov property together with (2.23), we get
P
(
sup
x∈[r/m−2rα,r/m+rα]
LX(H(r/m+ rα), x) ≤ r1/κ−γ
)
=P
(
sup
x∈[0,3rα]
LX(H(3rα), x) ≤ r1/κ−γ
)
−→
r→+∞
1. (2.37)
The four estimates (2.34), (2.35), (2.36) and (2.37) tell us that with high probability when r
is large: at time H(r/m − rα), the supremum of the local time has been reached at a position
located before the position r/m− 2rα and this supremum is larger than r1/κ−γ . Moreover, the
diffusion will never reach back ] −∞, r/m − 2rα], and at time H(r/m + rα), the supremum of
the local time on [r/m − 2rα,+∞[ is less than r1/κ−γ . As a consequence, with a probability
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converging to 1, the favorite site does not move between times H(r/m− rα) and H(r/m+ rα),
this proves (2.33). Then, (2.33) together with (2.12) give
P (F ∗(r) = F ∗(H(r/m))) −→
r→+∞
1.
This together with (2.26) proves the sought convergence in distribution for the favorite site.

3. Path decomposition of a spectrally negative Lévy process
3.1. h-valleys, scale function, and some processes conditioned to stay positive. Recall
from the discussion before Theorem 1.4 the notion of h-extrema. Recall also that (mi, i ∈ Z)
and (Mi, i ∈ Z) are respectively the increasing sequences of h-minima and of h-maxima of V ,
such that m0 ≤ 0 < m1 and mi < Mi < mi+1 for every i ∈ Z.
As in [9], we define the classical h-valleys as the fragments of the trajectory of V between two
h-maxima, translated at the h-minima between them: the ith classical h-valley is the process(
V (i)(x), Mi−1 ≤ x ≤Mi
)
where V (i) := V (x)− V (mi), ∀x ∈ R.
Recall that Vˆ is the dual of V , it is equal in law to −V . In order to state the law of these
valleys, we need to recall some definitions about V and Vˆ conditioned to stay positive but first,
let us recall a useful fact.
Fact 3.1. Let Y be a spectrally negative Lévy process which is not the opposite of a subordinator,
then it is regular for ]0,+∞[ and the regularity for ]−∞, 0[ is equivalent with Y being of unbounded
variation.
Proof. The regularity for ]0,+∞[ and the condition for the regularity for ] − ∞, 0[ are stated
respectively in Theorem VII.1 and in Corollary VII.5 of [3].

Let W be the scale function of V , defined as in Section VII.2 of Bertoin [3]. It satisfies
∀0 < x < y, P (τ(Vx, y) < τ(Vx, ]−∞, 0])) = W (x)/W (y). (3.38)
According to Theorem VII.8 in [3], this function is continuous, increasing, and for any λ > κ,∫ +∞
0
e−λxW (x)dx =
1
ΨV (λ)
< +∞.
We now explain how the scale function W allows to define V ↑, that is, V conditioned to stay
positive (see [3], Section VII.3 for proofs and more details). The relation
∀t ≥ 0, x, y > 0, p↑t (x, dy) := W (y)× P
(
Vx(t) ∈ dy, inf
[0,t]
Vx > 0
)
/W (x),
defines a Markovian semigroup. For any x > 0, we denote by V ↑x the Markovian process starting
from x, taking values in ]0,+∞[ and whose transition semigroup is p↑t . V ↑x is commonly called V
conditioned to stay positive starting from x. This is justified by the fact that for any y > x > 0 the
process (V ↑x (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ(V ↑x , y)) is equal in distribution to the process (Vx(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ(Vx, y))
conditionally on {τ(Vx, y) < τ(Vx, ]−∞, 0])}. It is not possible to condition in the usual way Vx
to remain positive for ever because this occurs with a probability equal to 0 (since in our case V
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drifts to −∞). However, V ↑x is well defined, has infinite life-time, and it is possible to show that
V ↑x converges almost surely to +∞.
It is possible to show that there exists a process V ↑0 , that we denote by V
↑, starting from 0 and
which is the limit in distribution of the processes V ↑x as x goes to 0. V ↑ is called V conditioned to
stay positive, it is a Feller process whose restriction to ]0,+∞[ of the transition laws is given by
p↑t . Moreover, note that for any positive x, we have from the Markov property and the absence
of positive jumps that the process V ↑, shifted at τ(V ↑, x), is equal in law to V ↑x .
We also recall the definition of V conditioned to drift to +∞ (see [3], Section VII.1 for proofs
and more details). Note that, since κ is a zero of ΨV , the process e
κV (t) is a martingale with
expectation 1. This allows to define the convolution semigroup of probability measures (p♯t)t≥0
via the relation
p♯t(dy) := e
κy
P (V (t) ∈ dy) . (3.39)
The convolution semigroup (p♯t)t≥0 is associated to a spectrally negative Lévy process that we
denote by V ♯ and which is commonly called V conditioned to drift to +∞. This is justified by
the fact that
• V ♯ drifts to +∞,
• For any y > 0 the process (V ♯(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ(V ♯, y)) is equal in distribution to the process
(V (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ(V, y)) conditionally on {τ(V, y) < +∞}.
It is not difficult to see from (3.39) that the Laplace exponent ΨV ♯ of V
♯ is obtained by translation
of ΨV : ΨV ♯ = ΨV (κ + .). As a consequence Ψ
′
V ♯
(0) > 0 which, according to Corollary VII.2
in [3], proves that V ♯ drifts to +∞ as stated above. It is also proven that V ↑ = (V ♯)↑. As a
consequence, for any x > 0, V ↑x is equal in law to V
♯
x conditionally on {inf [0,+∞[ V ♯x > 0}. We
will sometimes use this fact to prove results about V ↑ in Section 5.
We now define Vˆ ↑, that is, Vˆ conditioned to stay positive. According to Fact 3.1, V is regular
for ]0,+∞[, so Vˆ is for ] −∞, 0[. Moreover, Vˆ drifts to +∞. We can thus define the Markov
family (Vˆ ↑x , x > 0) as in Doney [7], Chapter 8. It can be seen from there that for any x > 0 the
process Vˆ ↑x is Markovian and has infinite life-time. If moreover V has unbounded variation then
Vˆ is regular for ]0,+∞[, and from Theorem 25 of [7], we have that Vˆ ↑0 , that we shall denote by
Vˆ ↑, is well defined.
Here again, for any x ≥ 0, the process Vˆ ↑x must be seen as Vˆ conditioned to stay positive and
starting from x. Note that, since Vˆ converges almost surely to infinity, for x > 0, Vˆ ↑x is equal in
law to Vˆx conditioned in the usual way to remain positive.
3.2. Law of the valleys. We now prove some facts about the law of the consecutive valleys
near their bottom. In order to delimit the bottom of the valleys we define
τ−i (h) := sup{x < mi, V (i)(x) ≥ h}, τi(h) := inf{x > mi, V (i)(x) = h}.
For any i ∈ N∗, let P (i)1 be the truncated process (V (i)(mi−x), 0 ≤ x ≤ mi− τ−i (h)), and P2(i)
the truncated process (V (i)(mi + x), 0 ≤ x ≤ τi(h)−mi). We have:
Proposition 3.2. (valleys decomposition)
Assume that V has unbounded variation. All the processes of the family (P
(i)
j , i ≥ 1, j ∈ {1, 2}),
are independent and :
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• For all i ≥ 2, the law of P (i)1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of the
process (Vˆ ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(Vˆ ↑,h+) and has density ch/(1− e−κVˆ
↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))) with respect to this
law, where ch is a constant depending on h and that converges to 1 when h goes to infinity.
• For all i ≥ 1, P (i)2 is equal in law to (V ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(V ↑,h) (this statement is true even if V
has bounded variation).
Moreover, the density ch/(1−e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))) is bounded by 2 for h deterministically large enough
and it converges to 1 when h goes to infinity.
Remark 3.3. P (1)1 may be a part of the so-called central slope, so its law is different.
Proof. We assume that V has unbounded variation, recall from Fact 3.1 that this implies a regu-
larity condition. In Lemma 4 of Cheliotis [5], the assertion that limt→+∞V (t) = −∞, limt→+∞V (t) =
+∞ can be dropped. Indeed, because of the regularity condition satisfied by V , the stopping
times τk and τk in [5] are almost surely finite for V . This lemma is therefore true in our context.
As a consequence, the proof of Lemma 1 of [5] also applies in our context. We thus get the fact
that the slopes are independent and that (except the central slope), all descending (respectively
ascending) slopes have the same law.
For the law of the ascending slopes (not covering the origin) until their hitting time of h, we
use the classical argument that can be found, for example, in the proof of Theorem 2 in [9]: P
(i)
2
is equal in law to the first excursion higher than h of V − V , before the hitting time of h of
this excursion. Using Proposition VII.15 of [3] (which does not require V to have unbounded
variation), we prove that the latter is equal in law to (V ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(V ↑,h), that is, V
↑ killed when
hitting h.
Then, by the time-reversal property, the descending slopes (not covering the origin) of V are
equal in law to the ascending slopes of Vˆ so, here again, we get that P
(i)
1 is equal in law to
the first excursion higher than h of Vˆ − Vˆ , before the hitting time of [h,+∞[ of this excursion.
Unfortunately, since Vˆ is not spectrally negative, we can no longer apply the previous argument
to determine the law of the excursion. However, since ] −∞, 0[ and ]0,+∞[ are regular for Vˆ
(because they are for V ) and Vˆ does not drift to −∞, we can apply Proposition 4.7 of Duquesne
[8] but we first need to introduce some notations.
Let (Lˆ−1, Iˆ) denote the descending ladder process of Vˆ , Lˆ(t) := Vˆ (t) is a local time at 0 of
Vˆ −Vˆ (this comes from Theorem VII.1 of [3] and duality, since Vˆ is spectrally positive) and Lˆ−1 is
the inverse of this local time. For any t ≥ 0, Iˆ(t) := −Vˆ (Lˆ−1(t)). We denote by Nˆ the excursion
measure of Vˆ − Vˆ associated with Lˆ, and for ξ an excursion, let ζ(ξ) := inf{s > 0, ξ(s) = 0}
denote its life-time.
We denote by Iˆ the potential measure of Iˆ , Iˆ([0, x]) := E[∫ Lˆ(+∞)0 1Iˆ(t)∈[0,x]dt] for x ≥ 0. By
the expression of the potential measure of the ascending ladder height process of a spectrally
negative Lévy process, page 191 of [3], and by duality we have Iˆ([0, x]) = (1 − e−κx)/κ for any
x ≥ 0. Proposition 4.7 of [8] yields that for any measurable function G defined on the space of
càd-làg functions from [0,+∞[ to R with possibly finite life-time, we have
E
[
G
(
(Vˆ ↑(s))0≤s≤τ(Vˆ ↑,h+)
)]
= Nˆ
(
G
(
(ξ(s))0≤s≤τ(ξ,h+)
) Iˆ([0, ξ(τ(ξ, h+))[)∣∣τ(ξ, h+) < ζ(ξ))
× Nˆ (ξ, τ(ξ, h+) < ζ(ξ))
= Nˆ
(
(1− e−κξ(τ(ξ,h+)))
ch
G
(
(ξ(s))0≤s≤τ(ξ,h+)
) ∣∣τ(ξ, h+) < ζ(ξ)
)
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where we have set ch := κ/Nˆ (ξ, τ(ξ, h+) < ζ(ξ)). As a consequence, for any measurable function
F , we get that
Nˆ (F ((ξ(s))0≤s≤τ(ξ,h+)) |τ(ξ, h+) < ζ(ξ)) = E
[
ch
1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))
F
(
(Vˆ ↑(s))0≤s≤τ(Vˆ ↑,h+)
)]
.
That is, the law of the first excursion of Vˆ − Vˆ higher than h, killed when reaching [h,+∞[, is
absolutely continuous with respect to the law of the process (Vˆ ↑(s))0≤s≤τ(Vˆ ↑,h+) and has density
ch/(1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))) with respect to this law.
For the last assertion of the proposition, note that ch = κ/Nˆ (ξ, τ(ξ, h+) < ζ(ξ)) increases,
when h goes to infinity, to c∞ := κ/Nˆ (ξ, ζ(ξ) = +∞). Nˆ (ξ, ζ(ξ) = +∞) is the measure of the
set of infinite excursions above 0 for Vˆ − Vˆ , it is strictly positive since Vˆ converges almost surely
to infinity. Also, we have almost surely that Vˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑, h+)) ≥ h. Hence,
ch/
(
1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))
)
≤ c∞/(1− e−κh) ≤ 2c∞,
where the last inequality is true for h deterministically large enough. Then,
P
(
ch/
(
1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))
)
−→
h→+∞
c∞
)
= 1.
By the dominated convergence theorem and the fact that ch/(1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))) is normalized
at 1 (because it is a density), we get c∞ = 1 and the last assertion of the proposition follows.

3.3. Standard valleys. Since V drifts to −∞, the descending phases of V between two h-
minima are quite important and have to be taken in consideration for the study of the diffusion
in V . Therefore, as in [2], we here define a new sequence (m˜i)i≥1 of h-minima that are separated
by descending phases of V and we then show that for a large number of indices, this sequence
coincides with the sequence (mi)i≥1 with an overwhelming probability. Our definition of the
standard valleys is similar to the one given in Section 2.2 of [2] but we have to improve it to get a
definition more adapted to our context (where V can jump). We first introduce some notations.
δ ∈]0, 1/2[ is defined once and for all in the paper and can be chosen as small as we want. In
this subsection h is a fixed positive number such that e(1−δ)κh ≥ h. We define τ˜0(h) = L˜0 := 0
and recursively for i ≥ 1,
L˜♯i := inf{x > L˜i−1, V (x) ≤ V (L˜i−1)− e(1−δ)κh},
τ˜i(h) := inf
{
x ≥ L˜♯i, V (x)− inf [L˜♯i ,x] V = h
}
,
m˜i := inf
{
x ≥ L˜♯i, V (x) = inf [L˜♯i ,τ˜i(h)] V
}
,
L˜i := inf{x > τ˜i(h), V (x)−V (m˜i) ≤ h/2}
= inf{x > τ˜i(h), V (x)− V (τ˜i(h)) ≤ −h/2},
τ˜−i (a) := sup{x < m˜i, V (x)− V (m˜i) ≥ a}, ∀a ∈ [0, h],
τ˜+i (a) := inf{x > m˜i, V (x)− V (m˜i) = a}, ∀a ∈ [0, h].
Note that all these random variables depend on h, even if this does not appear in the notations.
We also introduce the equivalent of V (i) for the m˜i, i ∈ N∗ as follows:
V˜ (i)(x) := V (x)− V (m˜i), ∀x ∈ R.
We call ith standard valley the re-centered truncated potential (V˜ (i)(x), L˜i−1 ≤ x ≤ L˜i).
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Remark 3.4. The random times L˜♯i, τ˜i(h), and L˜i are stopping times. As a consequence, the
sequence (V˜ (i)(x+ m˜i), L˜i−1 − m˜i ≤ x ≤ L˜i − m˜i)i≥1 is iid.
Our definitions take in consideration the absence of positive jumps for V , in particular τ˜i(h) <
+∞ and V (τ˜i(h)−) = V (τ˜i(h)) = V (m˜i) + h. We can see that the m˜i, i ∈ N∗, are h-minima.
The next lemma, which is the analogous of Lemma 2.3 of Andreoletti, Devulder [1], shows that,
with high probability, the sequence (m˜i)i≥1 coincides with the sequence (mi)i≥1 for indices i ≤ n
when n does not grow too fast with h.
Lemma 3.5. There is h0 > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1 and h ≥ h0,
P
(
Vn,h :=
n∩
i=1
{mi = m˜i}
)
≥ 1− ne−δκh/3.
Proof. As we said before, {m˜i, i ∈ N∗} ⊂ {mi, i ∈ N∗}. Hence on the complementary Vcn,h of
Vn,h, considering the smallest 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that mi 6= m˜i, we have mi−1 = m˜i−1 < mi < m˜i.
For this i, we can not have mi ∈ [L˜♯i, m˜i[. Indeed, in this case, mi − L˜♯i would be the starting
point of an excursion higher than h for V L˜
♯
i − V L˜♯i , but from the definition of m˜i, m˜i − L˜♯i is the
starting point of the first excursion higher than h for V L˜
♯
i − V L˜♯i , which contradicts mi < m˜i.
Hence, mi ∈]m˜i−1, L˜♯i [.
m˜i−1 is an h-minimum and there cannot be any h-maximum belonging to [m˜i−1, τ˜i−1(h)[
so, as the h minima and the h maxima alternate, necessarily we have mi > τ˜i−1(h). Hence
mi ∈]τ˜i−1(h), L˜♯i [.
Since mi is an h-minimum, there is vi > mi such that V (mi) = inf [mi,vi] V and V (vi) =
V (mi)+h. Since by definition of L˜
♯
i we have V (L˜
♯
i) = inf [τ˜i−1(h),L˜♯i ]
V , we cannot have L˜♯i ∈]mi, vi]
so we must have
τ˜i−1(h) < mi < vi < L˜
♯
i.
For similar reasons we can neither have L˜i−1 ∈]mi, vi] so we have
either τ˜i−1(h) < mi < vi < L˜i−1 or L˜i−1 ≤ mi < vi < L˜♯i .
We have
Vcn,h =
(
n∩
i=1
{mi = m˜i}
)c
⊂ n∪
i=1
(
E1i ∪ E2i
)
,
where
E1i :=
{
τ
(
V τ˜i−1(h) − V τ˜i−1(h), h
)
< τ
(
V τ˜i−1(h), ]−∞,−h/2]
)}
,
E2i :=
{
τ
(
V L˜i−1 − V L˜i−1 , h
)
< τ
(
V L˜i−1 , ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]
)}
.
Indeed, τ(V τ˜i−1(h)−V τ˜i−1(h), h)+τ˜i−1(h) represents the instant when is achieved the first ascend of
V from its minimum after τ˜i−1(h) and, from the definition of L˜i−1, we have L˜i−1 = τ(V
τ˜i−1(h), ]−
∞,−h/2])+ τ˜i−1(h). Similarly, τ(V L˜i−1−V L˜i−1 , h)+L˜i−1 represents the instant when is achieved
the first ascend of V from its minimum after L˜i−1 and, from the definition of L˜
♯
i, we have
L˜♯i = τ(V
L˜i−1 , ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh])+ L˜i−1. Since τ˜i−1(h) and L˜i−1 are stopping times, V τ˜i−1(h) and
V L˜i−1 are equal in law to V . Since moreover e(1−δ)κh ≥ h/2, we get for h large enough
1− P
(
n∩
i=1
{mi = m˜i}
)
≤ 2nP
(
τ (V − V , h) < τ
(
V, ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]
))
. (3.40)
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Then, according to Lemma 5.6 applied with a = h, b = e(1−δ)κh and η = δ/2 we have
P
(
τ (V − V , h) < τ
(
V, ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]
))
≤
(
1 + 2e(1−δ)κh/δh
)
e−κ(1−δ/2)h.
Let us define h0 large enough so that the latter is less than e
−δκh/3/2 whenever h ≥ h0. Com-
bining with (3.40) we obtain
∀h ≥ h0, 1− P
(
n∩
i=1
{mi = m˜i}
)
≤ ne−δκh/3,
which yields the results.

We now make use of the preceding lemma to precise the law of the bottoms of the standard
valleys. First, for any i ∈ N∗, let us define
P˜
(i)
1 := (V˜
(i)(m˜i − x), 0 ≤ x ≤ m˜i − τ˜−i (h)), P˜ (i)2 := (V˜ (i)(m˜i + x), 0 ≤ x ≤ τ˜i(h)− m˜i),
P˜
(i)
3 := (V˜
(i)(τ˜i(h) + x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L˜i − τ˜i(h)).
Note that for any index i, mi = m˜i implies P
(i)
1 = P˜
(i)
1 and P
(i)
2 = P˜
(i)
2 .
Proposition 3.6. Assume that V has unbounded variation. All the processes of the family
(P˜
(i)
j , i ≥ 1, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}) are independent and for all i ≥ 1,
dV T
(
P˜
(i)
1 , P
(2)
1
)
≤ 2e−δκh/3, P˜ (i)2 L= (V ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(V ↑,h),
P˜
(i)
3
L
= (h+ V (x))0≤x≤τ(V,]−∞,−h/2]).
The statements about the laws of P˜
(i)
2 and P˜
(i)
3 do not require the hypothesis of unbounded vari-
ation. The statements about the law of P˜
(i)
1 is true only for h large enough.
Proof. By Remark 3.4 the sequence (P˜
(i)
1 , P˜
(i)
2 , P˜
(i)
3 )i≥1 is iid so, for the independence, we only
need to prove that for any i ≥ 1, P˜ (i)1 , P˜ (i)2 and P˜ (i)3 are independent. P˜ (i)2 is, after the stopping
time L˜♯i, the first excursion of V − V greater than h, considered up to its hitting time of h.
It is therefore independent from the previous slopes and, using again Proposition VII.15 of [3]
(which does not require V to have unbounded variation), we see that it has the same law as
(V ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(V ↑,h). Also, the Markov property applied at the stopping time τ˜i(h) gives the
asserted law of P˜
(i)
3 and its independence from (P˜
(i)
1 , P˜
(i)
2 ).
For the assertion on P˜
(i)
1 , note that dV T (P˜
(2)
1 , P
(2)
1 ) ≤ P(P˜ (2)1 6= P (2)1 ) and for h large enough
P(P˜
(2)
1 6= P (2)1 ) ≤ 2e−δκh/3 according to Lemma 3.5 (applied with n := 2). Then, recall that for
any i ≥ 1, P˜ (i)1 is equal in law to P˜ (2)1 according to Remark 3.4. The assertion on P˜ (i)1 follows.

We now consider the first ascend of h from the minimum, after τ˜i(h),
τ˜∗i+1(h) := inf
{
u ≥ τ˜i(h), V (u)− inf
[τ˜i(h),u]
V = h
}
, (3.41)
m˜∗i+1 := inf
{
u ≥ τ˜i(h), V (u) = inf
[τ˜i(h),τ˜∗i+1(h)]
V
}
. (3.42)
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Note that τ˜∗i+1(h)− τ˜i(h) = τ(V τ˜i(h)−V τ˜i(h), h), so τ˜∗i+1(h)− τ˜i(h) belongs to the first excursion
higher than h of the process V τ˜i(h)−V τ˜i(h) and m˜∗i+1− τ˜i(h) is the starting point of this excursion.
We prove that τ˜∗i+1(h) and m˜
∗
i+1 coincide with τ˜i+1(h) and m˜i+1 with a high probability.
Lemma 3.7. There is a positive constant c such that for h large enough,
∀i ≥ 1, P (τ˜∗i (h) = τ˜i(h), m˜∗i = m˜i) ≥ 1− e−ch.
Proof. Note that m˜∗i = m˜i whenever τ˜
∗
i (h) = τ˜i(h). We thus only prove the latter. Fix i ≥ 2
and recall the definitions of τ˜∗i (h) and τ˜i(h): τ˜
∗
i (h) is the first ascend of V from its minimum
after τ˜i−1(h) while τ˜i(h) is the first ascend of V from its minimum after L˜
♯
i . By definition we
have V (L˜♯i) = inf [τ˜i−1(h),L˜♯i ]
V so, if L˜♯i < τ˜
∗
i (h), we must have τ˜
∗
i (h) = τ˜i(h). Therefore,
{τ˜∗i (h) 6= τ˜i(h)} ⊂
{
τ˜∗i (h) ≤ L˜♯i
}
=
{
τ˜∗i (h) ≤ L˜i−1
}
∪
{
L˜i−1 < τ˜
∗
i (h) ≤ L˜♯i
}
. (3.43)
Recall that L˜i−1 − τ˜i−1(h) = τ(V τ˜i−1(h), ] − ∞,−h/2]). Since τ˜∗i (h) − τ˜i−1(h) = τ(V τ˜i−1(h) −
V τ˜i−1(h), h) we get
P
(
τ˜∗i (h) ≤ L˜i−1
)
= P
(
τ(V τ˜i−1(h) − V τ˜i−1(h), h) < τ(V τ˜i−1(h), ]−∞,−h/2])
)
.
Then, from the Markov property, V τ˜i−1(h) is equal in law to V . Combining with Lemma 5.6
applied with a = h, b = h/2 and η = 1/4 we get
P
(
τ˜∗i (h) ≤ L˜i−1
)
= P (τ(V − V , h) < τ(V, ]−∞,−h/2])) ≤ 3e−3κh/4. (3.44)
Then, V (L˜i−1) = inf [τ˜i−1(h),L˜i−1] V so, if τ˜
∗
i (h) > L˜i−1 we have τ˜
∗
i (h) − L˜i−1 = τ(V L˜i−1 −
V L˜i−1 , h). Recall that L˜♯i − L˜i−1 = τ(V L˜i−1 , ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]). We thus get
P
(
L˜i−1 < τ˜
∗
i (h) ≤ L˜♯i
)
≤ P
(
τ
(
V L˜i−1 − V L˜i−1 , h
)
< τ
(
V L˜i−1 , ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]
))
.
Then, from the Markov property, V L˜i−1 is equal in law to V . Combining with Lemma 5.6 applied
with a = h, b = e(1−δ)κh and η = δ/2 we get
P
(
L˜i−1 < τ˜
∗
i (h) ≤ L˜♯i
)
≤ P
(
τ (V − V , h) < τ
(
V, ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]
))
≤
(
1 + 2e(1−δ)κh/δh
)
e−κ(1−δ/2)h. (3.45)
For h large enough the latter is less than e−δκh/3, so putting together (3.43), (3.44) and (3.45)
we get the result when i ≥ 2. If i = 1, (3.43) and (3.45) are true but recall that, by definition,
τ˜0(h) = L˜0 = 0, so {τ˜∗1 (h) ≤ L˜0} = ∅. The result is therefore also true for i = 1.

3.4. Exponential functionals of the bottom of a standard valley. Let J(h) be the expo-
nential functional of the bottom of the first standard valley:
J(h) :=
∫ τ˜+1 (h/2)
τ˜−1 (h/2)
e−V˜
(1)(u)du,
where τ˜−1 (.) and τ˜
+
1 (.) have the same meaning as in the beginning of Subsection 3.3.
This functional will appear in Section 4 for the study of the behavior of the diffusion near
the bottom of the valleys. Indeed, we will see that the amount of time spent in the bottom of a
valley is approximately the local time at the bottom of the valley multiplied by an independent
factor having the same law as this functional. It is thus crucial to determine the behavior of the
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distribution of J(h) when h is large. Recall from the Introduction (just after Theorem 1.2) that
R is defined to be a random variable whose law is the convolution of the law of I(V ↑) and of the
law of I(Vˆ ↑). The results of Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 allow to think that J(h) becomes close to R
when h is large enough. We now prove a very tight convergence of J(h) to R using Propositions
3.2, 3.6 and the existence, proved in Theorems 1.1 and 1.13 of [17], of some finite exponential
moments for I(V ↑) and I(Vˆ ↑). This result is crucial in Section 4 where we make R appear in
the limit distribution of the supremum of the local time.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that V has unbounded variation. The family of random variables
(J(h))h>0 converges in distribution to R as h goes to infinity, moreover there exists a positive
λ0 such that
∀λ < λ0, E
[
eλJ(h)
]
−→
h→+∞
E
[
eλR
]
, (3.46)
and the above quantities are all finite. As a consequence, the moments of any positive order of
J(h) converge to those of R when h goes to infinity.
Proof. We consider a probability space on which are defined two independent processes Z1 and
Z2 with Z1
L
= Vˆ ↑ and Z2
L
= V ↑. We define
I˜(h) :=
∫ τ(Z1,h/2+)
0
e−Z1(x)dx+
∫ τ(Z2,h/2)
0
e−Z2(x)dx, ∀h > 0
R˜ :=
∫ +∞
0
e−Z1(x)dx+
∫ +∞
0
e−Z2(x)dx.
We have trivially the equality in law R˜ L= R and the almost sure increase of the I˜(h) to R˜.
Then, from the definitions of P˜
(1)
1 and P˜
(1)
2 in Subsection 3.3,
J(h) =
∫ τ(P˜ (1)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(1)
1 (u)du+
∫ τ(P˜ (1)2 ,h/2)
0
e−P˜
(1)
2 (u)du. (3.47)
According to Proposition 3.6, the two terms are independent and the second is equal in law to
the second term of I˜(h). It is easy to see that, if we have four real random variables A, B, CA
and CB where A and CA (respectively B and CB) are defined on the same probability space and
independent, and such that CA and CB have the same law, then we have this inequality for the
total variation distance:
dV T (CA +A,CB +B) ≤ dV T (A,B).
In our case, we thus have
dV T
(
J(h), I˜(h)
)
≤ dV T
(∫ τ(P˜ (1)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(1)
1 (u)du,
∫ τ(Z1,h/2+)
0
e−Z1(x)dx
)
. (3.48)
Then, we see that if A and B are random variables (valued on a metric space E), and f is a
mesurable mapping from E to R, we have
dV T (f(A), f(B)) ≤ dV T (A,B) .
In our case, this yields
dV T
(∫ τ(P˜ (1)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(1)
1 (u)du,
∫ τ(Z1,h/2+)
0
e−Z1(x)dx
)
≤ dV T
(
P˜
(1)
1 , (Z1(x))0≤x≤τ(Z1,h+)
)
.
(3.49)
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From the triangular inequality and Proposition 3.6, we have for h large enough,
dV T
(
P˜
(1)
1 , (Z1(x))0≤x≤τ(Z1,h+)
)
≤ dV T
(
P˜
(1)
1 , P
(2)
1
)
+ dV T
(
P
(2)
1 , (Z1(x))0≤x≤τ(Z1,h+)
)
≤ 2e−δκh/3 + dV T
(
P
(2)
1 , (Z1(x))0≤x≤τ(Z1,h+)
)
. (3.50)
Now, according to Proposition 3.2, P
(2)
1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of the
process (Vˆ ↑(s))0≤s≤τ(Vˆ ↑,h+)
L
= (Z1(x))0≤x≤τ(Z1,h+) and has density ch/(1−e−κVˆ
↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))) with
respect to this law. It is known that, if a random variable B has a density dB with respect to a
random variable A (both valued in the same metric space), then, their total variation distance
is expressed as follows :
dV T (A,B) =
1
2
∫
|1− dB(x)| × P (A ∈ dx) .
That is, in our case,
dV T
(
P
(2)
1 , (Z1(x))0≤x≤τ(Z1,h+)
)
=
1
2
E
[∣∣∣∣1− ch
1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))
∣∣∣∣
]
. (3.51)
Now combining (3.48), (3.49), (3.50) and (3.51) we get for large h,
dV T
(
J(h), I˜(h)
)
≤ 2e−δκh/3 + 1
2
E
[∣∣∣∣1− ch
1− e−κVˆ ↑(τ(Vˆ ↑,h+))
∣∣∣∣
]
.
Because of the last assertion in Proposition 3.2 and dominated convergence, the right hand side
converges to 0 when h goes to infinity. From this and the convergence of (I˜(h))h>0 to R˜ we
deduce that (J(h))h>0 converges in distribution to R˜ (and therefore to R). In order to justify
(3.46), it only remain to prove a uniform integrability condition. In particular, (3.46) will follow
if we prove the existence of a positive λ0 and a positive finite constant C such that
∀h > 0, E
[
eλ0J(h)
]
≤ C. (3.52)
Thanks to Theorems 1.1 and 1.13 of [17], the positive random variables I(V ↑) and I(Vˆ ↑) admit
some finite exponential moments. We can therefore choose a positive λ0 such that
E
[
eλ0I(V
↑)
]
< +∞ and E
[
e2λ0I(Vˆ
↑)
]
< +∞. (3.53)
Let us fix such a positive λ0 and h > 0. Recall (3.47) and the fact that, according to Proposition
3.6, P˜
(1)
1 and P˜
(1)
2 are independent. As a consequence
E
[
eλ0J(h)
]
= E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P˜ (1)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(1)
1 (u)du
)]
× E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P˜ (1)2 ,h/2)
0
e−P˜
(1)
2 (u)du
)]
.
(3.54)
Then, according to Proposition 3.6,
E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P˜ (1)2 ,h/2)
0
e−P˜
(1)
2 (u)du
)]
= E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(V ↑,h/2)
0
e−V
↑(u)du
)]
≤ E
[
eλ0I(V
↑)
]
.
(3.55)
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From Remark 3.4 and the fact that (m˜i)i≥1 is a subsequence of (mi)i≥1 we have,
E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P˜ (1)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(1)
1 (u)du
)]
= E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P˜ (2)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(2)
1 (u)du
)]
=E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P (2)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P
(2)
1 (u)du
)
1
P˜
(2)
1 =P
(2)
1
]
+
∑
i>2
E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P (i)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P
(i)
1 (u)du
)
1
P˜
(2)
1 =P
(i)
1
]
≤E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P (2)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P
(2)
1 (u)du
)]
+
∑
i>2
√√√√
E
[
exp
(
2λ0
∫ τ(P (i)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P
(i)
1 (u)du
)]√
P
(
P˜
(2)
1 = P
(i)
1
)
.
Now, according to Proposition 3.2, the law of P
(i)
1 is, for any i ≥ 2, absolutely continuous with
respect to the law of the process (Vˆ ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(Vˆ ↑,h+) and the density is bounded by 2 when h
is large enough. As a consequence the two expectations in the above expression are (for large h)
less than respectively 2E[eλ0I(Vˆ
↑)] and 2E[e2λ0I(Vˆ
↑)]. Using the arguments of the proof of Lemma
3.5 we can prove that for h large enough P(P˜
(2)
1 = P
(i)
1 ) ≤ e−δκ(i−2)h/3. This proves that
E
[
exp
(
λ0
∫ τ(P˜ (1)1 ,h/2+)
0
e−P˜
(1)
1 (u)du
)]
≤ 3
√
E
[
e2λ0I(Vˆ ↑)
]
, (3.56)
for h large enough. Now, combining (3.54), (3.55), (3.56) and (3.53), we get (3.52) so (3.46) is
proved as well.

3.5. Asymptotic of the sequence of h-minima. In this subsection, we are interested in the
asymptotic distance between the h-minima when h goes to infinity. This leads to estimates that
are useful to study the local time of the diffusion in V outside the bottoms of the valleys, and
Theorem 1.4 is also proved in the end of this subsection. First, we define the first ascend of h
for V − V :
τ∗(h) := inf {u ≥ 0, (V − V )(u) = h} , m∗(h) := inf {u ≥ 0, V (u) = V (τ∗(h))} .
Note that, since τ˜0(h) = 0, τ
∗(h) and m∗(h) coincide almost surely with respectively τ˜∗1 (h) and
m˜∗1, defined in (3.41) and (3.42). We study m
∗(h) by the mean of excursion theory. Let F denote
the space of excursions, that is, càd-làg functions from [0,+∞[ to R, starting at zero and killed
at the first positive instant when they reach 0. Note that this instant can possibly be infinite.
For ξ ∈ F , recall the notation ζ(ξ) := inf{s > 0, ξ(s) = 0} for the length of the excursion ξ.
Also, let Fh,− and Fh,+ denote respectively the set of excursions whose height is strictly less
than h and the set of excursions higher than h:
Fh,− :=
{
ξ ∈ F , sup
[0,ζ]
ξ < h
}
, Fh,+ :=
{
ξ ∈ F , sup
[0,ζ]
ξ ≥ h
}
.
Recall from Subsection 1.2 that V − V is a càd-làg Markov process. With the help of Fact
3.1, we see that {0} is instantaneous for V −V (and it is regular if and only if V has unbounded
variation). Excursion theory above 0 can thus be applied to V −V (see Section IV of [3]). Let L
be a local time at 0 for V −V , N the associated excursion measure, and L−1 the right continuous
inverse of L. Then, the excursions, indexed by L, above 0 of V −V form a Poisson point process
on F with intensity measure N . In the irregular case (when V has bounded variation) the local
time L has to be defined artificially as in [3], Section IV.5. In this case, the excursion measure
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is proportional to the law of the first excursion and in particular the total mass of the excursion
measure is finite.
Let us define Sh,− and Sh,+ to be two independent pure jump subordinators with Lévy measure
respectively ζN (Fh,− ∩ .) and ζN (Fh,+∩ .), the image measures of respectively N (Fh,− ∩ .) and
N (Fh,+ ∩ .) by ζ. Since ζN (Fh,− ∩ .) + ζN (Fh,+ ∩ .) = ζN , the Lévy-Khintchine formula yields
that S := Sh,− + Sh,+ is a pure jump subordinator with Lévy measure ζN , it is therefore equal
in law to L−1. We also define Th to be an exponential random variable with parameter N (Fh,+),
independent from Sh,−, Sh,+ and S. We can now express m∗(h) in term of these objects.
Lemma 3.9.
m∗(h)
L
= Sh,−(Th), and τ
∗(h) −m∗(h) L= τ(V ↑, h).
Proof. Considering (et)t≥0, the process of excursions indexed by L of V−V , we have that L(τ∗(h))
is the instant when occurs the first jumps belonging to Fh,+, and this jump corresponds to the
excursions having m∗(h) as starting point. We can thus write
m∗(h) =
∑
0≤t≤L(τ∗(h))
ζ(et)1et∈Fh,− . (3.57)
The restriction (et1et∈Fh,−)t≥0 of the Poisson point process (et)t≥0 to the subset Fh,− is a Poisson
point process with intensity measure N (Fh,− ∩ .). Then, the process (ζ(et)1et∈Fh,−)t≥0 of the
images, by the measurable function ζ, of the points of (et1et∈Fh,−) is a Poisson point process on
R+ with intensity measure ζN (Fh,− ∩ .). As a consequence the process in the right hand side
of (3.57),
∑
0≤t≤. ζ(et)1et∈Fh,− , is the sum of the jumps of a Poisson point process on R+ with
intensity measure ζN (Fh,− ∩ .). From the Lévy-Ito representation, it has the same law as the
subordinator Sh,−. Also, since L(τ∗(h)) is the instant of the first jump of (et)t≥0 in N (Fh,+), it
follows an exponential distribution with parameter N (Fh,+) and is independent from the process
(et1et∈Fh,−)t≥0. As a consequence m
∗(h) has the same law as Sh,− taken at Th (an independent
exponential time with parameter N (Fh,+)). This yields the result for m∗(h).
Then, (V (x +m∗(h)) − V (m∗(h)), 0 ≤ x ≤ τ∗(h) − m∗(h)) is, considered up to its hitting
time of h, the first excursion higher than h of V −V . As mentioned in the proofs of Propositions
3.2 and 3.6, the latter is equal in law to (V ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(V ↑,h). The result about τ
∗(h) − m∗(h)
follows.

We are now left to study S and N (Fh,+), the parameter of Th. For S, we have the following
lemma :
Lemma 3.10. The random variable L−1(1) (or equivalently S(1)) admits some finite exponential
moments.
Proof. According to Theorem VII.4(ii) of [3] we have
∀α ≥ 0, E
[
e−αL
−1(1)
]
= exp (cα/ΦV (α)) , (3.58)
where ΦV (α) := inf{x ≥ κ,ΨV (x) = α} and c is a positive constant.
V (1) has its Laplace transform, as well as its Laplace exponent ΨV , defined on [0,+∞[.
Then, since ΨV (κ) = 0 and Ψ
′
V (κ) > 0, the holomorphic local inversion theorem yields that ΦV
extends on a neighborhood of 0. As a consequence, the right hand side of (3.58) extends on a
neighborhood of 0. This proves that L−1(1) has a Laplace transform defined on a neighborhood
of 0 so the result is proved.
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
The next lemma deals with the asymptotic behavior of N (Fh,+).
Lemma 3.11.
N (Fh,+) = e−κhN (F1,+)×
(
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))
])
+O(e−2κh).
Proof. We fix h > 1. From the Markov property applied at the hitting time of 1 in the excursions
belonging to F1,+ we get
N (Fh,+)/N (F1,+) = P (τ (V1, h) < τ (V1, ]−∞, 0])) =: ph. (3.59)
Recall from Subsection 1.2 that sup[0,+∞[ V follows an exponential distribution with parameter
κ. Then,
e−κ(h−1) = P
(
sup
[0,+∞[
V1 > h
)
= ph + P
(
τ(V1, ]−∞, 0]) < τ(V1, h), sup
[0,+∞[
V1(τ(V1, ]−∞, 0]) + .) > h
)
= ph + P
(
τ(V1, ]−∞, 0]) < τ(V1, h), sup
[0,+∞[
V
τ(V1,]−∞,0])
1 > h− V1(τ(V1, ]−∞, 0]))
)
= ph + E
[
e−κ[h−V1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))]1τ(V1,]−∞,0])<τ(V1,h)
]
,
where we have used the Markov property at the stopping time τ(V1, ]−∞, 0]). We get
ph = e
−κh
(
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))1τ(V1,]−∞,0])<τ(V1,h)
])
= e−κh
(
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))
]
+ E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))1τ(V1,]−∞,0])>τ(V1,h)
])
.
Combining with (3.59) we get
N (Fh,+) = e−κhN (F1,+)×
(
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))
])
+ e−κhN (F1,+)× E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))1τ(V1,]−∞,0])>τ(V1,h)
]
and it only remains to bound the last term. Since eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0])) is almost surely less than 1
we have
0 ≤ E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))1τ(V1,]−∞,0])>τ(V1,h)
]
≤ P (τ(V1, h) < +∞) = P
(
sup
[0,+∞[
V1 > h
)
= e−κ(h−1),
and the result follows.

Remark 3.12. Recall the spectrally negative Lévy process V ♯ (known as V conditioned to drift
to +∞) defined in Subsection 3.1. Let (L♯,−1, I♯) denote the descending ladder process of V ♯: L♯
is a local time at 0 of V ♯−V ♯ and L♯,−1 is the inverse of this local time. For any t ≥ 0, I♯(t) :=
−V ♯(L♯,−1(t)). We denote by I♯ the potential measure of I♯, I♯([0, x]) := E[∫ L♯(+∞)0 1I♯(t)∈[0,x]dt]
for x ≥ 0. Then, the constant eκ − E[eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))] in Lemma 3.11 can be re-expressed as
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eκI♯([0, 1])/I♯([0,+∞[) or eκP(inf [0,+∞[ V ♯1 > 0). Indeed, from the proof of the lemma, we have
that
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))
]
= lim
h→+∞
eκhph, (3.60)
where ph = P(τ(V1, h) < τ(V1, ]−∞, 0])). According to (3.38) we have ph = W (1)/W (h), where
W is the scale function of V defined in the beginning of Subsection 3.1. According to (9.4.6) of
[7] there is a positive constant c such that for any x > 0 we have W (x) = ceκxI♯([0, x]). As a
consequence
lim
h→+∞
eκhph = lim
h→+∞
eκh
W (1)
W (h)
= lim
h→+∞
eκh
eκI♯([0, 1])
eκhI♯([0, h]) = e
κ I♯([0, 1])
I♯([0,+∞[) .
Putting together with (3.60) we get that eκ − E[eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))] = eκI♯([0, 1])/I♯([0,+∞[), as
we claimed. Also, according to (9.4.4) of [7] we have that for any x ≥ 0, W (x) = eκxW ♯(x),
where W ♯ is the scale function of V ♯. We thus get
lim
h→+∞
eκhph = lim
h→+∞
eκh
eκW ♯(1)
eκhW ♯(h)
= lim
h→+∞
eκP
(
inf
[0,τ(V ♯1 ,h)]
V ♯1 > 0
)
= eκP
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯1 > 0
)
.
Putting together with (3.60) we get that eκ − E[eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))] = eκP(inf [0,+∞[ V ♯1 > 0), as we
claimed.
We can now get the asymptotic behavior of m∗(h).
Proposition 3.13.
e−κh m∗(h)
L−→
h→+∞
E(q),
where E(q) is the exponential distribution with parameter
q := N (F1,+)×
(
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))
])/ ∫ +∞
0
ζ(x)N (dx).
The parameter q here is the one appearing in Theorem 1.4. If V = Wκ, the κ-drifted Brownian
motion, the calculations can be made more explicit. Using (2.7) of [9], we can prove that the
parameter q in the above proposition (and therefore in Theorem 1.4) equals κ2/2.
Proof. of Proposition 3.13
Thanks to Lemma 3.9, we are reduced to study Sh,−(Th). Let us fix M > 0 arbitrary. For
any h ∈ [M,+∞[ and t ≥ 0 we have SM,−(t) ≤ Sh,−(t) ≤ S(t), so in particular
SM,−(Th)
Th
≤ S
h,−(Th)
Th
≤ S(Th)
Th
.
According to Lemma 3.11 the parameter of Th, N (Fh,+), converges to 0 when h goes to infinity
so P(Th > t) converges to 1 when h goes to infinity, for any t > 0. According to Lemma 3.10,
S(1) and, therefore, SM,−(1) have finite expectation so we can use the law of large numbers for
Lévy processes (see for example Theorem 36.5 in [15]). We deduce that S(t)/t and SM,−(t)/t
converge almost surely (and therefore in probability) to respectively E[S(1)] and E[SM,−(1)]. We
deduce that
E[SM,−(1)]
P←−
h→+∞
SM,−(Th)
Th
≤ S
h,−(Th)
Th
≤ S(Th)
Th
P−→
h→+∞
E[S(1)].
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By monotone convergence E[SM,−(1)] converges to E[S(1)] when M goes to infinity. Combining
with the above inequality we deduce that
Sh,−(Th)/Th
P−→
h→+∞
E[S(1)]. (3.61)
Recall also that E[S(1)] = E[L−1(1)] =
∫ +∞
0 x ζN (dx). Then,
e−κhSh,−(Th) = (e
−κh/N (Fh,+))× (N (Fh,+)× Th)× (Sh,−(Th)/Th).
Combining Lemma 3.11, the fact that N (Fh,+) is the parameter of Th, (3.61), and Slutsky’s
Lemma, we get that e−κhSh,−(Th) converges to an exponential distribution with parameter
q := N (F1,+)×
(
eκ − E
[
eκV1(τ(V1,]−∞,0]))
])/ ∫ +∞
0
ζ(x)N (dx).
Thanks to Lemma 3.9 we get the result.

We can now prove Theorem 1.4.
Proof. of Theorem 1.4
As we said in the proof of Proposition 3.2, Lemma 1 of [5] applies here, so the random variables
(mi+1 −mi)i≥1 are iid, and m1 is also independent from this sequence. To prove Theorem 1.4,
we thus only need to prove that the random variables e−κhm1 and e
−κh(m2 − m1) converge
in distribution to an exponential distribution with parameter q. Then, note that according to
Lemma 3.5 applied with n = 2 we have P(m1 = m˜1,m2 = m˜2) −→h→+∞ 1, so we only need to
prove the convergence of e−κhm˜1 and e
−κh(m˜2 − m˜1). Now, according to Subsection 3.3,
m˜2 − m˜1 = (τ˜1(h) − m˜1) + (L˜1 − τ˜1(h)) + (L˜♯2 − L˜1) + (m˜2 − L˜♯2).
For the first term we use Proposition 3.6, we get that it has the same law as τ(V ↑, h). For
the second and third terms we use the fact that, by definition, L˜1 = τ(V
τ˜1(h), ] −∞,−h/2]) +
τ˜1(h), L˜
♯
2 = τ(V
L˜1 , ] − ∞,−e(1−δ)κh]) + L˜1 and the Markov property at the stopping times
τ˜1(h), L˜1, we get that these terms have the same law as respectively τ(V, ] − ∞,−h/2]) and
τ(V, ] − ∞,−e(1−δ)κh]). For the fourth term we use the definitions of m˜2 and m∗(h) and the
Markov property at the stopping time L˜♯2, we get that this term has the same law as m
∗(h). By
Lemma 5.7, e−κhτ(V ↑, h) converges to 0 in probability when h goes to infinity. By Lemma 5.5,
e−κhτ(V, ]−∞,−h/2]) and e−κhτ(V, ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]) converge to 0 in probability when h goes
to infinity. As a consequence, the first, second and third terms, renormalized by e−κh, converge
in probability to 0 when h goes to infinity. Proposition 3.13 gives the convergence in distribution
of e−κh m∗(h) and, therefore, of the last term renormalized by e−κh. Combining with Slutsky’s
Lemma we get that e−κh(m˜2 − m˜1) converge in distribution to an exponential distribution with
parameter q.
For m˜1 it is even simpler. Recall from Subsection 3.3 that, by definition, L˜0 = 0 so we have
m˜1 = (L˜
♯
1 − L˜0) + (m˜1 − L˜♯1), and we can conclude the same way.

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4. Supremum of the local time when 0 < κ < 1
We now generalize, in the context of the diffusion in V , the arguments of [2] to prove the
convergence of the supremum of the local time when 0 < κ < 1. First, let us recall some
definitions from [1] and [2].
The diffusion moves across valleys. When we look at the trajectory of the diffusion until a
fixed time t, the height ht of the valleys that we consider has to be suitably chosen to ensure
that with a large probability: 1) the diffusion has spent most of its time in the bottom of the
ht-valleys, 2) the important peaks of local time have been made only in the bottoms of the
ht-valleys, 3) the diffusion has never gone back to an ht-valley after leaving it. As a consequence
ht cannot be too small nor too large with respect to the time scale t, and we have to make ht
grow with time t. We define
ht := log(t)− φ(t), where φ is any fixed function that satisfies log(log(t)) << φ(t) << log(t).
(4.62)
It will be proved by Facts 4.3, 4.4 of Subsection 4.1 and Lemmas 5.21, 5.22 (applied with h = ht)
of Subsection 5.6 that our constraints are satisfied with such a definition of ht. We also define
Nt, the index of the largest ht-minima visited by X until time t,
Nt := max
{
k ∈ N, sup
0≤s≤t
X(s) ≥ mk
}
. (4.63)
The random number Nt is the number of valleys visited until time t. Instead of working with
the Nt first ht-valleys, it is more convenient to rather prove properties of a large deterministic
number, nt, of ht-valleys (nt being chosen in such a way that it is greater than Nt with a large
probability). We define nt := ⌊eκ(1+δ)φ(t)⌋. In the remainder, most of the estimates that we
prove are true with a large probability and simultaneously for the nt first ht-valleys. It will be
proved by Lemma 4.17 of Subsection 4.4 that Nt ≤ nt with a large probability.
In all this section we assume that δ (defined in Subsection 3.3) has been chosen small enough
so that (1 + 3δ)κ < 1, and we assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied: V has
unbounded variation and there exists p > 1 such that V (1) ∈ Lp. As a consequence, all the
results of Sections 3 and 5 apply here.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. We now outline the proof of Theorem 1.3 and show how it can be
reduced to the proof of two Propositions. As in [2] the idea is first to make appear, for any fixed
t, three independent sequences of iid positive random variables (ei)i≥1, (S
t
i )i≥1 and (R
t
i)i≥1, so
that eiS
t
i represents the peak of local time in the i
th valley and eiS
t
iR
t
i represents the escaping
time from the ith valley. The precise definitions of ei, S
t
i and R
t
i will be given in Subsection
4.2. A key point in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is to approximate L∗X(t)/t by a functional of the
sequence (eiS
t
i , eiS
t
iR
t
i)i≥1. First, for any a ≥ 0 let us define
Na := min
{
j ≥ 1,
j∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i > a
}
.
Our approximation of L∗X(t)/t is similar to Proposition 5.1 of [2] and can be stated as follows:
Proposition 4.1. For any η ∈]0, 1/2[, t > 0 and α ≥ 0, let us define the distribution functions
P±η,t(α) := P

 max
1≤i≤Nt(1−η)−1
eiS
t
i
t
≤ α±t ,

1− 1
t
Nt(1−η)−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i

 eNt(1−η)StNt(1−η)
eNt(1−η)S
t
Nt(1−η)
RtNt(1−η)
≤ α±t

 ,
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where α±t := α(1 ± (log log t)−1/2). Then, for all t large enough we then have
P−η,t(α)− v(η, t) ≤ P (L∗X(t)/t ≤ α) ≤ P+η,t(α) + v(η, t),
where v is a positive function such that limη→0 lim supt→+∞ v(η, t) = 0.
Recall the bivariate κ-stable subordinator (Y1,Y2) defined just before Theorem 1.3. The next
step in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is to identify the objects in P±η,t(α) as continuous functionals
of a process (Y1, Y2)
t that converges in distribution to (Y1,Y2) when t goes to infinity. Let
(D([0,+∞[,R2), J1) be the space of càd-làg functions taking values in R2, equipped with the
J1-Skorokhod topology. If, as in Section 1.2 of [2], we define (Y1, Y2)
t ∈ D([0,+∞[,R2) by
∀s ≥ 0, (Y1, Y2)t(s) := 1
t
⌊seκφ(t)⌋∑
j=1
(ejS
t
j, ejS
t
jR
t
j), (4.64)
then we have:
Proposition 4.2. (Y1, Y2)t converges in distribution to (Y1,Y2) in (D([0,+∞[,R2), J1).
Recall the notations defined just before Theorem 1.3. The objects in P±η,t(α) can be easily
written in term of functionals of (Y1, Y2)
t.
P±η,t(α) = P
(
max
{
Y t,♮1 (Y
t,−1
2 (1− η)−),[
1− Y t2 (Y t,−12 (1− η)−)
]
× Y
t
1 (Y
t,−1
2 (1− η))− Y t1 (Y t,−12 (1− η)−)
Y t2 (Y
t,−1
2 (1− η))− Y t2 (Y t,−12 (1− η)−)
}
≤ α±t
)
= P
(
max
{
J−I,1−η
[
(Y1, Y2)
t
]
,
[
1− K˜−I,1−η
[
(Y1, Y2)
t
]]× KI,1−η
[
(Y1, Y2)
t
]−K−I,1−η [(Y1, Y2)t]
K˜I,1−η [(Y1, Y2)t]− K˜−I,1−η [(Y1, Y2)t]
}
≤ α±t
)
,
where the functionals J−I,a, KI,a, K
−
I,a, K˜I,a and K˜
−
I,a are defined in Subsection 4.3 of [2].
Thanks to Lemma 4.5 there, we see that a realization of the κ-stable subordinator (Y1,Y2) is
almost surely a point of continuity of these functionals. As a consequence, using Proposition 4.2
and the continuous mapping theorem, we get, when t goes to infinity, the convergence of P±η,t(α)
to
P
(
max
{
J−I,1−η [(Y1,Y2)] ,
[
1− K˜−I,1−η [(Y1,Y2)]
]
× KI,1−η [(Y1,Y2)]−K
−
I,1−η [(Y1,Y2)]
K˜I,1−η [(Y1,Y2)]− K˜−I,1−η [(Y1,Y2)]
}
≤ α
)
=P
(
max
{
Y♮1(Y−12 (1− η)−),
[
1− Y2(Y−12 (1− η)−)
]× Y1(Y−12 (1− η))− Y1(Y−12 (1− η)−)Y2(Y−12 (1− η))− Y2(Y−12 (1− η)−)
}
≤ α
)
.
Then, we have almost surely that for all η small enough, Y−12 (1 − η) = Y−12 (1) (since almost
surely Y2(Y−12 (1)−) < 1). As a consequence, when η goes to 0, the above expression converges
to P(max{I1,I2} ≤ α), where I1 and I2 are defined just before Theorem 1.3. We have obtained
that, modulo Proposition 4.2, limη→0 limt→+∞ P±η,t(α) = P(max{I1,I2} ≤ α).
As a consequence, Theorem 1.3 will follow if we prove Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. For Proposition
4.1 we first need to show that, outside the bottoms of the nt first standard ht-valleys, the amount
of time spent by the diffusion and the local time are negligible compared to t. This is the object
of the next two facts that are taken from [1] and [2] (however, the extension of these results to our
context requires some precautions, this is why we give some details of proofs in Subsection 5.7).
The reason to prove the negligibility compared to t is because t is the expected renormalization
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for L∗X(t) and, obviously, the total amount of time spent by the diffusion until time t. Note that
what we neglect compared to t can however be very large when t is large. Recall from Subsection
1.2 that for any r ∈ R, H(r) := τ(X, r), the hitting times of r by the diffusion X. We have
Fact 4.3. There exists a positive constant C > 0 such that for t large enough,
P

A1t := nt⋂
j=1
{
0 ≤ H(m˜j)−
j−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ 2t
log ht
} ≥ 1− Ce−φ(t)nt log ht.
Recall that by convention
∑0
i=1 ... = 0. Note that the lower bound converges to 1 since nt ∼
eκ(1+δ)φ(t), log(ht) << e
2κδφ(t), and (1 + 3δ)κ < 1 (because of the choice of δ, made in the
beginning of this section).
Before stating the next fact, which proves that the local time is negligible (compared to t)
outside the "deep bottoms" of the standard valleys, we need to define what we mean exactly by
"deep bottom". We define
Dj := [τ˜−j ((φ(t))2), τ˜+j ((φ(t))2)], (4.65)
where τ˜−j (.) and τ˜
+
j (.) have the same meaning as in the beginning of Subsection 3.3. Note that
the definition we give for Dj is different from the one in Section 3.2.2 of [2]. The need for a
different definition comes from the fact that, in our case, the potential V is allowed to make
negative jumps. Because of this, some arguments given in [2], with their definition of Dj , fail to
hold in our case.
Fact 4.4. Recall the definitions of τ∗(h) and m∗(h) in Subsection 3.5. There are positive con-
stants C1, C2, C3 such that for t large enough,
P
(
sup
x∈[0,m∗(ht)]
LX(H(τ∗(ht)), x) > te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t)
)
≤ C1
nteκδφ(t)
,
(4.66)
P

A2t :=
nt−1⋂
j=0
{
sup
x∈R
(
LX(H(m˜j+1), x)− LX(H(L˜j), x)
)
≤ te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t)
} ≥ 1− C2
eκδφ(t)
,
(4.67)
P

A3t := nt⋂
j=1

 sup
x∈[L˜j−1,L˜j ]∩Dcj
(
LX(H(L˜j), x) −LX(H(m˜j), x)
)
≤ te−2φ(t),



 ≥ 1− C3nt
e2φ(t)
.
(4.68)
Recall that κ(1 + 3δ) − 1 < 0 because of the choice of δ made in the beginning of this section.
The next step in the proof of Proposition 4.1 is to show that the main contributions to the
local time and to the time spent by the diffusion in the bottoms of the standard valleys can be
approximated by the sequence (eiS
t
i , eiS
t
iR
t
i)i≥1 :
Proposition 4.5. The sequences (ej)j≥1, (Stj)j≥1 and (R
t
j)j≥1 are iid and mutually independent.
For any ǫ ∈]0,max{1/8, (1− (1+ δ)κ)/2}[ there exists a positive constant c (depending on δ and
ǫ) such that for t large enough,
P
(
A4t := ∩ntj=1
{
(1− e−ǫht/7)ejStj ≤ LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) ≤ (1 + e−ǫht/7)ejStj
})
≥ 1− e−cht,
P
(
A5t := ∩ntj=1
{
(1− e−ǫht/7)ejStjRtj ≤ H(L˜j)−H(m˜j) ≤ (1 + e−ǫht/7)ejStjRtj
})
≥ 1− e−cht.
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Note that we have indeed (1 − (1 + δ)κ)/2 > 0 because in the beginning of this section δ was
chosen such that κ(1 + 3δ) < 1.
This proposition is proved in the following subsection. For the end of the proof of Proposition
4.1, the idea is simply to use the previous steps to translate "L∗X(t)/t ≤ α" in term of events only
involving the sequence (eiS
t
i , eiS
t
iR
t
i)i≥1. We do this in Subsection 4.3, following the arguments
of the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [2].
Finally, Proposition 4.2 is roughly speaking a Donsker Theorem for heavy tailed random
variables, its proof relies on the study of the right tail of the random variables e1S
t
1 and e1S
t
1R
t
1.
This is done in Subsection 4.4.
4.2. Proof of Proposition 4.5 and consequences. We now prove that (LX(H(L˜j), m˜j),H(L˜j)−
H(m˜j))j≥1 can be approximated by an iid sequence. This generalizes Proposition 3.5 of [2] to
our setting. First, let us adapt to our context the proof of the first point of Lemma 3.6 in [2],
all the details are given for the sake of clarity.
Let us define Xm˜j := X(. + H(m˜j)) which is, according to the Markov property at H(m˜j),
a diffusion in the environment V starting from m˜j. We also define for any r ∈ R, HXm˜j (r) :=
τ(Xm˜j , r), the hitting time of r by Xm˜j and LXm˜j (., .), the local time of Xm˜j . Also, still by the
Markov property, we have that conditionally on the environment V , the processes (Xm˜j (t), 0 ≤
t ≤ HXm˜j (L˜j)) are independent (because m˜j < L˜j < m˜j+1). We now apply (1.6) and (1.7) with
r = L˜j to the processes (Xm˜j (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ HXm˜j (L˜j)). We obtain for each j ≥ 1,
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) = LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), m˜j) = LBj
[
τ
(
Bj, Aj(L˜j)
)
, 0
]
H(L˜j)−H(m˜j) = HXm˜j (L˜j) =
∫ L˜j
−∞
LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), u)du
=
∫ L˜j
−∞
e−V˜
(j)(u)LBj
[
τ
(
Bj, Aj(L˜j)
)
, Aj(u)
]
du,
where Aj(u) :=
∫ u
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(x)dx and (Bj , j ≥ 1) is a sequence of iid standard Brownian motions
starting at 0, and independent from V . Note that, since the integrand in the above expression is
LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), u), this integrand is null on points that are not visited by Xm˜j beforeHXm˜j (L˜j).
According to Lemma 5.22 applied with h = ht, we have P(HXm˜j (L˜j−1) > HXm˜j (L˜j)) ≥ 1 −
e−κδht/6 for all j ≥ 1 (where δ has been defined in Subsection 3.3 and satisfies κ(1 + 3δ) < 1 as
assumed in the beginning of this section). We thus get
P
((
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j),H(L˜j)−H(m˜j)
)
1≤j≤nt
=
(
L˜j, h˜j
)
1≤j≤nt
)
≥ 1− nte−κδht/6, (4.69)
where
(L˜j, h˜j) :=
(
LBj
[
τ
(
Bj, Aj(L˜j)
)
, 0
]
,
∫ L˜j
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)LBj
[
τ
(
Bj , Aj(L˜j)
)
, Aj(u)
]
du
)
. (4.70)
Note that, thanks to Remark 3.4 (applied with h = ht) and to the fact that the B
j’s are iid
Brownian motions, the sequence (L˜j , h˜j)j≥1 is iid. Let us scale the Brownian motion Bj in the
following way: B˜j := Bj((Aj(L˜j))
2.)/Aj(L˜j). Note that, conditionally on V , (B˜
j, j ≥ 1) is
a sequence of iid standard Brownian motions. This implies that the sequence (B˜j , j ≥ 1) is
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independent from V , even though V appears in the expression defining it. To avoid overuse of
notations we now write Bj instead of B˜j. With this notation we have
(L˜j , h˜j) = Aj(L˜j)×
(
LBj
[
τ(Bj, 1), 0
]
,
∫ L˜j
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)LBj
[
τ(Bj, 1), Aj(u)/Aj(L˜j)
]
du
)
.
(4.71)
Note that LX(H(L˜j), m˜j)/Aj(L˜j) = LBj (τ(Bj , 1), 0) =: ej follows an exponential distribu-
tion with parameter 1/2. Also, since ej only depends on B
j, the sequence (ej , j ≥ 1) is iid and
independent from V . In order to prove Proposition 4.5, we are now reduced to give approxima-
tions for h˜j and A
j(L˜j). For this, we first prove lemmas to bound exponential functionals of the
environment.
Recall the definitions of τ˜−j (.) and τ˜
+
j (.) in Subsection 3.3, we have:
Lemma 4.6. Choose ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < max{1/8, (1 − (1 + δ)κ)/2}. Then,
∀j ≥ 1, P
(∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht
)
≤ e−cht ,
for t large enough and some positive constant c depending on δ and ǫ. Recall that we have indeed
(1− (1+δ)κ)/2 > 0 because in the beginning of this section δ was chosen such that κ(1+3δ) < 1.
Proof. Fix j ≥ 1. We have∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)du =
∫ τ˜−j (ht)
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)du+
∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du. (4.72)
The first term of the right hand side is less than(
τ˜−j (ht)− L˜j−1
)
× sup
u∈[L˜j−1,τ˜
−
j (ht)]
e−V˜
(j)(u).
According to Lemma 5.18 (applied with h = ht), the first factor is less than e
(1+δ)κht with a
probability greater than 1− e−δκht/2 when t is large enough. From the definition of L˜♯j we have
V (L˜♯j) = inf [L˜j−1,L˜♯j ]
V so the second factor is equal to sup
u∈[L˜♯j ,τ˜
−
j (ht)]
e−V˜
(j)(u). We thus apply
Lemma 5.17 with α = 1, η = ǫ, h = ht and we get that the second factor is less than e
−(1−ǫ)ht
with a probability greater than 1 − e−κǫht/3 when t is large enough. In conclusion, there is a
positive constant c1 (depending on δ and ǫ) such that for t large enough,
P
(∫ τ˜−j (ht)
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht/2 > e((1+δ)κ+ǫ−1)ht
)
≤ e−c1ht . (4.73)
Then, note that
∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du is a function of P˜
(j)
1 (defined in Subsection 3.3) and, ac-
cording to Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht), we have dV T (P˜
(j)
1 , P
(2)
1 ) ≤ 2e−δκht/3 (where P (2)1
is defined in Subsection 3.2). Recall that, according to Proposition 3.2 (applied with h = ht), the
law of P
(2)
1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of the process (Vˆ
↑(x))0≤x≤τ(Vˆ ↑,ht+)
and the density is bounded by 2 when ht is large enough. As a consequence, we get that for t
large enough,
P
(∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht/2
)
≤ 2P
(∫ τ(Vˆ ↑,[ht,+∞[)
τ(Vˆ ↑,[ht/2,+∞[)
e−Vˆ
↑(u)du > e−ǫht/2
)
+ 2e−δκht/3.
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The integral on the right hand side is less than
τ
(
Vˆ ↑, [ht,+∞[
)
× sup
u∈[τ(Vˆ ↑,[ht/2,+∞[),+∞[
e−Vˆ
↑(u).
Then, according to Lemma 5.12 applied with y = ht, r = e
ht/8 we have P(τ(Vˆ ↑, [ht,+∞[) ≤
eht/8) ≥ 1−K0[exp(−κht) + exp(K1ht −K2eht/8)], where K0,K1,K2 are positive constants. Ac-
cording to Lemma 5.10 applied with a = ht/4, b = ht/2, z = 0we have P(inf [τ(Vˆ ↑,[ht/2,+∞[),+∞[ Vˆ
↑ ≥
ht/4) ≥ 1 − e−κht/4/(1 − e−κht/2). In conclusion, there is a positive constant c2 such that for t
large enough,
P
(∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht/2 > e(1/8−1/4)ht
)
≤ e−c2ht . (4.74)
The combination of (4.72), (4.73) and (4.74) yields the result.

Lemma 4.7. Choose ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < 1/8. There is a positive constant c such that for t large
enough,
∀j ≥ 1, P
(∫ L˜j
τ˜+j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht
)
≤ e−cht .
Proof. Fix j ≥ 1. We have∫ L˜j
τ˜+j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du =
∫ τ˜j(ht)
τ˜+j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du+
∫ L˜j
τ˜j(ht)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du. (4.75)
According to Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht), the fist term on the right hand side is
equal in law to
∫ τ(V ↑,ht)
τ(V ↑,ht/2)
e−V
↑(u)du which is less than
τ(V ↑, ht)× sup
u∈[τ(V ↑,ht/2),+∞[
e−V
↑(u).
According to Lemma 5.7 applied with y = ht, r = e
ht/8, the first factor is less than eht/8 with
a probability greater than 1 − exp(K1ht − K2eht/8) (for some positive constants K1 and K2).
By the Markov property applied to V ↑ at time τ(V ↑, ht/2), the second factor is equal in law
to supu∈[0,+∞[ e
−V ↑
ht/2
(u)
. We thus apply Lemma 5.8 with a = ht/4, b = ht/2 and we get that
the second factor is less than e−ht/4 with a probability greater than 1 −K4e−K3ht/4 (for some
positive constants K3 and K4). In conclusion, there is a positive constant c1 such that for t large
enough,
P
(∫ τ˜j(ht)
τ˜+j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht/2 > e(1/8−1/4)ht
)
≤ e−c1ht . (4.76)
By definition we have L˜j = τ(V˜
(j)(τ˜j(ht) + .), ]−∞, ht/2]) + τ˜j(ht) so the second term in the
right hand side of (4.75) is less than e−ht/2(L˜j − τ˜j(ht)). Because of Proposition 3.6 (applied
with h = ht), L˜j − τ˜j(ht) is equal in law to τ(V, ] − ∞,−ht/2]). Applying Lemma 5.5 with
y = ht/2 and r = e
ht/4 we get that τ(V, ] − ∞,−ht/2]) is less than eht/4 with a probability
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greater than 1− exp(K5ht/2−K6eht/4), where K5 and K6 are some positive constants. Putting
all this together we get that for t large enough,
P
(∫ L˜j
τ˜j(ht)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du > e−ǫht/2 > e(1/4−1/2)ht
)
≤ e−ht . (4.77)
The combination of (4.75), (4.76) and (4.77) yields the result.

Recall the definition of Aj(.) a little before (4.69). We have
Lemma 4.8. Choose ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < 1/4. There is a positive constant c (depending on ǫ)
such that for t large enough,
∀j ≥ 1, P

 sup
u∈[τ˜−j (ht/2),τ˜
+
j (ht/2)]
∣∣∣Aj(u)/Aj(L˜j)∣∣∣ ≤ e−(1−2ǫ)ht/2

 ≥ 1− e−cht .
Proof. For any j ≥ 1 we have
Aj(L˜j) ≥
∫ τ˜j(ht)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du
L
=
∫ τ(V ↑,ht)
0
eV
↑(u)du and Aj(τ˜+j (ht/2))
L
=
∫ τ(V ↑,ht/2)
0
eV
↑(u)du
where we have used Proposition 3.6 (with h = ht) for the equalities in law. (5.128) applied
with h = ht, η = ǫ/2 yields P(A
j(L˜j) > e
(1−ǫ/2)ht) ≥ 1 − e−Kǫht/2 for some positive constant
K and when t is large enough. (5.129) applied with h = ht/2, η = ǫ yields P(A
j(τ˜+j (ht/2)) ≤
e(1+ǫ)ht/2) ≥ 1−e−ht for t large enough. In conclusion, we get the existence of a positive constant
c1 such that for t large enough,
P
(
0 ≤ Aj(τ˜+j (ht/2))/Aj(L˜j) ≤ e−(1−2ǫ)ht/2
)
≥ 1− e−c1ht . (4.78)
Then, Aj(τ˜−j (ht/2)) =
∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du. That is, Aj(τ˜−j (ht/2)) is a function of P˜
(j)
1 and,
according to Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht), we have dV T (P˜
(j)
1 , P
(2)
1 ) ≤ 2e−δκht/3. Recall
that, according to Proposition 3.2 (applied with h = ht), the law of P
(2)
1 is absolutely continuous
with respect to the law of the process (Vˆ ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(Vˆ ↑,ht+) and the density is bounded by 2
when ht is large enough. As a consequence, we get that for t large enough,
P
(
Aj(τ˜−j (ht/2)) ≤ −e(1+ǫ)ht/2
)
≤ 2P
(∫ τ(Vˆ ↑,ht/2+)
0
eVˆ
↑(u)du ≥ e(1+ǫ)ht/2
)
+ 2e−δκht/3
≤ 2e−c4ht + 2e−δκht/3.
The last inequality comes from (5.134) applied with h = ht/2, η = ǫ, it is true for some positive
constant c4 and t large enough. Now combining with our lower bound for A
j(L˜j), that is,
P(Aj(L˜j) > e
(1−ǫ/2)ht) ≥ 1− e−Kǫht/2, we get
P
(
−e−ht(1−2ǫ)/2 ≤ Aj(τ˜−j (ht/2))/Aj(L˜j) ≤ 0
)
≥ 1− e−c5ht , (4.79)
for some positive constant c5, and when t is large enough. The combination of (4.78) and (4.79)
with the increase of Aj(.) yields the result.

We now approximate h˜j , where (L˜j, h˜j) is defined in (4.70).
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Lemma 4.9. Choose ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < max{1/8, (1−(1+δ)κ)/2}. There is a positive constant
c (depending on δ and ǫ) such that for all t large enough we have
∀j ≥ 1, P
(∣∣∣h˜j −Aj(L˜j)Rtjej∣∣∣ ≤ e−ǫht/6Aj(L˜j)Rtjej) ≥ 1− e−cht, (4.80)
where
Rtj :=
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du.
Proof. Our proof has the same spirit as the one of Lemma 4.7 of [1] but relies on our estimates.
We thus give all the details. For any j ≥ 1, we use the expression (4.71) for h˜j/Aj(L˜j) that can
be cut into three parts:
h˜j/A
j(L˜j) =
∫ L˜j
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)LBj
(
τ(Bj, 1), Aj(u)/Aj(L˜j)
)
du
=
∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
L˜j−1
+
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
+
∫ L˜j
τ˜+j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)LBj
(
τ(Bj , 1), Aj(u)/Aj(L˜j)
)
du
=: J j0 + J j1 + J j2 . (4.81)
We start by bounding J j2 and J j0 :
J j2 ≤
(
sup
x∈[0,1]
LBj
(
τ(Bj , 1), x
))× ∫ L˜j
τ˜+j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du.
Thanks to estimate (7.12) of [2] applied with x = eǫht/2 we have P(supx∈[0,1] LBj (τ(Bj, 1), x) ≤
eǫht/2) ≥ 1 − 4 exp(−eǫht/2/2). Combining with Lemma 4.7, we get the existence of a positive
constant c1 such that for t is large enough,
P
(
J j2 < e−ǫht/2
)
≥ 1− e−c1ht. (4.82)
For J j0 :
J j0 ≤
(
sup
x∈]−∞,0]
LBj
(
τ(Bj , 1), x
))× ∫ τ˜−j (ht/2)
L˜j−1
e−V˜
(j)(u)du.
Thanks to estimate (7.13) of [2] applied with x = eǫht/2 we have P(supx∈]−∞,0]LBj(τ(Bj , 1), x) ≤
eǫht/2) ≥ 1 − 4e−ǫht/2. Combining with Lemma 4.6, we get the existence of a positive constant
c2 such that for t is large enough,
P
(
J j0 < e−ǫht/2
)
≥ 1− e−c2ht. (4.83)
For J j1 , recall the definition of ej in the beginning of this subsection and apply estimate (7.11)
of [2] with δ = e−(1−2ǫ)ht/2, ǫ = e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6. We get
P
(
sup
z∈[−e−(1−2ǫ)ht/2,e−(1−2ǫ)ht/2]
∣∣LBj (τ(Bj , 1), z) − ej∣∣ ≤ e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6ej
)
≥ 1− Ce−(1−2ǫ)ht/60,
where C is some positive constant. Combining with Lemma 4.8 we get
P

 sup
u∈[τ˜−j (ht/2),τ˜
+
j (ht/2)]
∣∣∣LBj (τ(Bj , 1), Aj(u)/Aj(L˜j))− ej∣∣∣ ≤ e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6ej

 ≥ 1− e−c6ht ,
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for some positive constant c6, when t is large enough. Putting in the expression of J j1 we deduce
that for t large enough
P
(∣∣∣∣∣J j1 − ej
∫ τ˜j(ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6ej
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du
)
≥ 1− e−c6ht . (4.84)
Recall that by definition Rtj :=
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du. Then,
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du ≥
∫ τ˜+j (ǫht/8)
τ˜+j (ǫht/16)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du
L
=
∫ τ(V ↑,ǫht/8)
τ(V ↑,ǫht/16)
e−V
↑(u)du,
where we have used Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) for the equality in law. We thus get
P
(∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
τ˜−j (ht/2)
e−V˜
(j)(u)du ≤ e−ǫht/8
)
≤ P
(
τ(V ↑, ǫht/8)− τ(V ↑, ǫht/16) ≤ 1
)
≤ e−c7ht , (4.85)
when t is large enough, according to (5.127) applied with h = ht, α = ǫ/8, ω = ǫ/16, and where
c7 is a positive constant.
We have P(ej ≤ e−ǫht/8) ∼
t→+∞
e−ǫht/8/2, so combining with (4.84) and (4.85) we get, for some
positive constant c8 and t large enough,
P
(
J j1 > e−ǫht/5
)
≥ 1− e−c8ht. (4.86)
Combining (4.86) with (4.82) and (4.83) we get that "J j0 +J j2 ≤ 2e−ǫht/2 = 2e−3ǫht/10×e−ǫht/5
and J j1 > e−ǫht/5" with probability at least 1− e−c9ht for some positive constant c9, and when
t is large enough. As a consequence, for t large enough,
P
(
J j0 + J j2 ≤ 2e−3ǫht/10J j1
)
≥ 1− e−c9ht . (4.87)
Now putting together (4.81), (4.87), and (4.84), we get the existence of a positive constant c such
that for t large enough the following inequalities hold with probability greater than 1− e−cht :
h˜j/A
j(L˜j) ≥ J j1 ≥ (1− e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6)Rtjej and
h˜j/A
j(L˜j) = J j0 + J j1 + J j2 ≤ (1 + 2e−3ǫht/10)J j1 ≤ (1 + 2e−3ǫht/10)× (1 + e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6)Rtjej.
Since, for t large enough, we have (1 − e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6) ≥ (1− e−ǫht/6) and (1 + 2e−3ǫht/10) × (1 +
e−(1−2ǫ)ht/6) ≤ (1 + e−ǫht/6), we have proved (4.80), as required.

We now approximate Aj(L˜j).
Lemma 4.10. For each j ≥ 1, Stj :=
∫ L˜j
τ˜+j (ht/2)
eV˜
(j)(u)du is independent from Rtj and such that
P
(
Stj ≤ Aj(L˜j) ≤ (1 + e−ht/7)Stj
)
≥ 1− e−cht ,
for some positive constant c, when t is large enough.
Proof. Note that, for any j ≥ 1, Rtj is a function of P˜ (j)1 and (P˜ (j)2 (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ τ(P˜ (j)2 , ht/2))
while Stj is a function of (P˜
(j)
2 (x), τ(P˜
(j)
2 , ht/2) ≤ x ≤ τ(P˜ (j)2 , ht)) and P˜ (j)3 . According to
Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) the processes P˜
(j)
1 , P˜
(j)
2 , and P˜
(j)
3 are independent and
P˜
(j)
2 is equal in law to (V
↑(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ τ(V ↑, h)). In particular, we can apply the Markov
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property to P˜
(j)
2 at time τ(P˜
(j)
2 , ht/2) and we get that (P˜
(j)
2 (x), 0 ≤ x ≤ τ(P˜ (j)2 , ht/2)) and
(P˜
(j)
2 (x), τ(P˜
(j)
2 , ht/2) ≤ x ≤ τ(P˜ (j)2 , ht)) are independent. We conclude that Stj and Rtj are
independent. Then, from the definitions of Stj and A
j(L˜j) we have
Stj ≤ Aj(L˜j) =
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du+ Stj. (4.88)
According to Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) the first term in the right hand side is equal
in law to
∫ τ(V ↑,ht/2)
0 e
V ↑(u)du. Applying estimate (5.129) with h = ht/2, η = 1/3, we get
P
(∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du ≤ e4ht/6
)
≥ 1− e−ht , (4.89)
when t is large enough. Then,
Stj ≥
∫ τ˜j(ht)
τ˜+j (ht/2)
eV˜
(j)(u)du =
∫ τ˜j(ht)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du−
∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du.
According to Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) the first term in the right hand side is
equal in law to
∫ τ(V ↑,ht)
0 e
V ↑(u)du while the second is equal in law to
∫ τ(V ↑,ht/2)
0 e
V ↑(u)du. For
the first term we apply estimate (5.128) with h = ht, η = 1/6, and for the second term we apply
(5.129) with h = ht/2, η = 1/3. We get the existence of a constant c1 such that for t large enough
P(
∫ τ˜j(ht)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du ≥ e5ht/6, ∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)m˜j eV˜ (j)(u)du ≤ e4ht/6) ≥ 1 − e−c1ht. As a consequence, for t
large enough,
P
(
Stj ≥ e5ht/6 − e4ht/6
)
≥ 1− e−c1ht . (4.90)
Putting together (4.89) and (4.90) we get that
P
(∫ τ˜+j (ht/2)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(u)du/Stj ≤ e−ht/7
)
≥ 1− e−c2ht ,
for some positive constant c2, when t is large enough. This, combined with (4.88), yields the
result.

Proof. of Proposition 4.5
Recall from the beginning of this subsection that the sequence (Bj)j≥1 is iid and, according to
Remark 3.4 (applied with h = ht) the sequence (V˜
(j)(x+m˜j), L˜j−1−m˜j ≤ x ≤ L˜j−m˜j)j≥1 is iid.
Then, note that for each j ≥ 1, ej is some function, not depending on j, of the Brownian motion
Bj, and (Stj , R
t
j) is some function, not depending on j, of the valley (V˜
(j)(x+ m˜j), L˜j−1− m˜j ≤
x ≤ L˜j−m˜j). We deduce that the sequences (ej)j≥1, and (Stj , Rtj)j≥1 are iid. Moreover, these two
sequences are independent since (Stj , R
t
j)j≥1 is a function of V and, as we said in the beginning
of this subsection, the sequence (ej)j≥1 is independent from V . According to Lemma 4.10, we
have that for each j ≥ 1 the random variables Stj and Rtj are independent so we deduce that
the sequences (ej)j≥1, (S
t
j)j≥1 and (R
t
j)j≥1 are iid and mutually independent, as claimed in the
proposition.
Choose ǫ ∈]0,max{1/8, (1−(1+δ)κ)/2}[. Applying (4.69), (4.71), Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10
simultaneously for all j ∈ {1, ..., nt}, we obtain the existence of a positive constant c1 (depending
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on δ and ǫ) such that for t large enough, the following relations hold with probability greater
than 1− nte−c1ht:
∀j ≥ 1, LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) = Aj(L˜j)ej
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + e−ht/7)ejStj,≥ ejStj,
H(L˜j)−H(m˜j) = h˜j
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1 + e
−ǫht/6)Aj(L˜j)R
t
jej ≤ (1 + e−ǫht/6)× (1 + e−ht/7)ejStjRtj ,
≥ (1− e−ǫht/6)Aj(L˜j)Rtjej ≥ (1− e−ǫht/6)ejStjRtj .
When t is large enough, the factors (1+ e−ht/7) and (1+ e−ǫht/6)× (1+ e−ht/7) are smaller than
(1+ e−ǫht/7) while the factors 1 and (1− e−ǫht/6) are greater than (1− e−ǫht/7). We thus obtain
that the inequalities asserted in Proposition 4.5 hold, for t large enough, with a probability
greater than 1 − nte−c1ht. Finally, note that nt ∼ eκ(1+δ)φ(t) (see the definition of nt in the
beginning of this section) where φ(t) << log(t) ∼ ht. As a consequence, there is a positive
constant c such that nte
−c1ht ≤ e−cht when t is large enough. The proposition follows.

In order to translate "L∗X(t)/t ≤ α" in term of events only involving the sequence (eiSti , eiStiRti)i≥1,
we need to compare Nt, the number of ht-valleys visited until instant t (see (4.63)), with the
overshoots of
∑.
i=1 eiS
t
iR
t
i. We now do this thanks to Proposition 4.5. Recall the definition of
the overshoots Na in the beginning of Subsection 4.1. We have :
Lemma 4.11. Fix ǫ as in Proposition 4.5 and η ∈]0, 1[. Assume that t is so large such that
(1 − e−ǫht/7)−1 < (1 + η) and (1 + e−ǫht/7)−1(1 − 2/ log(ht)) ≥ (1 − η). Recall the definitions
of the events Vnt,ht, A1t and A5t introduced in respectively Lemma 3.5, Fact 4.3 and Proposition
4.5. Then
Vnt,ht ∩ {Nt < nt} ∩ A1t ∩ A5t ⊂
{N(1−η)t ≤ Nt ≤ N(1+η)t} .
Even though it is used in the following subsection, an other interest of this lemma is that we
expect it to be useful in the future study of the almost sure behavior of L∗X(t). Indeed, for the
almost sure behavior, the contribution of the last valley can be sometimes omitted, sometimes
totally included, so we are left to study some behavior of
∑Nt−1
i=1 eiS
t
iR
t
i or
∑Nt
i=1 eiS
t
iR
t
i. The
above lemma allows to replace Nt by some Na, which is more convenient since it only depends
on the sequence (eiS
t
iR
t
i, i ≥ 1).
Proof. Recall that by convention
∑0
i=1 ... = 0. Assume that the event Vnt,ht∩{Nt < nt}∩A1t ∩A5t
is realized. Then, for any k ∈ {1, ..., nt} we have
Nt ≥ k ⇒ H(mk) ≤ t⇒ H(m˜k) ≤ t⇒
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ t
⇒
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ t(1− e−ǫht/7)−1 ≤ (1 + η)t⇒ N(1+η)t ≥ k,
and
N(1−η)t ≥ k ⇒
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ (1− η)t⇒
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ (1− η)(1 + e−ǫht/7)t
⇒ H(m˜k) ≤ t
[
(1− η)(1 + e−ǫht/7) + 2/ log(ht)
]
≤ t⇒ H(mk) ≤ t⇒ Nt ≥ k.
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We have thus proved that N(1−η)t ≤ Nt ≤ N(1+η)t is satisfied on Vnt,ht ∩{Nt < nt}∩A1t ∩A5t .

4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.1. We now use the preceding results of this section to approx-
imate the distribution function of L∗X(t)/t by a distribution function involving the sequence
(eiS
t
i , eiS
t
iR
t
i, i ≥ 1). We first state three facts.
Recall the definition of Dj in (4.65). We also recall the notations Xm˜j := X(. +H(m˜j)) and
HXm˜j (r) := τ(Xm˜j , r), the fact that, according to the Markov property at H(m˜j), Xm˜j is a
diffusion starting from m˜j , and the fact that LXm˜j (., .) denotes the local time of Xm˜j . The first
fact says that the supremum of the local time on Dj can be approximated by the local time at
m˜j.
Fact 4.12. There is a positive constant c such that for t large enough,
P
(
A7t := ∩ntj=1
{
sup
y∈Dj
LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), y) ≤ (1 + e−ht/9)LX(H(L˜j), m˜j)
})
≥ 1− e−cht .
The next two facts come from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 of [2].
Fact 4.13. Fix ǫ as in Proposition 4.5. For any k ≥ 1 let us define the distribution functions,
depending on t,
Fγ,k(x) := P

 max
1≤j≤k−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) ≤ γt,
k−1∑
j=1
(
H(L˜j)−H(m˜j)
)
≤ xt

 ,
F±γ,k(x) := P

 max
1≤j≤k−1
ejS
t
j ≤ γt(1± 2e−ǫht/7),
k−1∑
j=1
ejS
t
jR
t
j ≤ xt(1± 2e−ǫht/7)

 .
Then, there is a positive constant c such that for all t large enough:
∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ nt,∀ 0 < x ≤ 1,∀ γ > 0, F−γ,k(x)− e−cht ≤ Fγ,k(x) ≤ F+γ,k(x) + e−cht.
Note that the conventions max1≤i≤0 ... = 0 and
∑0
i=1 ... = 0 imply that Fγ,1 and F
±
γ,1 are constant
equal to 1.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.5. 
Fact 4.14. Fix ǫ as in Proposition 4.5 and recall the definition of Dj in (4.65). We define the
distribution functions, depending on t,
fγ(x) := P
(
LXm˜1 (t(1− x), m˜1) ≤ γt,HXm˜1 (L˜1) > t(1− x),HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
)
,
f˜γ(x) := P
(
sup
y∈D1
LXm˜1 (t(1 − x), y) ≤ γt,HXm˜1 (L˜1) > t(1− x),HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
)
,
f±γ (x) := P
(
1/Rt1 ≤ γ(1± 2e−ǫht/7)/(1 − x), e1St1Rt1 > t(1− x)(1∓ 2e−ǫht/7)
)
.
Fix η ∈]0, 1/2[. Then, there is a positive constant c such that for all t large enough:
∀ x ∈]η, 1− η[,∀ γ > 0, f−γ (x)− e−cht ≤ f˜γ(x) ≤ fγ(x) ≤ f+γ (x) + e−cht .
For the justification of Facts 4.12 and 4.14 in our context, we give some details in Subsection
5.7.
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Let us recall the definitions of the functionals K˜I,a and K˜
−
I,a defined in Section 4.3 of [2]:
∀a > 0, ∀(f1, f2) ∈ D([0,+∞[,R2), K˜I,a(f1, f2) := f2(f−12 (a)), K˜−I,a(f1, f2) := f2(f−12 (a)−).
In the above expression we have used the notations defined just before Theorem 1.3. Note
that the functionals K˜I,a and K˜
−
I,a actually do not involve f1. According to Lemma 4.5 of [2],
a realization of the κ-stable subordinator (Y1,Y2), defined just before Theorem 1.3, is almost
surely a point of continuity of these functionals. Thanks to this we can prove:
Lemma 4.15.
lim
η→0
lim sup
t→+∞
(
s(η, t) :=
+∞∑
k=1
P
(
1− 5η/4 < 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4,
1
t
ekS
t
kR
t
k > 3η/4
))
= 0.
(4.91)
lim
η→0
lim sup
t→+∞
[s˜(η, t) := 1− P (ηt ≤ H(mNt) ≤ (1− η)t)] = 0. (4.92)
Recall that we use the convention
∑0
i=1 ... = 0 (therefore the first term in the sum defining s(η, t)
is actually equal to 0).
Proof. Recall the definition of (Y1, Y2)
t in (4.64) and the definition of Na in the beginning of
Subsection 4.1. For any η ∈]0, 4/5[, t > 0 and k ≥ 1, we have{
1− 5η/4 < 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4,
1
t
ekS
t
kR
t
k > 3η/4
}
⊂
{
1− 5η/4 < 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4,
1
t
k∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i > 1− η/2
}
=

N(1−η/2)t = k, 1− 5η/4 < 1t
N(1−η/2)t−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4


⊂

N(1−η/2)t = k, 1t
N(1−η/2)t−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i > 1− 5η/4

 =: Ek.
The events Ek, k ≥ 1 are clearly disjoint. We thus have
s(η, t) ≤
+∞∑
k=1
P (Ek) = P
(∪+∞k=1Ek) = P

1
t
N(1−η/2)t−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i > 1− 5η/4


= P
(
Y t2 (Y
t,−1
2 (1− η/2)−) > 1− 5η/4
)
= P
(
K˜−I,1−η/2[(Y1, Y2)
t] > 1− 5η/4
)
.
Now, according to Proposition 4.2 (to be proved in the following subsection), (Y1, Y2)
t converges
to (Y1,Y2), defined just before Theorem 1.3, for the convergence in distribution in D(R+,R2)
with the J1 topology. Moreover we have that for any fixed η ∈]0, 4/5[, (Y1,Y2) is almost surely
a point of continuity for K˜−I,1−η/2. Using the continuous mapping theorem we thus get
lim sup
t→+∞
s(η, t) ≤ P (Y2(Y−12 (1− η/2)−) > 1− 5η/4) . (4.93)
We now study the limit when η goes to 0. Since Y2 is a κ-stable subordinator, it is known that
almost surely Z := 1 − Y2(Y−12 (1)−) > 0 so Y−12 (1 − η/2) = Y−12 (1) for all 0 < η < 2Z. Then,
for all 0 < η < 4Z/5 < 2Z, Y2(Y−12 (1− η/2)−) = Y2(Y−12 (1)−) = 1−Z ≤ 1− 5η/4. This proves
that for almost every realization of Y2, the event in the probability in (4.93) fails to happen for
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all η small enough, so by dominated convergence, this probability converges to 0 when η goes to
0. This proves (4.91).
We now prove (4.92). Let us fix ǫ as in Proposition 4.5, η ∈]0, 1/3[, put ǫt := e−ǫht/7 and
choose t large enough so that: 2/ log ht ≤ η, (1 − ǫt)−1 ≤ 2, (1 − 3η) ≤ (1 − 2η)(1 + ǫt)−1 and
Lemma 4.11 applies for our choice of η. Recall the definitions of the events Vnt,ht, A1t and
A5t introduced in respectively Lemma 3.5, Fact 4.3 and Proposition 4.5. Using successively the
definitions of Vnt,ht ∩ {Nt ≤ nt}, A1t ∩ {Nt ≤ nt}, A5t ∩{Nt ≤ nt}, and then Lemma 4.11, we get
that P(ηt ≤ H(mNt) ≤ (1− η)t) is greater than
P
(
ηt ≤ H(m˜Nt) ≤ (1− η)t, Vnt,ht , Nt ≤ nt, A1t ,A5t
)
≥P
(
ηt ≤
Nt−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ (1− 2η)t ≤
(
1− η − 2
log ht
)
t, Vnt,ht , Nt ≤ nt, A1t ,A5t
)
≥P
(
η(1− ǫt)−1t ≤ 2ηt ≤
Nt−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ (1− 3η)t ≤ (1− 2η)(1 + ǫt)−1t, Vnt,ht, Nt ≤ nt, A1t ,A5t
)
≥P

2ηt ≤ N(1−η)t−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤
N(1+η)t−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ (1− 3η)t, Vnt,ht, Nt ≤ nt, A1t ,A5t


=P
(
2η ≤ Y t2 (Y t,−12 (1− η)−) ≤ Y t2 (Y t,−12 (1 + η)−) ≤ (1− 3η), Vnt,ht, Nt ≤ nt, A1t ,A5t
)
=P
(
2η ≤ K˜−I,1−η[(Y1, Y2)t] ≤ K˜−I,1+η[(Y1, Y2)t] ≤ (1− 3η), Vnt,ht, Nt ≤ nt, A1t ,A5t
)
.
According to Lemma 3.5 (applied with n = nt, h = ht), Fact 4.3, Proposition 4.5 and Lemma
4.17 of the following subsection, we have
P
(Vnt,ht ∩ {Nt ≤ nt} ∩ A1t ∩ A5t ) −→t→+∞ 1.
Then, combining with the convergence of (Y1, Y2)
t to (Y1,Y2), the continuity of K˜−I,1−η and
K˜−I,1+η at (Y1,Y2), and the continuous mapping theorem, we get
lim sup
t→+∞
s˜(η, t) ≤ 1− P (2η ≤ Y2(Y−12 (1− η)−) ≤ Y2(Y−12 (1 + η)−) ≤ (1− 3η)) . (4.94)
We have almost surely E2 := min{Y2(Y−12 (1)) − 1, 1 − Y2(Y−12 (1)−), Y2(Y−12 (1)−)} > 0 so
Y−12 (1 + η) = Y−12 (1) for all 0 ≤ η ≤ E2, and for η ≤ E2/3: Y2(Y−12 (1 + η)−) = Y2(Y−12 (1)−) ≤
1 − E2 ≤ 1 − 3η. Also, Y−12 (1 − η) = Y−12 (1) for all 0 ≤ η ≤ E2, and for 0 ≤ η ≤ E2/2:
Y2(Y−12 (1 − η)−) = Y2(Y−12 (1)−) ≥ E2 ≥ 2η. This proves that, almost surely, the event in
the probability in (4.94) happens for all η small enough, so by dominated convergence, this
probability converges to 1 when η goes to 0. This proves (4.92).

Proof. of Proposition 4.1
The proof follows the one of Proposition 5.1 in [2]. However, we have to use systematically
our estimates and notations instead of the ones in [2] and we can make some simplifications of
their arguments. For the sake of clarity we here give the details.
Upper bound:
Main ideas: The main stake of the proof is to get independence between what happens in
the last valley and what happened before. The idea is to first apply the Markov property at
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H(m˜Nt) in order to get independence in the quenched setting and then to approximate each of
the two parts by objects depending on portions of the environment that are independent from
one another. We then get true independence and use Facts 4.13 and 4.14 to approximate the
distribution function of the quantity of interest by the distribution function of a functional of
the sequence (eiS
t
i , eiS
t
iR
t
i)i≥1, leading to the result.
We have
P (L∗X(t)/t ≤ α) = E
[
P V (L∗X(t)/t ≤ α)
] ≤ E [P V ( max
1≤j≤Nt
LX(t, m˜j)/t ≤ α
)]
.
Recall the notations Xm˜j := X(. +H(m˜j)), HXm˜j (r) := τ(Xm˜j , r) and LXm˜j (., .) introduced in
Subsection 4.2. Let us define XL˜j := X(H(L˜j) + .) which is, according to the Markov property
at H(L˜j), a diffusion in the environment V starting from L˜j . We also define for any r ∈ R,
HXL˜j
(r) := τ(XL˜j , r), the hitting time of r by XL˜j . Now let us define the event
A6t :=
nt⋂
j=1
{
HXm˜j (L˜j) < HXm˜j (L˜j−1), HXL˜j
(+∞) < HXL˜j (τ˜j(ht))
}
. (4.95)
According to the combination of Lemmas 5.21 and 5.22, there is a positive constant c such that
for t large enough we have P(A6t ) ≤ e−cht. On {Nt < nt} ∩ Vnt,ht the sequences (mj)j≥1 and
(m˜j)j≥1 coincide until the index j = nt > Nt, so in particular m˜Nt is the last m˜j visited by the
diffusion before instant t. On A6t ∩ {Nt < nt} ∩ Vnt,ht, for any j < Nt, m˜j is no longer visited
after H(L˜j) which is strictly less than t so we have LX(t, m˜j) = LX(H(L˜j), m˜j). For η ∈]0, 1/2[
we thus have
P (L∗X(t)/t ≤ α) ≤E
[
P V
(
LX(t, m˜Nt) ∨ max
1≤j≤Nt−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) ≤ αt,
ηt ≤ H(m˜Nt) ≤ (1− η)t,Vnt,ht, Nt < nt,A6t ,A1t
)]
+ u1(t, η)
=: E
[
F V
]
+ u1(t, η), (4.96)
where we have put u1(t, η) = 1− P(ηt ≤ H(mNt) ≤ (1− η)t,Vnt,ht , Nt < nt,A6t ,A1t ). Note that
F V also depends on η and t. According to (4.92), Lemma 3.5 (applied with n = nt, h = ht),
Lemma 4.17 of the following subsection, the estimate P(A6t ) ≤ e−cht, and Fact 4.3, we have
limη→0 lim supt→+∞ u1(t, η) = 0. For any fixed trajectory of V and k ∈ {1, ..., nt} let us define
hV,k1 (y) := P
V
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜k) ≤ αt,
0 ≤ H(m˜k)−
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ 2t
log ht
, H(m˜k) ≤ yt
)
hV,k2 (y) := P
V
(
LXm˜k (t(1− y), m˜k) ≤ αt,
t(1− y) < HXm˜k (m˜k+1) < HXm˜k (L˜k−1), HXm˜k (m˜k+1)−HXm˜k (L˜k) <
2t
log ht
)
.
Recall that by convention quantities such as
∑k−1
i=1 ... and max1≤j≤k−1 ... are set to equal 0 in
the case k = 1.
Now, in F V , we partition on the possible values of Nt in {1, ..., nt} and H(m˜Nt) in [η, 1 − η]
(recall that m˜Nt is the last m˜j visited by the diffusion before instant t since we are on {Nt <
nt}∩Vnt,ht), and we apply the strong Markov property at H(m˜k) under the quenched probability
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measure P V . We obtain
F V ≤
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh
V,k
1 (y). (4.97)
We can approximate the H(m˜k) in h
V,k
1 (y) by
∑k−1
i=1 (H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)). Let us define
h˜V,k1 (y) := P
V
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜k) ≤ αt, 0 ≤ H(m˜k)−
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ 2t
log ht
,
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
+
2t
log ht
≤ yt
)
.
Clearly we have h˜V,k1 (y) ≤ hV,k1 (y). In order to replace hV,k1 (y) by h˜V,k1 (y) in (4.97) we need to
proceed an integration by parts, which we can do since the functions h˜V,k1 , h
V,k
1 and h
V,k
2 are
positive increasing.∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh
V,k
1 (y) =
[
hV,k1 (y)h
V,k
2 (y)
]1−η
η
−
∫ 1−η
η
hV,k1 (y)dh
V,k
2 (y)
≤
[
hV,k1 (y)h
V,k
2 (y)
]1−η
η
−
∫ 1−η
η
h˜V,k1 (y)dh
V,k
2 (y)
=
[(
hV,k1 (y)− h˜V,k1 (y)
)
hV,k2 (y)
]1−η
η
+
∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh˜
V,k
1 (y)
≤
(
hV,k1 (1− η)− h˜V,k1 (1− η)
)
hV,k2 (1− η) +
∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh˜
V,k
1 (y).
(4.98)
Then, note that we have dh˜V,k1 (y) ≤ dhV,k3 (y) where
hV,k3 (y) := P
V
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜k) ≤ αt,
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
+
2t
log ht
≤ yt
)
.
We thus get that∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh
V,k
1 (y) ≤
(
hV,k1 (1− η)− h˜V,k1 (1− η)
)
hV,k2 (1− η) +
∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh
V,k
3 (y).
The interest of the previous manipulations is that the two functions in the integral now depend
on independent parts of the environment: hV,k3 (y) is measurable with respect to the σ-field
σ(V (x), x ≤ L˜k−1) while hV,k2 (y) is measurable with respect to the σ-field σ(V L˜k−1(x), x ≥ 0).
These two σ-fields are independent according to Remark 3.4. Integrating with respect to the
environment and summing over k we thus obtain
nt∑
k=1
E
[∫ 1−η
η
hV,k2 (y)dh
V,k
1 (y)
]
≤
nt∑
k=1
E
[(
hV,k1 (1− η)− h˜V,k1 (1− η)
)
hV,k2 (1− η)
]
+
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
E[hV,k2 (y)]dE[h
V,k
3 (y)]. (4.99)
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Let us now prove that the sum over k of the terms E[(hV,k1 (1 − η) − h˜V,k1 (1 − η))hV,k2 (1 − η)]
is negligible. By the definitions of hV,k1 (1− η) and h˜V,k1 (1− η) we have
0 ≤ hV,k1 (1−η)−h˜V,k1 (1−η) ≤ P V
(
(1− η)t− 2t
log ht
<
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ (1− η)t
)
=: hV,k4 (1−η).
Note that hV,k4 (1−η) is measurable with respect to the σ-field σ(V (x), x ≤ L˜k−1) while hV,k2 (1−η)
is measurable with respect to the σ-field σ(V L˜k−1(x), x ≥ 0). Integrating with respect to the
environment and summing over k we thus obtain
nt∑
k=1
E
[(
hV,k1 (1− η)− h˜V,k1 (1− η)
)
hV,k2 (1− η)
]
≤
nt∑
k=1
E[hV,k4 (1− η)] ×E[hV,k2 (1− η)].(4.100)
Let us fix an ǫ, chosen as in Proposition 4.5, for the rest of this proof. Using the definition of
hV,k4 and Proposition 4.5 we get, for some c and when t is large enough,
E[hV,k4 (1− η)] = P
(
(1− η)t− 2t
log ht
<
k−1∑
i=1
(
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i)
)
≤ (1− η)t
)
≤ P
(
(1 + e−ǫht/7)−1[(1 − η)− 2/ log ht]t <
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ (1− e−ǫht/7)−1(1− η)t
)
+ e−cht.
(4.101)
Similarly, since HXm˜k (L˜k) = H(L˜k)−H(m˜k), we have for E[h
V,k
2 (1− η)]:
E[hV,k2 (1− η)] ≤ P
(
H(L˜k)−H(m˜k) > (η − 2/ log ht)t
)
≤ P
(
ekS
t
kR
t
k > (1 + e
−ǫht/7)−1(η − 2/ log ht)t
)
+ e−cht. (4.102)
Now, if t is large enough so that (1+e−ǫht/7)−1[(1−η)−2/ log ht] > 1−5η/4, (1−e−ǫht/7)−1(1−
η) < 1 − 3η/4, and (1 + e−ǫht/7)−1(η − 2/ log ht) > 3η/4, then we get from (4.101) and (4.102)
that E[hV,k4 (1− η)]× E[hV,k2 (1− η)] is less than
P
(
1− 5η/4 < 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4
)
× P
(
1
t
ekS
t
kR
t
k > 3η/4
)
+ 3e−cht
=P
(
1− 5η/4 < 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4,
1
t
ekS
t
kR
t
k > 3η/4
)
+ 3e−cht .
In the second line, we have used the fact that the sequence (ejS
t
jR
t
j)j≥1 is iid, according to
Proposition 4.5 (also, note that the convention
∑0
i=1 ... = 0 implies that the above probability
is equal to 0 when k = 1, in the rest of the proof we shall not distinguish the case k = 1 even
though this case is often trivial). In conclusion, for t large enough,
nt∑
k=1
E[hV,k4 (1− η)]× E[hV,k2 (1− η)] ≤ s(η, t) + 3nte−cht,
where s(η, t) is defined in Lemma 4.15. Since nt ∼ eκ(1+δ)φ(t) (see the definition of nt in the
beginning of this section) where φ(t) << log(t) ∼ ht, nt is negligible compared to quantities of
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the type e−cht . The term 3nte
−cht thus converges to 0 when t goes to infinity. Using (4.91) we
thus get
lim
η→0
lim sup
t→+∞
nt∑
k=1
E[hV,k4 (1− η)]× E[hV,k2 (1− η)] = 0. (4.103)
Putting together (4.97), (4.99), (4.100) and (4.103) we obtain
E[FV ] ≤
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
E[hV,k2 (y)]dE[h
V,k
3 (y)] + u2(t, η), (4.104)
where u2(t, η) is such that limη→0 lim supt→+∞ u2(t, η) = 0.
We now study the integral on [η, 1−η]. Note that by definitions of hV,k3 (y) and of the annealed
probability measure we have E[hV,k3 (y)] = Fα,k(y− 2/ log ht) ≥ F−α,k(y − 2/ log ht)− e−cht where
Fα,k and F
−
α,k are defined in Fact 4.13 and c is some positive constant. The last inequality comes
from that Fact and is true simultaneously for all k ∈ {1, ..., nt} and y ∈ [η, 1− η] when t is large
enough. Integrating by part twice as in (4.98) (which we can do since the functions E[hV,k2 (.)],
E[hV,k3 (.)] and F
−
α,k are positive increasing) and proceeding the change of variable u = y−2/ log ht
we get
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
E[hV,k2 (y)]dE[h
V,k
3 (y)] ≤
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
E[hV,k2 (u+ 2/ log ht)]dF
−
α,k(u)
+ nte
−cht +
nt∑
k=1
(
Fα,k(1− η − 2/ log ht)− F−α,k(1− η − 2/ log ht)
)
E[hV,k2 (1− η)]. (4.105)
Let us discuss the factors E[hV,k2 (.)] that appear in two terms of the right hand side. Since
the diffusion conditionally to the environment is Markovian and the valleys are iid (by Remark
3.4), we see that E[hV,k2 (y)] = E[h
V,1
2 (y)]. Then, by definition of h
V,1
2 we have
E[hV,12 (y)] =P
(
LXm˜1 (t(1 − y), m˜1) ≤ αt,
t(1− y) < HXm˜1 (m˜2) < HXm˜1 (L˜0), HXm˜1 (m˜2)−HXm˜1 (L˜1) <
2t
log ht
)
≤P
(
LXm˜1 (t(1 − y), m˜1) ≤ αt, t(1− y − 2/ log ht) < HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
)
≤P
(
LXm˜1 (t(1 − y − 2/ log ht), m˜1) ≤ αt, t(1− y − 2/ log ht) < HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
)
=fα(y + 2/ log ht) ≤ f+α (y + 2/ log ht) + e−cht, (4.106)
where fα and f
+
α are defined in Fact 4.14 and c is some positive constant. The last inequality
comes from that Fact and is true uniformly in y ∈ [η, 1 − η] for t large enough.
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We now prove that the third term in the right hand side of (4.105) is negligible. According to
Fact 4.13, there is a positive constant c such that for any z ∈]0, 1[
Fα,k(z)− F−α,k(z) ≤ F+α,k(z)− F−α,k(z) + e−cht ≤ P
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
ejS
t
j
t
∈ [α(1 − 2e−ǫht/7), α(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)],
)
+ P

1
t
k−1∑
j=1
ejS
t
jR
t
j ∈ [z(1− 2e−ǫht/7), z(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)]


+ e−cht.
Combining this with (4.106) we can bound the third term in the right hand side of (4.105) as
follows
nt∑
k=1
(
Fα,k(1− η − 2/ log ht)− F−α,k(1− η − 2/ log ht)
)
E[hV,k2 (1− η)]
≤
(
f+α (1− η + 2/ log ht) + e−cht
)
×
[
nt∑
k=1
P
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
ejS
t
j
t
∈ [α(1 − 2e−ǫht/7), α(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)]
)
+
nt∑
k=1
P

1
t
k−1∑
j=1
ejS
t
jR
t
j ∈ [(1− η − 2/ log ht)(1 − 2e−ǫht/7), (1 − η − 2/ log ht)(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)]

+ nte−cht


≤
nt∑
k=1
(k − 1)P
(
e1S
t
1
t
∈ [α(1 − 2e−ǫht/7), α(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)]
)
+f+α (1− η + 2/ log ht)×
nt∑
k=1
P

1
t
k−1∑
j=1
ejS
t
jR
t
j ∈ I(t, η)

 + 4nte−cht =: S1 + S2 + 4nte−cht.
(4.107)
For the last inequality we have used the fact that f+α (.) ≤ 1 (since it’s a probability), that
the sequences (ej)j≥1 and (S
t
j)j≥1 are iid, and we have set I(t, η) := [(1 − η − 2/ log ht)(1 −
2e−ǫht/7), (1 − η − 2/ log ht)(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)]. We have
S1 ≤ n2tP
(
e1 ∈
[
α(1− 2e−ǫht/7)
St1/t
,
α(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)
St1/t
]
, St1/t > e
−ǫht/14
)
+ n2tP
(
St1/t ≤ e−ǫht/14
)
≤ n2tE

1
2
∫ α(1+2e−ǫht/7)
St
1
/t
α(1−2e−ǫht/7)
St
1
/t
e−u/2du× 1{St1/t>e−ǫht/14}

+ n2tP(St1/t ≤ e−ǫht/14)
≤ n2t
4αe−ǫht/7
2e−ǫht/14
+ n2t o(e
−ǫht/15) = o(1).
For the first term we have used that e1 follows an exponential distribution with parameter 1/2.
The upper bound for the second term can be deduced from the fact that St1/t is stochastically
greater than e−φ(t)
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0 e
V (y)dy (see (4.116) and (4.117) in the next subsection), a
simple manipulation on the truncated functional
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0 e
V (y)dy, and the first assertion
of Lemma 5.3. The fact that we eventually obtain o(1) comes from the fact that, as we said
before, nt is negligible compared to quantities of the type e
−cht.
We now turn to S2. Since the sequences (ej)j≥1, (S
t
j)j≥1 and (R
t
j)j≥1 are iid (by Proposition
4.5), in the definition of f+α the index 1 can be replaced by k without changing the value of the
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function. We can thus write
S2 =
nt∑
k=1
P
(
1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ∈ I(t, η), 1/Rtk ≤ α(1 + 2e−ǫht/7)/(η − 2/ log ht),
ekS
t
kR
t
k > t(η − 2/ log ht)(1 − 2e−ǫht/7)
)
≤
nt∑
k=1
P
(
1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ∈ I(t, η), ekStkRtk > t(η − 2/ log ht)(1− 2e−ǫht/7)
)
.
If t is large enough so that I(t, η) ⊂ [1− 5η/4, 1− 3η/4] and (η− 2/ log ht)(1− 2e−ǫht/7) > 3η/4,
we have clearly
S2 ≤
nt∑
k=1
P
(
1− 5η/4 < 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− 3η/4,
1
t
ekS
t
kR
t
k > 3η/4
)
≤ s(η, t),
where s(η, t) is defined in Lemma 4.15. Putting the previous bounds on S1 and S2 into (4.107)
we get that for t large enough, the third term in the right hand side of (4.105) is less than
o(1) + s(η, t) + 4nte
−cht. We can thus rewrite (4.105) as
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
E[hV,k2 (y)]dE[h
V,k
3 (y)] ≤
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
E[hV,k2 (u+ 2/ log ht)]dF
−
α,k(u)
+ o(1) + s(η, t) + 5nte
−cht
≤
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
f+α (u+ 4/ log ht)dF
−
α,k(u)
+ o(1) + s(η, t) + 6nte
−cht,
where we have used (4.106) for the second inequality. Recall that nte
−cht converges to 0 when t
goes to infinity. Using (4.91) we thus get
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
E[hV,k2 (y)]dE[h
V,k
3 (y)] ≤
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
f+α (u+ 4/ log ht)dF
−
α,k(u) + u3(t, η),
(4.108)
where u3(t, η) is such that limη→0 lim supt→+∞ u3(t, η) = 0.
Recall that, in the definition of f+α , the index 1 can be replaced by k without changing the
value of the function. We can thus write
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
f+α (u+ 4/ log ht)dF
−
α,k(u)
=
nt∑
k=1
P
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
ejS
t
j ≤ αt(1 − 2e−ǫht/7), η − 2/ log ht ≤
1
(1− 2e−ǫht/7)t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− η − 2/ log ht,
(4.109)(
1− 4
log ht
− 1
(1− 2e−ǫht/7)t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i
)
/Rtk ≤ α(1 + 2e−ǫht/7), (4.110)
ekS
t
kR
t
k/t >
(
1− 4
log ht
− 1
(1− 2e−ǫht/7)t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i
)
(1− 2e−ǫht/7)
)
. (4.111)
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Note that (1+2e−ǫht/7)(1−2e−ǫht/7) < 1 so multiplying both sides by (1−2e−ǫht/7) in (4.110)
we get that the expression in (4.110) implies
(
1− 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i
)
/Rtk ≤ α(1 + ǫ˜(k)),
where ǫ˜(k) := (2e−ǫht/7+4(1−2e−ǫht/7)/ log ht)/Rtk. Note that (1−η−2/ log ht)(1−2e−ǫht/7) ≤
1− η and that, for t large enough, (1− 4/ log ht)(1− 2e−ǫht/7) > 1− η. Then the expressions in
(4.109) and (4.111) imply respectively
max
1≤j≤k−1
ejS
t
j ≤ αt,
1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− η and
1
t
k∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i > 1− η.
We thus get that for large t,
∑nt
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
f+α (u+ 4/ log ht)dF
−
α,k(u) is less than
nt∑
k=1
P
(
max
1≤j≤k−1
ejS
t
j ≤ αt,
1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− η,
(
1− 1
t
k−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i
)
/Rtk ≤ α(1 + ǫ˜(k)),
1
t
k∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i > 1− η
)
.
Recall the definition of the overshoots Na in the beginning of Subsection 4.1 and note that
{1t
∑k−1
i=1 eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ 1− η, 1t
∑k
i=1 eiS
t
iR
t
i > 1− η} = {N(1−η)t = k} so in particular the events in
the above sum of probabilities are disjoint and the above sum equals
P

 max
1≤j≤N(1−η)t−1
ejS
t
j
t
≤ α,

1− 1
t
N(1−η)t−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i

 /RtN(1−η)t ≤ α (1 + ǫ˜(N(1−η)t)) , N(1−η)t ≤ nt

 .
We thus deduce that
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η−2/ log ht
η−2/ log ht
f+α (u+ 4/ log ht)dF
−
α,k(u) ≤ P+η,t(α) + u4(t), (4.112)
where P+η,t(α) is defined in the statement of the proposition and where u4(t) := P(ǫ˜(N(1−η)t) ≥
1/
√
log(log t)). Using the definition of ǫ˜(k), partitioning on the values of N(1−η)t and using
the fact that (Rtj)j≥1 is iid and that log ht ∼t→+∞ log(log t), we get that for t large enough
u4(t) ≤ CP(Rt1 ≤ 2/
√
log(log t)), where C is some positive constant. According to Proposition
3.8, Rt1 converges in distribution to R (defined in the Introduction, just after Theorem 1.2) which
is almost surely positive. We deduce that limt→+∞ u4(t) = 0.
Finally, the combination of (4.96), (4.104), (4.108), and (4.112) yields the upper bound.
Lower bound:
For the proof of the upper bound we have used the obvious inequalitymax1≤j≤Nt LX(t, m˜j)/t ≤
L∗X(t)/t. For the lower bound we need a converse inequality (at least for the distribution func-
tions) that we prove thanks to the localisation in the bottom of the valleys of the main contri-
butions to the local time.
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Recall the definition of A6t in (4.95). On A6t ∩ {Nt < nt} ∩ Vnt,ht we have
∀j < Nt, ∀x ∈ [L˜j−1, m˜j ], LX(t, x) = LX(H(L˜j), x) ≤
(
LX(H(L˜j), x)− LX(H(m˜j), x)
)
+
(
LX(H(m˜j), x)− LX(H(L˜j−1), x)
)
,
∀j < Nt, ∀x ∈ [m˜j, L˜j ], LX(t, x) = LX(H(m˜j+1), x) ≤
(
LX(H(m˜j+1), x)− LX(H(L˜j), x)
)
+
(
LX(H(L˜j), x)− LX(H(m˜j), x)
)
.
Recall the event A2t defined in Fact 4.4. The above shows that on A6t ∩ A2t ∩ {Nt < nt} ∩ Vnt,ht
we have
sup
x∈[L˜0,L˜Nt−1]
LX(t, x) ≤ sup
1≤j≤Nt−1
sup
x∈[L˜j−1,L˜j ]
(
LX(H(L˜j), x)− LX(H(m˜j), x)
)
+ te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t) .
Similarly, on A6t ∩A2t ∩ {Nt < nt} ∩ Vnt,ht we also have supx≤L˜0 LX(t, x) ≤ te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t) and
sup
x≥L˜Nt−1
LX(t, x) ≤ sup
x∈[L˜Nt−1,L˜Nt ]
(LX(t, x)− LX(H(m˜Nt), x)) + te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t) .
We deduce that, for t large enough so that e(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t)) < α, P (L∗X(t)/t ≤ α) is greater than
P
(
max
1≤j≤Nt
sup
x∈[L˜j−1,L˜j ]
(
LX(H(L˜j) ∧ t, x)− LX(H(m˜j), x)
)
≤ tα1t ,Vnt,ht , Nt < nt, A6t ,A2t
)
,
where α1t := α − e(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t)). Note that H(L˜j) ∧ t = t only for j = Nt. We have clearly
α1t ≥ e−2φ(t) for t large enough. Recall the definition of Dj in (4.65). Using the definition of A3t
from Fact 4.4 (and the fact that we are on {Nt < nt}), we get that for such large t the above is
more than
P
(
max
1≤j≤Nt
sup
x∈Dj
(
LX(H(L˜j) ∧ t, x)− LX(H(m˜j), x)
)
≤ tα1t ,Vnt,ht, Nt < nt,A6t ,A2t ,A3t
)
.
Note that LX(H(L˜j), x) − LX(H(m˜j), x) = LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), x). From the definition of A7t in
Fact 4.12 (and the fact that we are on {Nt < nt}) the above is more than
P
(
sup
x∈DNt
LX(t, x) ∨ max
1≤j≤Nt−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) ≤ tα2t ,Vnt,ht, Nt < nt, A6t ,A2t ,A3t ,A7t
)
,
where α2t := α
1
t /(1 + e
−ht/9) −→
t→+∞
α. In conclusion we have
P (L∗X(t)/t ≤ α) ≥ P
(
sup
x∈DNt
LX(t, x) ∨ max
1≤j≤Nt−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) ≤ tα2t
)
− u˜1(t),
where u˜1(t) := 1 − P
(Vnt,ht , Nt < nt,A6t ,A2t ,A3t ,A7t ). The combination of Lemma 3.5 (applied
with n = nt, h = ht), Lemma 4.17 from the next subsection, the estimate P(A6t ) ≤ e−cht (see
just after (4.95)), (4.67), (4.68), and Fact 4.12 yields u˜1(t) −→
t→+∞
0.
We are left to study the distribution function of [supx∈DNt
LX(t, x)∨max1≤j≤Nt−1LX(H(L˜j), m˜j)]/t.
Note that the latter quantity is quite similar to the quantity [LX(t, m˜Nt)∨max1≤j≤Nt−1 LX(H(L˜j), m˜j)]/t
studied in the proof of the upper bound. Reasoning similarly as in the proof of the upper bound,
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which allows to use this time the upper bound in Fact 4.13 and the lower bound in Fact 4.14,
we get
P
(
sup
x∈DNt
LX(t, x) ∨ max
1≤j≤Nt−1
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) ≤ tα2t
)
≥
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
f−
α2t
(u)dF+
α2t ,k
(u)− u˜2(t, η),
where u˜2(t, η) is such that limη→0 lim supt→+∞ u˜2(t, η) = 0. Reasoning again as in the proof of
the upper bound we get
nt∑
k=1
∫ 1−η
η
f−
α2t
(u)dF+
α2t ,k
(u) ≥ P−η,t(α)− u˜3(t, η),
where u˜3(t, η) is such that limη→0 lim supt→+∞ u˜3(t, η) = 0. This yields the result.

4.4. Proof of Proposition 4.2 and consequences. This proposition relies on:
Lemma 4.16. Recall the constant C′ and the random variable R defined a little before Theorem
1.3, recall also the function φ defined in (4.62). Fix η ∈]0, 1/3[, we have
lim
t→+∞
sup
x∈[e−(1−2η)φ(t),+∞[
∣∣∣xκeκφ(t)P (e1St1/t > x)− C′∣∣∣ = 0, (4.113)
lim
t→+∞
sup
y∈[e−(1−3η)φ(t),+∞[
∣∣∣yκeκφ(t)P (e1St1Rt1/t > y)− C′E [Rκ]∣∣∣ = 0. (4.114)
For any positive α, eκφ(t)P(e1S
t
1/t ≥ x, e1St1Rt1/t ≥ y) converges when t goes to infinity, uni-
formly in (x, y) ∈ [α,+∞[×[α,+∞[, to C′y−κE[Rκ1R≤y/x] + C′x−κP(R > y/x).
Proof. We start by proving an intermediary result analogous to (4.3) of [2]:
lim
t→+∞
sup
x∈[e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[
∣∣∣xκeκφ(t)P (St1/t > x)− C∣∣∣ = 0, (4.115)
where C := K/Ψ′V (κ) is the constant defined a little before Theorem 1.3. We will then deduce
the Lemma. First,
St1 =
∫ τ˜1(ht)
τ˜+1 (ht/2)
eV˜
(1)(u)du+
∫ L˜1
τ˜1(ht)
eV˜
(1)(u)du. (4.116)
Recall from (4.62) that t = eht × eφ(t). From Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) we get
1
t
∫ L˜1
τ˜1(ht)
eV˜
(1)(u)du
L
=
eht
t
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0
eV (y)dy = e−φ(t)
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0
eV (y)dy, (4.117)
and
1
t
∫ τ˜1(ht)
τ˜1(ht/2)
eV˜
(1)(u)du
L
=
1
t
∫ τ(V ↑,ht)
τ(V ↑,ht/2)
eV
↑(y)dy ≤ e
ht
t
τ(V ↑, ht) = e
−φ(t)τ(V ↑, ht). (4.118)
By the second assertion of Lemma 5.3,
P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (y)dy > u
)
∼
u→+∞
Cu−κ. (4.119)
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We define ǫt := e
−ηφ(t)/2, and we only consider values of x in
[
e−(1−η)φ(t) ,+∞[ (this implies
xeφ(t) ≥ eηφ(t) which is large when t is). From (4.116), (4.117), and (4.118), xκeκφ(t)P (St1/t > x)
is less than
xκeκφ(t)P
(
τ(V ↑, ht) > xe
φ(t)ǫt
)
+ xκeκφ(t)P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (y)dy > (1− ǫt)xeφ(t)
)
. (4.120)
From Lemma 5.7 applied with y = ht, r = xe
φ(t)ǫt, the first term is less than x
κeκφ(t) exp(c1ht−
c2xe
φ(t)ǫt) where c1 and c2 are some positive constants. Since xe
φ(t)ǫt ≥ eηφ(t)/2, φ(t) >>
log(log(t)), and ht ∼ log(t), we get that for all t large enough and x ∈ [e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[, c1ht −
c2xe
φ(t)ǫt ≤ −c2xeφ(t)ǫt/2. We deduce that
lim sup
t→+∞
sup
x∈[e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[
xκeκφ(t)P
(
τ(V ↑, ht) > xe
φ(t)ǫt
)
= 0.
From (4.119), the second term in (4.120) is close to C when t is large and x ∈ [e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[.
We thus get
lim sup
t→+∞
sup
x∈[e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[
xκeκφ(t)P
(
St1/t > x
) ≤ C. (4.121)
We now prove a lower bound. From the Markov property applied at time τ(V, ]−∞,−ht/2]) we
have
e−φ(t)
∫ +∞
0
eV (y)dy
L
= e−φ(t)
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0
eV (y)dy
+ eV (τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2]))−φ(t)
∫ +∞
0
eV˜ (y)dy
≤ e−φ(t)
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0
eV (y)dy
+ e−ht/2−φ(t)
∫ +∞
0
eV˜ (y)dy,
where V˜ is an independent copy of V and where we have used that V (τ(V, ] −∞,−ht/2])) ≤
−ht/2. We now put ǫt := e−ht/4. Then, P(e−φ(t)
∫ +∞
0 e
V (y)dy > x(1 + ǫt)) is less than
P
(
e−φ(t)
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0
eV (y)dy > x
)
+ P
(
e−ht/2−φ(t)
∫ +∞
0
eV˜ (y)dy > xǫt
)
≤P (St1/t > x)+ P
(∫ +∞
0
eV˜ (y)dy > eht/4xeφ(t)
)
.
For the first term, we have used the fact that St1/t is stochastically greater than
e−φ(t)
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht/2])
0 e
V (y)dy (because of (4.117) and (4.116)). By (4.119) we get that when t
is large and x ∈ [e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[, xκeκφ(t)P(e−φ(t) ∫ +∞0 eV (y)dy > x(1 + ǫt)) is close to C while
xκeκφ(t)P(
∫ +∞
0 e
V˜ (y)dy > eht/4xeφ(t)) is less than 2Ce−κht/4. Combing with the above inequality
we get
C ≤ lim inf
t→+∞
inf
x∈[e−(1−η)φ(t),+∞[
xκeκφ(t)P
(
St1/t > x
)
+ 0.
Combining this with (4.121) we get (4.115).
Now that we have proved (4.115), the rest of the proof is exactly the same as the proof of
Lemma 4.1 in [2] once they have proved (4.3). The argument needs: 1) the fact that e1, S
t
1 and
Rt1 are mutually independent, which is true according to Proposition 4.5, 2) the fact that (R
t
1)t>1
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converges in distribution to R and is bounded in all Lp spaces, which is true from Proposition 3.8
applied with h = ht. In the probability in (4.115), we can therefore add successively the factors e1
and Rt1 (and each time one of these factors is added we add an η in e
−(1−η)φ(t)) so that we obtain
successively (4.113) and (4.114), and then the convergence of eκφ(t)P(e1S
t
1/t ≥ x, e1St1Rt1/t ≥ y).
Therefore the lemma is proved.

In [2], the proof of Proposition 1.4 (that is, the convergence of (Y1, Y2)
t toward (Y1,Y2)) relies
only on their Lemma 4.1 from which is proved the tightness of the family ((Y1, Y2)
t, t > 0) and
also the unicity and the identification of the limit distribution. Using Lemma 4.16 instead of
Lemma 4.1 of [2], and using the fact that, here also, the sequence (eiS
t
i , eiS
t
iR
t
i)i≥1 is iid (see
Proposition 4.5), the proof of Proposition 1.4 of [2] can be repeated here and we get Proposition
4.2.
As an other consequence of Lemma 4.16 we can prove that Nt, the number of ht-valleys visited
until instant t (see (4.63)), is less than nt with a large probability. This fact has already be used
and is fundamental, since most of the estimates we have proved are true not for all but for the
nt first ht-valleys.
Lemma 4.17. There is a positive constant c such that for all t large enough,
P (Nt ≥ nt) ≤ e−cht.
Proof. We have {Nt ≥ nt} = {H(mnt) ≤ t} and
∑nt−1
i=1 H(L˜i) − H(m˜i) ≤ H(m˜nt) = H(mnt)
on Vnt,ht (the event defined in Lemma 3.5). Let us fix ǫ as in Proposition 4.5. Using, from this
proposition, the definition of A5t and the fact that the sequence (eiStiRti)i≥1 is iid, we get that
P({Nt ≥ nt} ∩ Vnt,ht ∩ A5t ) is less than
P
(
nt−1∑
i=1
H(L˜i)−H(m˜i) ≤ t, A5t
)
≤ P
(
nt−1∑
i=1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ t(1− e−ǫht/7)−1
)
≤P
(
sup
1≤i≤nt−1
eiS
t
iR
t
i ≤ t(1− e−ǫht/7)−1
)
≤
[
1− P
(
e1S
t
1R
t
1/t > (1− e−ǫht/7)−1
)]nt−1
≤ exp
[
−(nt − 1)P
(
e1S
t
1R
t
1/t > (1− e−ǫht/7)−1
)]
,
where the last inequality comes from 1− x ≤ exp(−x) for x ∈ [0, 1[. According to Lemma 4.16
and the fact that nt ∼ eκ(1+δ)φ(t) (see the definition of nt in the beginning of this section), we
have that
(nt − 1)P(e1St1Rt1/t > (1− e−ǫht/7)−1) ∼
t→+∞
C′E [Rκ] eκδφ(t).
Since φ(t) >> log(log(t)) and ht ∼ log(t) we deduce that P({Nt ≥ nt} ∩ Vnt,ht ∩ A5t ) ≤ e−ht
for t large enough. Also, when t is large enough, P(Vcnt,ht) ≤ nte−δκht/3 according to Lemma 3.5
(applied with n = nt, h = ht) and P(A3,ct ) ≤ e−c1ht , for some positive constant c1, according to
Proposition 4.5. We thus get, for t large enough,
P (Nt ≥ nt) ≤ P({Nt ≥ nt} ∩ Vnt,ht ∩ A5t ) + P(Vcnt,ht) + P(A3,ct ) ≤ e−ht + nte−δκht/3 + e−c1ht .
Recall that, since nt ∼ eκ(1+δ)φ(t) where φ(t) << log(t) ∼ ht, the nt before the exponential is
not significant. The result follows. 
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5. Some estimates on V , V ↑, Vˆ ↑ and the diffusion in V
In this section, we prove some estimates for the processes V , V ↑ and Vˆ ↑, especially about the
hitting times and the exponential functionals of these processes. We also prove some facts used
in Section 4. Even though Section 4 gives the main ideas, the estimates we prove here actually
represent the biggest part of the work for the proof of Theorem 1.3. Some of them are rather
classical but some others, especially those of Subsection 5.5, are new and technical.
5.1. Estimates on V .
Lemma 5.1. Let a, b be positive numbers and define T := inf{x ≥ 0, V (x) /∈ [−a, b]}, then
(1− e−κa)e−κb ≤ P (V (T ) = b) ≤ e−κb.
Proof. For the upper bound, P (V (T ) = b) ≤ P(sup[0,+∞[ V ≥ b) = e−κb because, as mentioned
in Subsection 1.2, sup[0,+∞[ V follows an exponential distribution with parameter κ.
For the lower bound, note that the process eκV (.∧T ) is a bounded martingale so, by the L1-
convergence theorem for martingales we get
1 = E
[
eκV (0∧T )
]
= E
[
eκV (T )
]
= P (V (T ) ≤ −a)E
[
eκV (T )|V (T ) ≤ −a
]
+ P (V (T ) = b) eκb
≤ e−κa + P (V (T ) = b) eκb.
This yields the result.

We now study how V leaves an intervalle from below. More precisely, we control the moments
of V (τ(V, ] −∞,−1])). This is through the next lemma that the assumption "V (1) ∈ Lp for
some p > 1" is useful for the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 5.2.
∀p ≥ 1, V (1) ∈ Lp ⇒ V (τ(V, ]−∞,−1])) ∈ Lp.
Proof. We use V <−r as defined in Subsection 1.2, where r is chosen such that V −V <−r drifts to
−∞. Let κr denote the non trivial zero of ΨV−V <−r , the Laplace exponent of V −V <−r. Recall
that ∆V (t) := V (t) − V (t−), that is, ∆V is the process of the jumps of V . We fix x ≥ r. We
have
P (|1 + V (τ(V, ] −∞,−1]))| > x) ≤ P (τ(∆V, ]−∞,−x]) ≤ τ(V, ]−∞,−1]))
≤ P (V (τ(∆V, ]−∞,−x])−) ≥ −1)
≤ P ([V − V <−r] (τ(∆V, ]−∞,−x])−) ≥ −1) .
Then, since x > r, we have τ(∆V, ] −∞,−x]) = τ(∆V <−r, ] −∞,−x]) and the latter is inde-
pendent from V − V <−r, because the processes V − V <−r and V <−r are independent. We thus
get that P(|1 + V (τ(V, ] −∞,−1]))| > x) is less than
P
(
[V − V <−r] (τ(∆V <−r, ]−∞,−x])) ≥ −1) ≤ eκr/2E [eκr [V−V <−r ](τ(∆V <−r,]−∞,−x]))/2]
= eκr/2E
[
eΨV−V <−r (κr/2)τ(∆V
<−r,]−∞,−x])
]
.
We have used Markov’s inequality and the independence between τ(∆V <−r, ]−∞,−x]) and the
process V −V <−r. Then, note that ΨV−V <−r(κr/2) < 0 thanks to the definition of κr, and that
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τ(∆V <−r, ]−∞,−x]) follows an exponential distribution with parameter ν(] −∞,−x]), where
we recall that ν is the Lévy measure of V . We thus get
P (|1 + V (τ(V, ]−∞,−1]))| > x) ≤ e
κr/2
1−ΨV−V <−r(κr/2)/ν(] −∞,−x])
≤ Cν(]−∞,−x]),
(5.122)
where we put C := −eκr/2/ΨV−V <−r(κr/2) > 0. We now choose p ≥ 1 and assume V (1) ∈
Lp. Theorem 25.3 in [15] implies that
∫ −r
−∞ |x|pν(dx) < +∞, or equivalently
∫ +∞
r x
p−1ν(] −
∞,−x])dx < +∞. Using (5.122) we deduce that∫ −r
−∞
xp−1P (|1 + V (τ(V, ]−∞,−1]))| > x) dx < +∞,
so V (τ(V, ]−∞,−1])) ∈ Lp.

The next lemma is a combination of known results on tail asymptotics for exponential func-
tionals of Lévy processes. Despite being classical it is fundamental. In Section 4, it allows us to
compute precisely the right tails of the contributions to the local and to the time spent by the
diffusion in the bottoms of the valleys. This allows to prove that the sum of these contributions
converges to the κ-stable subordinator (Y1,Y2) from which is constructed the limit distribution
in Theorem 1.3.
Lemma 5.3. • For small x
P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (u)du ≤ x
)
= o(x).
• If 0 < κ < 1 we have
P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (u)du ≥ x
)
∼
x→+∞
Cx−κ,
where C := K/Ψ′V (κ) is the constant defined a little before Theorem 1.3.
Remark 5.4. The problem of studying asymptotics related to the distributions of exponential
functionals of Lévy processes has a great interest for applications and has been the object of a
lot of researches. We want to point out that an exact equivalent can be given not only for the
asymptotic tail distribution of an exponential functional, as in the second point of Lemma 5.3,
but also, under some conditions on the characteristic exponent of the underlying Lévy process,
for the density of the exponential functional and for the successive derivatives of that density.
Such equivalents are established in Theorem 2.14 of Patie, Savov [13].
Proof. of Lemma 5.3
The first assertion is an application to −V of Theorem 2.19 in [13]. That result asserts that,
when x goes to 0, P(
∫ +∞
0 e
V (u)du ≤ x)/x converges to −ϕ(0), where ϕ : iR → C is the Laplace
exponent of −V . Note that −ϕ(0) is in fact the killing rate of the associated Lévy process. In
this paper V , and therefore also −V , is not a killed Lévy process, which is equivalent to ϕ(0) = 0.
This justifies the first point of the Lemma.
We now justify the second assertion which is only an application of Lemma 4 of [14] (see also
Corollary 5 of [4] applied to −V ). We thus only need to check that the hypothesis (H2) in [14]
is satisfied by V . First, if V was both spectrally negative and arithmetic then it would be the
opposite of a subordinator. By assumption V is spectrally negative and not the opposite of a
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subordinator. Condition (H2a) is thus satisfied. Since V is spectrally negative, we know that
V (1) has a Laplace transform defined on [0,+∞[ and the θ in condition (H2b) is the non-trivial
zero of the Laplace exponent of V , that is, κ. Then, the condition (H2c) is trivially satisfied
since the restriction of the Lévy measure of V is null on ]0,+∞[. The condition (H2) in [14] is
thus satisfied by V . As a consequence, Lemma 4 of [14] can be applied in the case 0 < κ < 1
with α = 1. This yields P(
∫ +∞
0 e
V (u)du ≥ x) ∼
x→+∞
(K/Ψ′V (κ))x
−κ. The second assertion is
thus proved.

Lemma 5.5. There are two positive constants c1, c2 such that
∀y, r > 0, P (τ(V, ] −∞,−y]) > r) ≤ ec1y−c2r.
Proof. Let us choose c1 ∈]0, κ[ and define c2 := −ΨV (c1). c2 is positive because of the definition
of κ. We have
P (τ(V, ]−∞,−y]) > r) ≤ P (V (r) > −y) ≤ ec1yE
[
ec1V (r)
]
= ec1y−c2r,
where we have used Markov’s inequality.

Recall that V − V , defined in Subsection 1.2, denotes the process V reflected at its infimum.
We have :
Lemma 5.6. Choose η ∈]0, 1[, then
∀a, b > 0, P (τ(V − V , a) < τ(V, ]−∞,−b])) ≤ (b/ηa + 1)e−κ(1−η)a.
Proof. We first remark that
{τ(V − V , a) < τ(V, ] −∞,−ηa])} ⊂
{
sup
[0,+∞[
V > (1− η)a
}
,
so
P (τ(V − V , a) < τ(V, ]−∞,−ηa])) ≤ e−κ(1−η)a. (5.123)
We have used the fact that, as mentioned in Subsection 1.2, sup[0,+∞[ V follows an exponential
distribution with parameter κ. In order to establish a boundary with b instead of ηa, we define
the sequence of stopping times (Ti)i≥0 by T0 := 0 and
Ti+1 := Ti +min
{
τ(V Ti − V Ti , a), τ (V Ti , ]−∞,−ηa])} .
We have
⌊b/ηa⌋∩
i=0
{
τ(V Ti − V Ti , a) > τ(V Ti , ]−∞,−ηa])} ⊂ {τ(V − V , a) > τ(V, ]−∞,−b])} .
By the Markov property applied to V at the stopping times Ti, the ⌊b/ηa + 1⌋ events in the
intersection have all the same probability equal to P(τ(V − V , a) > τ(V, ] −∞,−ηa])). Taking
the complementary in the above expression and combining with (5.123) we get
P (τ(V − V , a) < τ(V, ]−∞,−b])) ≤ ⌊b/ηa + 1⌋P (τ(V − V , a) < τ(V, ] −∞,−ηa]))
≤ (b/ηa + 1)e−κ(1−η)a.

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5.2. Estimates on V ↑. Recall from Subsection 3.1 the definition of the spectrally negative Lévy
process V ♯, known as V conditioned to drift to +∞. Recall from there that V ♯ drifts to +∞
(equivalently Ψ′
V ♯
(0) > 0) and that for any x > 0, V ↑x is equal in law to V
♯
x conditionally on
{inf [0,+∞[ V ♯x > 0}. Also, note that from (3.39) we have
∀λ > −κ, E
[
eλV
♯(1)
]
= E
[
e(λ+κ)V (1)
]
< +∞. (5.124)
In particular, V ♯(1) has its Laplace transform, as well as its Laplace exponent ΨV ♯ , defined on
the half-plane {R(z) > −κ}.
Lemma 5.7. There are two positive constants c1, c2 such that
∀y, r > 0, P
(
τ(V ↑, y) > r
)
≤ ec1y−c2r.
Proof. Fix y and r > 0. From the first point of Lemma 2.6 in [17] we have
P
(
τ(V ↑, y) > r
)
≤ P
(
τ(V ♯, y) > r
)
. (5.125)
Then, V ♯ is a spectrally negative Lévy process so, according to Theorem VII.1 in [3], the
process τ(V ♯, .) is a subordinator. Its Laplace exponent ΦV ♯ is defined for λ ≥ 0 by
ΦV ♯(λ) := − log
(
E
[
e−λτ(V
♯,1)
])
and, according to Theorem VII.1 in [3], we have ΦV ♯ = Ψ
−1
V ♯
.
From the discussion before the lemma, we know that V ♯(1) has its Laplace transform, as well
as its Laplace exponent ΨV ♯ , defined in a neighborhood of 0. Then, since Ψ
′
V ♯
(0) > 0, the
holomorphic local inversion theorem yields that Ψ−1
V ♯
, that is, ΦV ♯ , extends on a neighborhood
of 0.
Therefore, τ(V ♯, 1) has a Laplace transform defined on a neighborhood of 0. From Markov’s
inequality we get, for a positive c2 in this neighborhood,
P
(
τ(V ♯, y) > r
)
≤ e−c2rE
[
ec2τ(V
♯,y)
]
= e−yΦV ♯ (−c2)e−c2r.
Note that c1 := −ΦV ♯(−c2) is positive. Combining with (5.125) we get the result.

Lemma 5.8. There are two positive constants c1, c2 such that, for all 1 < a < b, we have
P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ↑b < a
)
≤ c2e−c1(b−a).
Proof. Recall that V ↑b is equal in law to V
♯
b conditioned in the usual way to stay positive, so
P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ↑b < a
)
= P
(
0 < inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯b < a
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯b > 0
)
≤ P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ < a− b
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ > −b
)
≤ P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ < a− b
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ > −1
)
.
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The formula page 192 of [3] gives the Laplace transform of inf [0,+∞[ V
♯:
∀λ ≥ 0, E
[
eλ inf [0,+∞[ V
♯
]
= Ψ′V ♯(0)
λ
ΨV ♯(λ)
. (5.126)
As we said in the beginning of this subsection, ΨV ♯ extends analytically on a neighborhood of
0 and has a non null derivative at 0. As a consequence, (5.126) extends analytically too and
inf [0,+∞[ V
♯ admits a Laplace transform on a neighborhood of 0. We choose c1 > 0 such that
−c1 is in this neighborhood and c2 := E[e−c1 inf [0,+∞[ V ♯ ]/P
(
inf [0,+∞[ V
♯ > −1). We then have
P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ↑b < a
)
≤ P
(
e−c1 inf [0,+∞[ V
♯
> e−c1(a−b)
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ > −1
)
≤ e−c1(b−a)E
[
e−c1 inf [0,+∞[ V
♯
]
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ > −1
)
= c2e
−c1(b−a),
where we have used Markov’s inequality.

Lemma 5.9. There are two positive constants c1 and c2 such that for any 0 < α < ω, η ∈]0, 1[
and all h large enough, we have
P
(
τ(V ↑, ωh) − τ(V ↑, αh) ≤ 1
)
≤ e−c1(ω−α)h, (5.127)
P
(∫ τ(V ↑,h)
0
eV
↑(u)du ≥ e(1−η)h
)
≥ 1− e−c2ηh, (5.128)
P
(∫ τ(V ↑,h)
0
eV
↑(u)du ≤ e(1+η)h
)
≥ 1− e−h. (5.129)
Proof. From the Markov property at time τ(V ↑, αh) and the fact that V ↑αh is equal in law to V
♯
αh
conditioned in the usual way to stay positive, we have that P(τ(V ↑, ωh)− τ(V ↑, αh) ≤ 1) equals
P
(
τ(V ↑αh, ωh) ≤ 1
)
= P
(
τ(V ♯αh, ωh) ≤ 1, inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯αh > 0
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯αh > 0
)
= P
(
τ(V ♯, (ω − α)h) ≤ 1, inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ > −αh
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
V ♯ > −αh
)
≤ 2P
(
τ(V ♯, (ω − α)h) ≤ 1
)
.
This last inequality is true for h large enough. Then, the latter equals
2P
(
e−τ(V
♯,(ω−α)h) ≥ e−1
)
≤ 2e× E
[
e−τ(V
♯,(ω−α)h)
]
= 2e× e−(ω−α)hΦV ♯ (1).
We have used Markov’s inequality and the fact that τ(V ♯, .) is a subordinator with Laplace
exponent ΦV ♯ = Ψ
−1
V ♯
(see the proof of Lemma 5.7). Note that ΦV ♯(1) > 0 (because τ(V
♯, .) is a
subordinator). This proves (5.127).
Because of the Markov property at time τ(V ↑, (1− η/2)h), V ↑(.+ τ(V ↑, (1− η/2)h)) is equal
in law to V ↑(1−η/2)h. We can thus apply Lemma 5.8 with a = (1− η)h, b = (1− η/2)h and we get
P(inf [τ(V ↑,(1−η/2)h),+∞[ V
↑ ≥ (1−η)h) ≥ 1−K2e−K1ηh/2 for some positive constants K1 and K2.
(5.127) applied with α = 1−η/2, ω = 1 yields P (τ(V ↑, h)− τ(V ↑, (1− η/2)h) > 1) ≥ 1−e−c1ηh/2
for large h. Combining all this we get (5.128) when h is large.
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Then, we have obviously ∫ τ(V ↑,h)
0
eV
↑(u)du ≤ ehτ(V ↑, h),
so
P
(∫ τ(V ↑,h)
0
eV
↑(u)du > e(1+η)h
)
≤ P
(
τ(V ↑, h) > eηh
)
≤ exp
(
K3h−K4eηh
)
.
In the last inequality we have used Lemma 5.7 with y = h, r = eηh, and K3, K4 are some positive
constants. For h large enough we have exp(K3h−K4eηh) ≤ e−h. This yields (5.129).

5.3. Estimates on Vˆ ↑. The aim of this subsection is to get, for Vˆ ↑, estimates similar to those
that we have proved for V ↑ in Subsection 5.2. We start with a generalization of Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.10. For all z ≥ 0 and 0 < a < b with b > z, we have,
P
(
inf
[τ(Vˆ ↑z ,[b,+∞[),+∞[
Vˆ ↑z < a
)
≤ e−κ(b−a)/(1− e−κb).
Proof. Let T := τ(Vˆ ↑z , [b,+∞[). T is a stopping time for Vˆ ↑z so, if U is a random variable having
the same law as Vˆ ↑z (T ), then Vˆ
↑
z (T + .) is equal in law to Vˆ
↑
U , that is, the Markov process that
conditionally on {U = u} has law Vˆ ↑u . We have
P
(
inf
[T,+∞[
Vˆ ↑z < a
)
= P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ ↑U < a
)
=
∫ +∞
b
P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ ↑u < a
)
× P (U ∈ du) . (5.130)
Note that we have used that almost surely, U ≥ b. Now, since Vˆ ↑u is equal in law to Vˆu conditioned
in the usual way to remain positive, we have for any u ≥ b,
P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ ↑u < a
)
= P
(
0 < inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆu < a
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆu > 0
)
≤ P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ < a− u
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ > −u
)
≤ P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ < a− b
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ > −b
)
.
For the last inequality we have used the fact that a− u ≤ a− b for the numerator and the fact
that u ≥ b for the denominator. Since Vˆ is equal in law to −V , the above estimate can be
re-written
P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ ↑u < a
)
≤ P
(
sup
[0,+∞[
V > b− a
)
/P
(
sup
[0,+∞[
V < b
)
= e−κ(b−a)/(1 − e−κb).
The last equality comes from the fact that, as mentioned in Subsection 1.2, sup[0,+∞[ V follows
an exponential distribution with parameter κ. Putting the above expression into (5.130) we get
the result.

The proof of Lemma 5.7 relies on the fact that the hitting times of V ↑ are stochastically
smaller than the hitting times of V ♯, for which we have precise estimates. Here, the procedure
to link the hitting times of Vˆ ↑ and Vˆ is different. This is what we do now.
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Let us fix x > 0. Let mx be the point where the process Vˆ
↑
x reaches its infimum, mx :=
sup{s ≥ 0, Vˆ ↑x (s−) ∧ Vˆ ↑x (s) = inf [0,+∞[ Vˆ ↑x }. Note that from the absence of negative jumps,
the infimum is always reached at least at mx− so Vˆ ↑x (mx−) = inf [0,+∞[ Vˆ ↑x . The next lemma is
contained in Theorem 25 of [7].
Lemma 5.11. Assume that V has unbounded variation, then(
Vˆ ↑x (mx + s)− Vˆ ↑x (mx−), s ≥ 0
)
L
= Vˆ ↑.
We can thus obtain Vˆ ↑ from Vˆ ↑x , and Vˆ
↑
x is equal in law to Vˆx conditioned in the usual way to
remain positive. This allows us to link Vˆ ↑ and Vˆ , so we are now able to prove our estimate :
Lemma 5.12. Assume that V has unbounded variation. There are three positive constants c0, c1
and c2 such that
∀y > 1, r > 0, P
(
τ(Vˆ ↑, [y,+∞[) > r
)
≤ c0
(
e−κy + ec1y−c2r
)
.
Proof. Let us fix r > 0, y > 1 and choose x ∈]0, 1[ (for example x := 1/2). According to Lemma
5.11 we have
P
(
τ(Vˆ ↑, [y,+∞[) > r
)
= P
(
τ(Vˆ ↑x (mx + .)− Vˆ ↑x (mx−), [y,+∞[) > r
)
≤ P
(
τ(Vˆ ↑x (mx + .), [y + x,+∞[) > r
)
,
because Vˆ ↑x (mx−) ≤ x. Now, if Vˆ ↑x never reaches [0, x] after the instant T := τ(Vˆ ↑x , [y+x,+∞[),
then the minimum mx is reached before T . In that case
τ
(
Vˆ ↑x (mx + .), [y + x,+∞[
)
= τ
(
Vˆ ↑x , [y + x,+∞[
)
−mx = T −mx ≤ T.
We deduce that
P
(
τ(Vˆ ↑, [y,+∞[) > r
)
≤ P (T > r) + P
(
inf
[T,+∞[
Vˆ ↑x < x
)
. (5.131)
We now bound the two terms of the right hand side. For the first term, since Vˆ ↑x is equal in
law to Vˆx conditioned in the usual way to remain positive, we have
P (T > r) = P
(
τ(Vˆx, [y + x,+∞[) > r, inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆx > 0
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆx > 0
)
≤ P
(
τ(Vˆx, [y + x,+∞[) > r
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆx > 0
)
= P
(
τ(Vˆ , [y,+∞[) > r
)
/P
(
inf
[0,+∞[
Vˆ > −x
)
= P (τ(V, ]−∞,−y]) > r) /P
(
sup
[0,+∞[
V < x
)
= P (τ(V, ]−∞,−y]) > r) /(1− e−κx).
We have used that Vˆ is equal in law to −V and that, as mentioned in Subsection 1.2, sup[0,+∞[ V
follows an exponential distribution with parameter κ. Combining with Lemma 5.5 we get
P (T > r) ≤ c0ec1y−c2r, (5.132)
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where c1 and c2 are the constants in the lemma and c0 := 1/(1 − e−κx). We now turn to the
second term of (5.131). According to Lemma 5.10 applied with z = x, a = x and b = x+ y we
get
P
(
inf
[T,+∞[
Vˆ ↑x < x
)
≤ e−κy/(1 − e−κ(x+y)) ≤ e−κy/(1 − e−κx) = c0e−κy. (5.133)
Now, combining (5.132) and (5.133) with (5.131) we get the result.

We can now use the previous estimate on the hitting times of Vˆ ↑ to bound an exponential
functional of Vˆ ↑.
Lemma 5.13. Assume that V has unbounded variation and fix η > 0. There is hη > 0 such that
∀h ≥ hη, P
(∫ τ(Vˆ ↑,[h,+∞[)
0
eVˆ
↑(u)du ≤ e(1+η)h
)
≥ 1− e−κh/2. (5.134)
Proof. We have ∫ τ(Vˆ ↑,[h,+∞[)
0
eVˆ
↑(u)du ≤ ehτ(Vˆ ↑, [h,+∞[),
so
P
(∫ τ(Vˆ ↑,[h,+∞[)
0
eVˆ
↑(u)du > e(1+η)h
)
≤ P
(
τ(Vˆ ↑, [h,+∞[) > eηh
)
.
According to Lemma 5.12 applied with y = h, r = eηh, the latter is less than c0[exp(−κh) +
exp(c1h − c2eηh)], where c0, c1, c2 are the constants in the lemma. We have c0[exp(−κh) +
exp(c1h − c2eηh)] ≤ e−κh/2 whenever h is large enough (how large depends on η). This yields
(5.134).

Note that we do not prove an analogous of (5.128) for Vˆ ↑, even if it would have been needed
to repeat readily the arguments of [2] in our context. This is because the existence of possibly
large negative jumps for V do not allow such an estimate to hold in general. Because of this,
we have to take some precautions, and in particular, to prove some extra technical estimates in
Subsection 5.5.
5.4. Estimates on the first ascend of h from the minimum. In order to bound the local
time and the amount of time spent by the diffusion between two valleys, we have to study the
expectation of some functionals of V involving the first ascend of h from the minimum. This
subsection uses the notations and estimates of Subsection 3.5.
Lemma 5.14. There is a positive constant C such that for h large enough,
E [τ∗(h)] ≤ Ceκh.
Proof. We have τ∗(h) = m∗(h) + [τ∗(h)−m∗(h)], and using Lemma 3.9 we get
E [τ∗(h)] = E
[
Sh,−(Th)
]
+ E
[
τ(V ↑, h)
]
. (5.135)
For the first term, note that E[Sh,−(Th)] = E[S
h,−(1)] × E[Th] since Sh,− is a subordinator
and is independent from Th. Also, recall from Subsection 3.5 that S
h,−(1) ≤ S(1) where S(1)
has finite expectation according to Lemma 3.10. Then, Th follows an exponential distribution
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with parameter N (Fh,+) ∼ ce−κh, according to Lemma 3.11, where c is the positive constant
obtained in the lemma. We thus get
E
[
Sh,−(Th)
]
≤ E[S(1)]/N (Fh,+) ≤ (2E[S(1)]/c)eκh, (5.136)
where the last inequality holds for h large enough.
For the second term in (5.135) we use the first point of Lemma 2.6 in [17] which yields
E[τ(V ↑, h)] ≤ E[τ(V ♯, h)], where V ♯ is V conditioned to drift to +∞, as in Subsection 3.1.
Then, recall from the proof of Lemma 5.7 that τ(V ♯, .) is a subordinator, in particular we have
E[τ(V ♯, h)] = hE[τ(V ♯, 1)]. Then, since V ♯ drifts to +∞, Proposition 17(ii) of [3] ensures that
E[τ(V ♯, 1)] < +∞. Putting all this together we obtain
E
[
τ(V ↑, h)
]
≤ E
[
τ(V ♯, h)
]
= hE
[
τ(V ♯, 1)
]
< +∞. (5.137)
Combining (5.135), (5.136) and (5.137) we get the result.

Lemma 5.15. There is a positive constant C such that
∀h > 0, E
[∫ τ∗(h)
0
eV (u)du
]
≤ Ce(1−κ)h.
Proof. Since V is spectrally negative, single points are not essentially polar for V . As a con-
sequence, according to Theorem V.1 of [3], there is LV , a local time that satisfies the density
of occupations formula for V : almost surely, for all mesurable function f and t > 0 we have∫ t
0 f(V (s))ds =
∫
R
f(x)LV (t, x)dx. Therefore, as in the proof of the majoration of β0(h) in
Lemma 3.6 of [1] we get:
E
[∫ τ∗(h)
0
eV (u)du
]
≤
∫ h
−∞
exE [LV (+∞, x)] dx.
Then, according to the Markov property,
∀x ∈ R, E [LV (+∞, x)] = E
[
1τ(V,x)<+∞LV τ(V,x)(+∞, 0)
]
= P (τ(V, x) < +∞)× E [LV (+∞, 0)] .
Note that
∀x ∈ R, P (τ(V, x) < +∞) ≤ P
(
sup
[0,+∞[
V ≥ x
)
= 1x≤0 + e
−κx
1x>0,
where we have used that, as mentioned in Subsection 1.2, sup[0,+∞[ V follows an exponential
distribution with parameter κ. We thus get
E
[∫ τ∗(h)
0
eV (u)du
]
≤ E [LV (+∞, 0)]×
∫ h
−∞
ex(1x≤0 + e
−κx
1x>0)dx
=
1
1− κE [LV (+∞, 0)]×
(
e(1−κ)h − κ
)
.
Then, considering the Poisson point process of excursions of V away from 0 associated with the
local time LV (., 0) (we denote ηV (.) the associated excursion measure), we have that LV (+∞, 0) is
only the time when occurs the infinite excursion of V , and this follows an exponential distribution
with parameter ηV (ξ, ζ(ξ) = +∞) > 0. As a consequence, E[LV (+∞, 0)] < +∞ and the result
follows.

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5.5. Estimates on the valleys. We now use the previous results to prove some estimates on
the standard valleys.
Lemma 5.16. Let δ be as defined in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4. For all h large enough we
have
∀j ≥ 1, P
(∫ m˜j
L˜j−1
eV˜
(j)(u)du ≥ ee(1−2δ)κh
)
≥ 1− e−κδh/4.
Proof. Thanks to Remark 3.4 we only need to prove the result for j = 1. Recall the sequence
of stopping times (Ti)i≥0 from the proof of Lemma 5.6 in which we set a = h, b = e
(1−δ)κh and
η = δ/2. For h ≥ 1 let us define:
p(h) := P (T1 ≥ 1) = P (min {τ(V − V , h), τ (V, ]−∞,−δh/2])} ≥ 1) ≥ p(1) > 0.
Thanks to the Markov property, the sequence (Ti−Ti−1)i≥1 is iid. The probability that Ti−Ti−1 <
1 for all i ≤ ⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ is then
(1− p(h))⌊e(1−2δ)κh⌋ ≤ (1− p(1))⌊e(1−2δ)κh⌋ ≤ e−h,
where the last inequality holds for h large enough. As a consequence, when h is large enough,
the probability that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ such that Ti − Ti−1 ≥ 1 is greater
than 1− e−h. We have thus proved that for all h large enough
P
(
T⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ > 1
)
≥ 1− e−h. (5.138)
We now explain why the event {inf [0,T
⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋
[ V˜
(1) ≥ e(1−2δ)κh, T⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ ≤ m˜1} has a large
probability. Let I0 := min{i ≥ 1, Ti = τ(V Ti−1 − V Ti−1 , h)}. It is not difficult to see that
TI0 = τ(V − V , h). We know from the proof of Lemma 5.6 that
P
(
I0 > 2e
(1−δ)κh/δh
)
≥ 1− (b/ηa+ 1)e−κ(1−η)a
= 1− (1 + 2e(1−δ)κh/δh)e−(1−δ/2)κh
≥ 1− e−κδh/3, (5.139)
where the last inequality holds for h is large enough.
Let us assume that h is large enough so that 2e(1−δ)κh/δh − ⌊e(1−2δ)κh⌋ ≥ e(1−2δ)κh and
δh/2 ≥ 1. Note that
TI0−1 ≤ inf{x ≥ 0, V (x) = V (τ(V − V , h))} ≤ m˜1,
where the last inequality comes from the definition of m˜1 (in Subsection 3.3) and from the fact
that, by definition, L˜0 = 0. As a consequence {I0 > 2e(1−δ)κh/δh} ⊂ {T⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ ≤ m˜1}. Then,
from the definition of (Ti)i≥0 and I0 we have
∀i < I0, inf
[0,Ti[
V˜ (1) ≥ (I0 − 1− i)δh/2 ≥ I0 − 1− i.
As a consequence {I0 > 2e(1−δ)κh/δh} ⊂ {inf [0,T
⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋
[ V˜
(1) ≥ e(1−2δ)κh}. Combining all this
with (5.139) we get
P
(
inf
[0,T
⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋
[
V˜ (1) ≥ e(1−2δ)κh, T⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ ≤ m˜1
)
≥ P
(
I0 > 2e
(1−δ)κh/δh
)
≥ 1− e−κδh/3.
(5.140)
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Using that L˜0 = 0 and putting together (5.138) and (5.140) we obtain that the following is
true with probability greater than 1− e−h − e−κδh/3 (for h large enough):∫ m˜1
L˜0
eV˜
(1)(u)du =
∫ m˜1
0
eV˜
(1)(u)du ≥
∫ T
⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋
0
eV˜
(1)(u)du ≥ ee(1−2δ)κh × T⌊e(1−2δ)h⌋ ≥ ee
(1−2δ)κh
.
The result follows.

Lemma 5.17. Fix 0 < η < α ≤ 1. For h large enough we have
∀j ≥ 1, P
(
L˜♯j < τ˜
−
j (αh), inf
[L˜♯j ,τ˜
−
j (αh)]
V˜ (j) > (α− η) h
)
≥ 1− e−κηh/3.
It would seem convenient to use the time-reversal property to prove this lemma. However this
is not possible here so we have to show that V cannot get too close to its future minimum before
time τ˜−j (αh).
Proof. Thanks to Remark 3.4 we only need to prove the result for j = 1. Recall from Sub-
section 3.3 that, by definition, τ˜1(h) is the first time after L˜
♯
1 when V − V reaches h and m˜1
is the associated minimum (V (m˜1) = V (τ˜1(h))). Recall also that by definition of τ
−
1 (αh),
sup[τ˜−1 (αh),m˜1]
V − V (m˜1) ≤ αh ≤ h. As a consequence
P
(
L˜♯1 ≥ τ˜−1 (αh)
)
= P
(
τ˜−1 (αh) ≤ L˜♯1 ≤ m˜1
)
≤ P
(
V (L˜♯1)− V (m˜1) ≤ h
)
≤ P
(
τ(V L˜
♯
1 − V L˜♯1 , h) < τ(V L˜♯1 , ]−∞,−h[)
)
.
Then, from the Markov property, V L˜
♯
1 is equal in law to V . Combining with Lemma 5.6 applied
with a = b = h, η = 1/2 we get
P
(
L˜♯1 ≥ τ˜−1 (αh)
)
≤ P (τ(V − V , h) < τ(V, ] −∞,−h[)) ≤ 3e−κh/2. (5.141)
When L˜♯1 < τ˜
−
1 (αh), let u1 be the unique point where V˜
(1) reaches its minimum on [L˜♯1, τ˜
−
1 (αh)].
On the event {L˜♯1 < τ˜−1 (αh), inf [L˜♯1,τ˜−1 (αh)] V˜
(1) ≤ (α− η) h} we have
V (m˜1) ≤ V (u1) ≤ V (m˜1) + (α− η) h ≤ V (τ˜−1 (αh)−) − ηh. (5.142)
By the definition of L˜♯1 in Subsection 3.3 we have V (L˜
♯
1) = inf [L˜0,L˜♯1]
V = inf
[0,L˜♯1]
V (because L˜0 =
0 by definition), so V (u1) = V (u1) = V (τ˜
−
1 (αh)). This and (5.142) imply that (V − V )(u1) = 0
and (V − V )(τ˜−1 (αh)) ≥ ηh. As a consequence, V − V reaches ηh between u1 and τ˜−1 (αh),
then V descends lower than its past minimum level V (u1) (because V (m˜1) < V (u1)) and then,
V −V reaches h before V reaches ]−∞, V (u1)− (α−η)h[ (because otherwise we would not have
V (m˜1) ≥ V (u1) − (α − η)h). We thus consider the times when V − V reaches ηh and separate
them by the times when V gets lower than its previous minimum. We introduce the sequences
of stopping times (Sj)j≥0 and (Tj)j≥1 where S0 := L˜
♯
1 and
Tj := inf {t ≥ Sj−1, (V − V )(t) = ηh} , Sj := inf {t ≥ Tj , V (t) < V (Tj)} .
Note that for all j ≥ 1, V (Tj) = V (Tj) − ηh and V (Sj) = V (Sj). Combining with the Markov
property, this implies that the sequences of truncated processes (V (t+Sj−1)−V (Sj−1), 0 ≤ t ≤
Tj − Sj−1)j≥1 and (V (t+ Tj)− V (Tj), 0 ≤ t ≤ Sj − Tj)j≥1 are both iid, and the two sequences
are independent.
We see that τ˜+1 (ηh) = TJ0 , where we define J0 to be the first index j ≥ 1 for which inf{t ≥
Tj, (V − V )(t) = h} < Sj, and that m˜1 is the minimum of V before TJ0 (V (m˜1) = V (TJ0) =
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V (TJ0) − ηh). Moreover, we saw before that, on the event {L˜♯1 < τ˜−1 (αh), inf [L˜♯1,τ˜−1 (αh)] V˜
(1) ≤
(α − η)h}, we have J0 ≥ 2 and u1 is the minimum of V before TK for some random K < J0
(V (u1) = V (TK) = V (TK)− ηh). Using J0 − 1 ≥ K and (5.142) we get
V (TJ0−1) ≤ V (TK) = V (u1) ≤ V (m˜1) + (α− η)h = V (TJ0) + (α− η)h = V (TJ0) + (α− 2η)h.
From the definition of Sj we have V (SJ0−1) ≤ V (TJ0−1) so we get{
L˜♯1 < τ˜
−
1 (αh), inf
[L˜♯1, τ˜
−
1 (αh)]
V˜ (1) ≤ (α− η) h
}
⊂ {V (SJ0−1) ≤ V (TJ0) + (α− 2η)h} . (5.143)
For any k ≥ 1, the event {V (Sk−1) ≤ V (Tk) + (α − 2η)h} only depends on (V (t + Sk−1) −
V (Sk−1), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tk − Sk−1) whereas the event {J0 = k} only depends on the sequence
(V (t+Tj)−V (Tj), 0 ≤ t ≤ Sj−Tj)j≥1. Partitioning on the possible values for J0 and using the
fact that the sequences (V (t+Sj−1)−V (Sj−1), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tj−Sj−1)j≥1 and (V (t+Tj)−V (Tj), 0 ≤
t ≤ Sj − Tj)j≥1 are independent and both iid, we get
P (V (SJ0−1) ≤ V (TJ0) + (α− 2η)h) = P (V (S0) ≤ V (T1) + (α− 2η)h)
= P
(
V S0
(
τ(V S0 − V S0 , ηh)) ≥ −(α− 2η)h) .
Thanks to the Markov property at S0 = L˜
♯
1, the above equals
P (V (τ(V − V , ηh)) ≥ −(α− 2η)h) = P (τ (V − V , ηh) < τ (V, ]−∞,−(α− η)h[))
≤ [(2α/η) − 1]e−κηh/2.
The last inequality comes from Lemma 5.6 applied with a = ηh, b = (α − η)h, η = 1/2.
Combining with (5.143) we obtain
P
(
L˜♯1 < τ˜
−
1 (αh), inf
[L˜♯1, τ˜
−
1 (αh)]
V˜ (1) ≤ (α− η)h
)
≤ [(2α/η) − 1]e−κηh/2.
Then, putting together with (5.141) we get the result for h large enough.

Lemma 5.18. Let δ be as defined in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4. For all h large enough we
have
∀j ≥ 1, P
(
τ˜−j (h) − L˜j−1 > e(1+δ)κh
)
≤ e−δκh/2.
Proof. Here again, thanks to Remark 3.4, we only need to prove the result for j = 1. From the
definitions of τ˜−1 (h) and τ˜1(h) in Subsection 3.3, we have
τ˜−1 (h)− L˜0 ≤ τ˜1(h)− L˜0 =
(
τ˜1(h)− L˜♯1
)
+
(
L˜♯1 − L˜0
)
. (5.144)
For the first term recall that, by definition, τ˜1(h) = τ(V
L˜♯1 − V L˜♯1 , h) + L˜♯1. According to the
Markov property at the stopping time L˜♯1 and to the definition of τ
∗(h) in the beginning of
Subsection 3.5, we see that τ˜1(h) − L˜♯1 is equal in law to τ∗(h). We thus have P(τ˜1(h) − L˜♯1 >
e(1+δ)κh/2) = P(τ∗(h) > e(1+δ)κh/2). Combining with Markov’s inequality and Lemma 5.14, we
get
P
(
τ˜1(h)− L˜♯1 > e(1+δ)κh/2
)
≤ 2e−(1+δ)κhE [τ∗(h)] ≤ 2e−(1+δ)κh × Ceκh = 2Ce−δκh. (5.145)
The last inequality in the above holds for h large enough and C is the constant in Lemma 5.14.
For the second term in the right hand side of (5.144) recall from the beginning of Subsection 3.3
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that, by definition, L˜0 = 0 and that L˜
♯
1 = τ(V
L˜0 , ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh])+L˜0 = τ(V, ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]).
We can thus apply Lemma 5.5 with y = e(1−δ)κh, r = e(1+δ)κh/2 and we get, for h large enough,
P
(
L˜♯1 − L˜0 >
e(1+δ)κh
2
)
= P
(
τ
(
V, ]−∞,−e(1−δ)κh]
)
>
e(1+δ)κh
2
)
≤ exp
(
c1e
(1−δ)κh − c2e(1+δ)κh/2
)
≤ e−h. (5.146)
In the above, c1, c2 are the constants in Lemma 5.5 and the last inequality is true for h large
enough.
The combination of (5.144), (5.145) and (5.146) yields the result.

5.6. Estimates on the diffusion in potential V . We now give an upper bound for the amount
of time spent by the diffusion and the local time in the negative half-line. Restricted to the drifted
Brownian case, our result is a little stronger than Lemma 3.5 of [1]. It is the only estimate that
we need for both cases 0 < κ < 1 and κ > 1.
Lemma 5.19. Recall the definition of H− in Subsection 1.2. There is a positive constant C such
that for r large enough,
P (H−(+∞) > r) ≤ Cr−κ/(2+κ) and P
(
sup
x∈]−∞,0]
LX(+∞, x) > r
)
≤ Cr−κ/(2+κ).
Proof. From the definition of the local time and formula (1.6), we have
H−(+∞) =
∫ 0
−∞
LX(+∞, x)dx =
∫ 0
−∞
e−V (x)LB[τ(B,AV (+∞)), AV (x)]dx
= AV (+∞)
∫ 0
−∞
e−V (x)LB′ [τ(B′, 1), AV (x)/AV (+∞)]dx,
where B′ := B((AV (+∞))2.)/AV (+∞). By scale invariance, we see that conditionally to V , B′
is a Brownian motion so
H−(+∞) L= AV (+∞)
∫ 0
−∞
e−V (x)LB[τ(B, 1), AV (x)/AV (+∞)]dx (5.147)
≤
(
sup
y≤0
LB(τ(B, 1), y)
)
×AV (+∞)×
∫ 0
−∞
e−V (x)dx
=
(
sup
y≤0
LB(τ(B, 1), y)
)
×AV (+∞)×
∫ +∞
0
eV˜ (x)dx, (5.148)
where V˜ (x) := −V (−(x−)). Recall that, by the time-reversal property, the processes (V˜ (x), x ≥
0) and (V (x), x ≥ 0) have the same law. As a consequence the right hand side of (5.148) features
three factors, the last two of them being equal in law to
∫ +∞
0 e
V (u)du. We thus have
P (H−(+∞) > r) ≤ P
(
sup
y≤0
LB(τ(B, 1), y) > rκ/(2+κ)
)
+ 2P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (u)du > r1/(2+κ)
)
.
Thanks to the inequality (7.13) of [2] applied with x = rκ/(2+κ), the first term is less than
4r−κ/(2+κ). By the second assertion of Lemma 5.3, the second term is less than 4Cr−κ/(2+κ) when
r is large enough, and where C is the constant in the lemma. We thus get that P(H−(+∞) > r)
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is less than 4(1 + C)r−κ/(2+κ) when r is large enough, as asserted. The proof can be repeated
for the assertion about the local time, we only replace the integrals on ] −∞, 0] by supremums
on ]−∞, 0] and the integrals of eV˜ (.) and eV (.) on [0,+∞[ by supremums on [0,+∞[. Since, as
mentioned in Subsection 1.2, sup[0,+∞[ V (and sup[0,+∞[ V˜ ) follows an exponential distribution
with parameter κ, the result follows similarly.

The next lemma provides a useful estimate to bound the amount of time spent by the diffusion
between two standard valleys. It generalizes a part of Lemma 3.6 of [1].
Lemma 5.20. Recall the definition of H+ in Subsection 1.2 and the definition of τ∗(h) in the
beginning of Subsection 3.5 (in particular, τ∗(h) coincide with τ˜∗1 (h) defined in (3.41)). There
exists a constant C > 0 such that for h large enough,
E[H+(τ
∗(h))] ≤ Ceh. (5.149)
Proof. The beginning of the proof is similar to the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.6 in [1].
In fact (3.37) of [1] is still true in our setting, with V instead of the drifted Brownian motion:
E[H+(τ
∗(h))] ≤ 2E [τ∗(h)] × E
[∫ τ∗(h)
0
eV (u)du
]
.
Combining this with Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15, we get the result.

A fundamental point to make appear the renewal structure is the fact that the diffusion
never goes back to a previous valley. Recall the notations XL˜i := X(H(L˜i) + .) and HXL˜i
(r) :=
τ(XL˜i , r) introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.1, and recall from Subsection 1.2 the definition
of the probability measure P V (.). The following lemma proves that, with high probability, the
diffusion does not go back to a valley from which it has already escaped:
Lemma 5.21. There is a positive constant c such that for h large enough,
∀i ≥ 1, P
(
P V
(
HXL˜i
(τ˜i(h)) > HXL˜i
(+∞)
)
≥ 1− e−h/4
)
≥ 1− e−ch,
∀i ≥ 1, P
(
HXL˜i
(τ˜i(h)) > HXL˜i
(+∞)
)
≥ 1− e−ch.
Note that we have almost surely HXL˜i
(+∞) = +∞ so the above proves that HXL˜i (τ˜i(h)) is
actually infinite with large probability.
Proof. Let us fix i ≥ 1. Recall from Subsection 1.2 the expression of the scale function of the
diffusion. Then, at fixed environment V , we have that P V (HXL˜i
(τ˜i(h)) < HXL˜i
(+∞)) equals∫ +∞
L˜i
eV (u)du∫ +∞
τ˜i(h)
eV (u)du
= eV (L˜i)−V (τ˜i(h))
∫ +∞
0 e
V (u+L˜i)−V (L˜i)du∫ +∞
0 e
V (u+τ˜i(h))−V (τ˜i(h))du
:= eV (L˜i)−V (τ˜i(h))I1/I2. (5.150)
Since L˜i and τ˜i(h) are stopping times for V , both I1 and I2 have the same law as
∫ +∞
0 e
V (u)du
(note that I1 and I2 are not independent). Then,
P
(
I1/I2 > e
h/4
)
≤ P
(
I1 > e
h/8
)
+ P
(
I2 < e
−h/8
)
≤ 2Ce−κh/8 + e−h/8,
where the last inequality and the constant C come from the two assertions of Lemma 5.3. This last
inequality holds for h large enough. From the definition of L˜i in the beginning of Subsection 3.3 we
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have V (L˜i)−V (τ˜i(h)) ≤ −h/2 so, thanks to (5.150), we have that P V (HXL˜i (τ˜i(h)) < HXL˜i (+∞))
is less than e−h/2 × eh/4 = e−h/4 on {I1/I2 ≤ eh/4} and the latter event has probability greater
than 1− 2Ce−κh/8 − e−h/8, for large h. This proves the first assertion.
On the complementary event {I1/I2 > eh/4}, that has probability less than 2Ce−κh/8 + e−h/8
when h is large, P V (HXL˜i
(τ˜i(h)) < HXL˜i
(+∞)) is bounded by 1. Integrating P V (HXL˜i (τ˜i(h)) <
HXL˜i
(+∞)) with respect to V we thus get
P
(
HXL˜i
(τ˜i(h)) < HXL˜i
(+∞)
)
≤ e−h/4 + 2Ce−κh/8 + e−h/8,
and the second assertion follows.

Recall the notations Xm˜i := X(.+H(m˜i)) and HXm˜i (r) := τ(Xm˜i , r) introduced in Subsection
4.2. The next lemma proves that, with high probability, the standard valleys are left from the
right.
Lemma 5.22. Let δ be as defined in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4. For h large enough,
∀i ≥ 1, P
(
HXm˜i (L˜i−1) < HXm˜i (L˜i)
)
≤ e−κδh/6.
This is where appears a technical difference with the Brownian case. In Lemma 3.2 of [1], they
have a similar result with, instead of L˜i−1, an other random time that they denote by L˜
−
i . In
the context of a Lévy environment, the existence of jumps may allow one of the m˜i − L˜−i to be
quite small with a non negligible probability, which would allow some standard valleys to be left
from L˜−i . In fact, it would require an analogous of (5.128) for Vˆ
↑ to have the same result as in
Lemma 3.2 of [1], this is thus hopeless here. In order to still have the standard valleys left from
the right, we have given here a different definition of "leave from the right" (replacing L˜−i by
L˜i−1). A consequence of this is that the study of the descending parts of the standard h-valleys
is more technical (since we have to consider a bigger part than in [1], and we do not know its
law precisely) and this study requires Subsection 5.5. In particular, our proof that the standard
valleys are left from the right requires the technical Lemma 5.16, but the idea of the result has
no qualitative difference with the drifted Brownian case.
Proof. of Lemma 5.22
Let us fix i ≥ 1. We use again the probability measure P V (.) and the expression of the scale
function of the diffusion, both defined in Subsection 1.2. At fixed environment V , P V (HXm˜i (L˜i−1) <
HXm˜i (L˜i)) equals∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du∫ L˜i
L˜i−1
eV˜
(i)(u)du
=
1
1 +
∫ m˜i
L˜i−1
eV˜
(i)(u)du/
∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du
≤ max
{
1,
∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du/
∫ m˜i
L˜i−1
eV˜
(i)(u)du
}
.
(5.151)
We first provide an upper bound for∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du =
∫ τ˜i(h)
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du+
∫ L˜i
τ˜i(h)
eV˜
(i)(u)du.
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According to proposition 3.6, the terms of the right hand side have respectively the same law as∫ τ(V ↑,h)
0 e
V ↑(u)du and eh
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−h/2])
0 e
V (u)du ≤ eh ∫ +∞0 eV (u)du. We thus have
P
(∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du > e(1+δ)h
)
≤ P
(∫ τ(V ↑,h)
0
eV
↑(u)du > e(1+δ)h/2
)
+ P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (u)du > eδh/2
)
. (5.152)
For h large enough, the first term of the right hand side is bounded by e−h because of (5.129)
and the second is bounded by 2C ×2κe−κδh because of the second assertion of Lemma 5.3, where
C is the constant in the Lemma. As a consequence, for h large enough,
P
(∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du ≤ e(1+δ)h
)
> 1− e−κδh/3. (5.153)
According to Lemma 5.16 we have that, for large h,
∫ m˜i
L˜i−1
eV˜
(i)(u)du ≥ exp[exp[(1 − 2δ)κh]]
with a probability greater than 1 − e−κδh/4. Combining with (5.153), we get that for h large
enough,
∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du/
∫ m˜i
L˜i−1
eV˜
(i)(u)du is smaller than e−h with a probability greater than 1 −
e−κδh/3 − e−κδh/4. In conclusion, for h large enough,
P
(∫ L˜i
m˜i
eV˜
(i)(u)du/
∫ m˜i
L˜i−1
eV˜
(i)(u)du ≥ e−h
)
≤ e−κδh/5.
Combining with (5.151), we get that P V (HXm˜i (L˜i−1) < HXm˜i (L˜i)) can be bounded by e
−h,
except on an event of probability smaller than e−κδh/5 where it is bounded by 1. Then, integrating
P V (HXm˜i (L˜i−1) < HXm˜i (L˜i)) with respect to V we get the result for h large enough.

5.7. Justification of some facts. We now justify Facts 4.3, 4.4, 4.12 and 4.14. They are
taken from [1] and [2], and their proofs use estimates that are true only for the drifted Brownian
potential. This is why we have to adapt the proofs to our context and to use our estimates
instead of the ones from [1] and [2]. We shall refer to [1] and [2] for the proofs and only precise
what are the differences between their proofs and ours.
Proof. of Fact 4.3
This is Lemma 3.7 of [1]. Here are the modifications that we make on the original proof:
Wκ is, off course, replaced here by V . The standard valleys and the random points m˜i, L˜i, L˜
♯
i,
τ˜i(ht), τ˜
∗
i (ht) have to be considered as the ones defined in this paper (in Subsection 3.3). Also,
L˜∗i of [1] has to be replaced here by τ˜i(ht) so Lemma 3.3 of [1] can be replaced here by the first
point of Lemma 5.21 (applied with h = ht for the first nt indices).
For the "Step 1", the event E3.72 is replaced here by ∩nti=1{τ˜∗i (ht) = τ˜i(ht)} (note that this
includes {τ˜∗1 (ht) = τ˜1(ht)}) so we have 1− P(E3.72 ) ≤ nte−c1ht for some positive constant c1 and
large t, according to Lemma 3.7 (applied with h = ht for the first nt indices).
For the "Step 2", the event E3.31 is replaced here by ∩nti=1{HXL˜i (τ˜i(ht)) > HXL˜i (m˜i+1)} so we
have 1 − P(E3.31 ) ≤ nte−c2ht for some positive constant c2 and large t, according to the second
point of Lemma 5.21 (applied with h = ht for the first nt indices). The notations H+ and H−,
defined in Subsection 1.2, have the same meaning here and in [1]. Then, estimate (3.34) of [1]
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(which is, in the proof of Lemma 3.7 there, referred to as "Lemma 3.6") has to be replaced here
by Lemma 5.20 (applied with h = ht). For H+(m˜1), it is obviously less than H+(τ˜1(ht)) which
equals H+(τ˜
∗
1 (ht)) on {τ˜∗1 (ht) = τ˜1(ht)} so, here, the expectation E[H+(m˜1)1E3.31 ] is bounded by
E[H+(τ
∗(ht))], just as the other terms. In particular, there is no need, here, to bother with the
event E3.73 nor to specify we are on the event Vt where the classical and standard valleys coincide.
In place of (3.43) of [1] we thus get
P
(
H+(m˜1) +
nt−1∑
i=1
(
H(m˜i+1)−H(L˜i)
)
≥ t
log ht
, E3.31 , E3.72
)
≤ log ht
t
ntE[H+(τ
∗(ht))] ≤ log ht
t
ntc3e
ht , (5.154)
for t large enough and where c3 is a positive constant.
Then, to bound H−(m˜1), we see from t/ log(ht) = e
hteφ(t)/ log(ht) > e
ht (which is true at
least for large t) and from Lemma 5.19 applied with r = eht that, for t large enough,
P (H−(m˜1) > t/ log(ht)) ≤ P
(
H−(m˜1) > e
ht
)
≤ P
(
H−(+∞) > eht
)
≤ c4e−κht/(2+κ),
where c4 is a positive constant.
Finally, in order to get the analogous of (3.44) from [1] we use our previous bound for
P(H−(m˜1) > t/ log(ht)), (5.154), 1 − P(E3.31 ) ≤ nte−c2ht , and 1 − P(E3.72 ) ≤ nte−c1ht (we do
not need E3.73 and Vt here).

Proof. of Fact 4.4
The first point is Lemma 3.3 of [2]. Here are the modifications that we make on the original
proof:
Wκ is replaced here by V , A(x) and A∞ from [2] are replaced here by respectively AV (x) =∫ x
0 e
V (u)du and AV (+∞) =
∫ +∞
0 e
V (u)du, and we use our notations m∗(ht) and τ
∗(ht), defined
in Subsection 3.5, instead of the notations m∗1(ht) and τ
∗
1 (ht) from [2]. We change a little the
definition of b(t), that is, here b(t) := 8Rφ(t)eκht/(1− e−κ) where R := −E[V (τ(V, ]−∞,−1]))].
Note that R is finite according to Lemma 5.2 and the hypothesis assumed on V (we have assumed
that V (1) ∈ Lp for some p > 1). The functions k(t), a(t) and the event A0 are defined similarly
as in the original proof of [2] with, of course, V instead of Wκ in the definition of A0:
k(t) := e2κ
−1φ(t), a(t) := 4φ(t), A0 :=
{∫ +∞
0
eV (u)du ≤ k(t)
}
.
We have the upper bound for P(Ac0), when t is large enough, thanks to the second assertion of
Lemma 5.3: P(Ac0) ≤ 2Ce−2φ(t), where C is the constant in the lemma. A1 has the same meaning
as in the original proof of [2], it is an inequality satisfied (with high probability) by the Brownian
local time identified as a squared Bessel process Q22:
A1 :=
{∀u ∈]0, k(t)], Q22(u) ≤ 2eu [a(t) + 4 log log[ek(t)/u]]} .
In particular we still have P(Ac1) ≤ Ce−2φ(t) as in there, for some positive constant C. A2 is also
defined similarly as in the original proof of [2] with, of course, V instead of Wκ:
A2 :=
{
inf
[0,τ∗(ht)]
V ≥ −b(t)
}
.
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Because of the negative jumps we have, before bounding P(Ac2), to give a slightly different
definition for the stopping times fi used in the original proof of [2], and to define a new event
A′2. First, f0 := 0 and
∀i ≥ 1, fi := inf {x ≥ fi−1, V (x) ≤ V (fi−1)− 1} .
Let I(t) := max{i ∈ N, fi−1 ≤ m∗(ht)}, we now define A′2 by
A′2 := {I(t) ≤ b(t)/2R} .
We define, for i ≥ 1, Ei := {sup[fi−1,fi] V − V ≥ ht}. Since inf [0,fi−1] V = V (fi−1) we have
Ei =
{
sup
[0,fi−fi−1]
V fi−1 − V fi−1 ≥ ht
}
.
Because of the Markov property applied at fi−1, the events Ei are independent and have the
same probability that we denote by pt. Also, I(t) is the smallest i ≥ 1 for which Ei is realized,
so I(t) follows a geometric distribution with parameter pt. Then,
pt := P (E1) ≥ P (V leaves [−1, ht] from above) ≥ (1− e−κ)e−κht ,
where, for the last inequality, we have applied Lemma 5.1 with a = 1 and b = ht. We deduce
P(A′c2) = (1− pt)⌊b(t)/2R⌋ = e⌊b(t)/2R⌋ log(1−pt) ≤ e⌊b(t)/2R⌋ log(1−(1−e
−κ)e−κht ) ≤ e−3φ(t), (5.155)
where we have used that b(t) = 8Rφ(t)eκht/(1− e−κ) in the last inequality that holds for t large
enough. Then,
{
V
(
f⌊b(t)/2R⌋
)
< −b(t)} ⊂


⌊b(t)/2R⌋∑
i=1
(V (fi)− V (fi−1) +R) < −b(t)/2

 .
The random variables V (fi)−V (fi−1)+R are iid, having the same law as V (τ(V, ]−∞,−1]))+R.
In particular they have null expectation and they belong to Lp because of Lemma 5.2, where p
is such that V (1) ∈ Lp (by our assumptions on V such a p > 1 exists and by decreasing it if
necessary, we assume that p ∈]1, 2[). We can thus apply successively Markov’s inequality and
Von Barh-Esseen’s inequality (with p):
P
(
V
(
f⌊b(t)/2R⌋
)
< −b(t)) ≤ ( 2
b(t)
)p
E


∣∣∣∣∣∣
⌊b(t)/2R⌋∑
i=1
(V (fi)− V (fi−1) +R)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p

≤ 2
(
2
b(t)
)p
×
(
b(t)
2R
)
× E [|V (τ(V, ] −∞,−1])) +R|p]
≤ e−(p−1)κht . (5.156)
The last inequality comes from the definition of b(t) and holds for t large enough. Now, recall
that for all i ≥ 0 we have inf [0,fi] V = V (fi) and that, by the definitions, we have fI(t)−1 <
m∗(ht) < τ
∗(ht) < fI(t). We thus have
A′2 ∩
{
V
(
f⌊b(t)/2R⌋
) ≥ −b(t)} = {fI(t) ≤ f⌊b(t)/2R⌋} ∩
{
inf
[0,f⌊b(t)/2R⌋]
V ≥ −b(t)
}
⊂
{
inf
[0,τ∗(ht)]
V ≥ −b(t)
}
= A2.
Taking the complementary and combining with (5.155) and (5.156) we get
P(Ac2) ≤ P(A′c2) + P
(
V
(
f⌊b(t)/2R⌋
)
< −b(t)) ≤ e−3φ(t) + e−(p−1)κht ≤ e−2φ(t),
where the last inequality holds for t large enough. We thus have P(Ac2) ≤ e−2φ(t) for large t.
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We then have to use our own definition of (fi)i≥0 given above, rather than the one given in
the original proof of [2]. For any x ∈ [0, τ∗(ht)] we still have fi ≤ x < fi+1 for some i, and we
still have that this i is less than b(t) because of A2. According to our definition of the sequence
(fi)i≥0, we still have e
−V (x) ≤ e−V (fi)+1 (for the index i such that fi ≤ x < fi+1) so we have the
analogous of (3.8) from [2] in our setting:
e−V (x)[AV (τ
∗(ht))−AV (x)] ≤ e−V (x)
∫ τ∗(ht)
x
eV (u)du ≤ e
∫ τ∗(ht)
fi
eV (u)−V (fi)du.
In our setting A3 is defined similarly as in the original proof of [2] with, of course, V instead
of Wκ:
A3 :=
⌊b(t)⌋∩
i=0
{∫ τ∗(ht)
fi
eV (u)−V (fi)du ≤ e(1−κ)htb(t)nteκδφ(t)
}
,
where δ is as defined in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4. Our upper bound for E[
∫ τ∗(h)
0 e
V (u)du]
(denoted by β0(h) in the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [2]) is given by Lemma 5.15 and we thus still
have an upper bound of the type P(Ac3) ≤ C/nteκδφ(t) in our setting.
In our setting A4 is defined similarly as in the original proof of [2]:
A4 := {τ∗(ht)−m∗(ht) ≥ 1} ,
and to bound P(Ac4) = P(τ∗(ht) −m∗(ht) < 1), we use Lemma 3.9 (applied with h = ht). We
thus have
P(Ac4) = P
(
τ(V ↑, ht) < 1
)
≤ P
(
τ(V ↑, ht)− τ(V ↑, ht/2) < 1
)
≤ e−cht/2.
The last inequality holds for some positive constant c and t large enough, according to (5.127)
applied with h = ht, ω = 1 and α = 1/2.
We now justify the second point of Fact 4.4. Let us define rt := te
(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t) = eht+κ(1+3δ)φ(t),
where δ is as defined in Subsection 3.3 and Section 4. We first treat separately the case j = 0.
Since H(L˜0) = H(0) = 0 (because by definition L˜0 = 0), the term LX(H(L˜0), x) can be omitted.
Let us recall that m∗(.) and τ∗(.) are defined in the beginning of Subsection 3.5 and that almost
surely we have m∗(ht) = m˜
∗
1 (where m˜
∗
i is defined in (3.42)). P(supx∈R LX(H(m˜1), x) > rt) is
less than
P
(
sup
x∈]−∞,0]
LX(+∞, x) > rt
)
+ P
(
sup
x∈[0,m∗(ht)]
LX [H(τ∗(ht)), x] > rt
)
+ P
(
m˜1 6= m∗(ht)
)
.
By Lemma 5.19 applied with r = rt the first term is, for large t, less than Ce
−κ(ht+κ(1+3δ)φ(t))/(2+κ)
which is less than e−κht/(2+κ) when t is large. By the first point of Fact 4.4, the second term is
less than C1/nte
κδφ(t) when t is large. By Lemma 3.7 (applied with h = ht) the third term is
less than e−cht for t large enough, and where c is some positive constant. Since e−κht/(2+κ) and
e−cht are ultimately smaller than 1/nte
κδφ(t), we can put all this together and we get that for
some constant C ′2 and t large enough,
P
(
sup
x∈R
LX(H(m˜1), x) > te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t)
)
≤ C
′
2
nteκδφ(t)
. (5.157)
For j ≥ 1, the proof has the same idea as the one of Lemma 3.2 in [2]. Recall the notations
XL˜j and HXL˜j
introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.1 (and recalled before Lemma 5.21).
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Thanks to the second point of Lemma 5.21 and to Lemma 3.7 (both applied with h = ht for
nt − 1 indices) we have, for some constant c and t large enough,
P

nt−1⋂
j=1
{
HXL˜j
(m˜j+1) < HXL˜j
(τ˜j(ht)), τ˜
∗
j+1(ht) = τ˜j+1(ht), m˜
∗
j+1 = m˜j+1
} ≥ 1− nte−cht .
(5.158)
On this event we have that, for i ∈ {1, ..., nt − 1}, the chain of inequalities (3.11) of [2] is still
true when m˜i+1, L˜i, m˜
∗
i+1 and τ˜
∗
i+1(ht) are defined as in this paper (in Subsection 3.3) and when
L˜∗i and X
∗
i of [2] are replaced by respectively τ˜i(ht) and X(H(τ˜i(h)) + .):
sup
x∈R
(
LX(H(m˜i+1), x) −LX(H(L˜i), x)
)
= sup
τ˜i(ht)≤x≤m˜i+1
(
LX(H(m˜i+1), x)− LX(H(L˜i), x)
)
≤ sup
τ˜i(ht)≤x≤m˜i+1
LX(H(τ˜i(h))+.)
(
HX(H(τ˜i(h))+.)(m˜i+1), x
)
≤ sup
τ˜i(ht)≤x≤m˜∗i+1
LX(H(τ˜i(h))+.)
(
HX(H(τ˜i(h))+.)(τ˜
∗
i+1(ht)), x
)
.
Moreover, thanks to the Markov property applied to X at H(τ˜i(h)) and to V at τ˜i(ht), and to
the definitions of m˜∗i+1 and τ˜
∗
i+1(ht), the last term of this chain of inequality has the same law
as supx∈[0,m∗(ht)] LX [H(τ∗(ht)), x]. Therefore, combining (5.158) and the first point of Fact 4.4
we get
P

nt−1⋂
j=1
{
sup
x∈R
(
LX(H(m˜j+1), x)− LX(H(L˜j), x)
)
≤ te(κ(1+3δ)−1)φ(t)
} ≥ 1− C ′′2 (nt − 1)
nteκδφ(t)
,
(5.159)
for some constant C ′′2 and t large enough. We have used the fact that, since nt ∼ eκ(1+δ)φ(t) where
φ(t) << log(t) ∼ ht, we have nte−cht << e−κδφ(t). The combination of (5.157) and (5.159) is
the sought result.
The third point of Fact 4.4 is similar to Lemma 3.4 of [2]. Here are the modifications that we
make on the original proof of [2]:
Wκ is replaced here by V . The standard valleys (V˜
(j)(.) and the random points m˜j, L˜j), A
j(.),
Dj have to be considered as the ones defined in this paper (in Subsection 3.3 for the standard
valleys, a little before (4.69) for Aj(.), and in (4.65) for Dj). Also, τ˜−j (h+t ) of [2] has to be
replaced here by L˜j−1. We work with rt = (φ(t))
2 (instead of rt = C0φ(t) in [2]).
A1 and A2 have the same meaning as in the original proof of [2]:
A1 :=
{
sup
u∈R
LB(τ(B, 1), u) ≤ e2φ(t)
}
, A2 :=
{
Aj(L˜j) ≤ 2eht+2φ(t)/κ
}
.
A1 is an inequality satisfied (with high probability) by the Brownian local time and in particular
we still have P(Ac1) ≤ 5e−2φ(t) as in the original proof of [2]. For A2 we have that, in our setting,
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P(Ac2) is less than
P
(∫ τ˜j(ht)
m˜j
eV˜
(j)(y)dy > eht+2φ(t)/κ
)
+ P
(∫ L˜j
τ˜j(ht)
eV˜
(j)(y)dy > eht+2φ(t)/κ
)
=P
(∫ τ(V ↑,ht)
0
eV
↑(y)dy > eht+2φ(t)/κ
)
+ P
(
eht
∫ τ(V,]−∞,−ht
2
])
0
eV (y)dy > eht+2φ(t)/κ
)
,
where we have used Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) for the laws of P˜
(j)
2 and P˜
(j)
3 ,
≤ P
(
τ(V ↑, ht) > e
2φ(t)/κ
)
+ P
(∫ +∞
0
eV (y)dy > e2φ(t)/κ
)
,
≤ ec1ht−c2e2φ(t)/κ + 2Ce−2φ(t).
The last inequality is true for t large enough. It follows from Lemma 5.7 applied with y = ht, r =
e2φ(t)/κ for the first term, and from the second assertion of Lemma 5.3 for the second term (the
constants are the ones from these lemmas). Since φ(t) >> log(log(t)) and ht ∼ log(t), we get
that P(Ac2) ≤ ce−2φ(t) for t large enough, and where c is some positive constant.
The event A3 from the original proof of [2] is not needed here thanks to our definition of Dj .
Recall the definitions of τ˜−j (.) and τ˜
+
j (.) in the beginning of Subsection 3.3. We redefine
A4 :=
{
inf
[τ˜+j ((φ(t))
2),τ˜j(ht)]
V˜ (j) ≥ (φ(t))2/2
}
.
According to Proposition 3.6 (applied with h = ht) inf [τ˜+j ((φ(t))2),τ˜j(ht)]
V˜ (j) is equal in law to
inf [τ(V ↑,(φ(t))2),τ(V ↑,ht)] V
↑ which, by the Markov property at time τ(V ↑, (φ(t))2), is equal in law
to inf
[0,τ(V ↑
(φ(t))2
,ht)]
V ↑
(φ(t))2
. We then apply Lemma 5.8 with a = (φ(t))2/2, b = (φ(t))2 and we
get P(Ac4) ≤ c2e−c1(φ(t))
2/2, where c1, c2 are the constants in the lemma. For t large enough we
thus have P(Ac4) ≤ e−2φ(t). We also redefine
A5 :=
{
inf
[τ˜−j (ht),τ˜
−
j ((φ(t))
2)]
V˜ (j) ≥ (φ(t))2/2
}
and A6 :=
{
inf
[L˜j−1,τ˜
−
j (ht/2)]
V˜ (j) > ht/4
}
.
Note that inf [τ˜−j (ht),τ˜
−
j ((φ(t))
2)] V˜
(j) is a function of P˜
(j)
1 and, according to Proposition 3.6 (applied
with h = ht), we have dV T (P˜
(j)
1 , P
(2)
1 ) ≤ 2e−δκht/3 (where δ is as defined in Subsection 3.3 and
Section 4). Recall that, according to Proposition 3.2 (applied with h = ht), the law of P
(2)
1 is
absolutely continuous with respect to the law of the process (Vˆ ↑(x))0≤x≤τ(Vˆ ↑,ht+) and the density
is bounded by 2 when ht is large enough. As a consequence, we get that for t large enough,
P(Ac5) ≤ 2e−δκht/3 + 2P
(
inf
[τ(Vˆ ↑,(φ(t))2+),τ(Vˆ ↑,ht+)]
Vˆ ↑ < (φ(t))2/2
)
≤ 2e−δκht/3 + 2P
(
inf
[τ(Vˆ ↑,(φ(t))2+),+∞[
Vˆ ↑ < (φ(t))2/2
)
≤ 2e−δκht/3 + 2e−κ(φ(t))2/2/(1 − e−κ(φ(t))2) ≤ e−2φ(t).
In the last line we have used Lemma 5.10 with z = 0, a = (φ(t))2/2, b = (φ(t))2 and the last
inequality holds for t large enough. From the definition of L˜♯j we have V (L˜
♯
j) = inf [L˜j−1,L˜♯j ]
V so
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inf [L˜j−1,τ˜−j (ht/2)]
V˜ (j) = inf
[L˜♯j ,τ˜
−
j (ht/2)]
V˜ (j). We can thus apply Lemma 5.17 with α = 1/2, η =
1/4, h = ht and we get P(Ac6) ≤ e−κht/12 for large t.
Finally, note that on ∩6i=4Ai we have e−V˜
(j)(x) ≤ e−(φ(t))2/2, ∀x ∈ [L˜j−1, L˜j ] ∩ Dcj , so the
conclusion follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 in [2] (but here we do not need to intersect with
the event Vt of [2]). 
Proof. of Fact 4.12
This is the analogous of (5.23) from [2]. Let us fix j ≥ 1. Expressing supy∈Dj LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), y)
in term of the Brownian motion Bj appearing in (4.71) we get
sup
y∈Dj
LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), y) = sup
y∈Dj
e−V˜
(j)(y)Aj(L˜j)LBj
[
τ(Bj, 1), Aj(y)/Aj(L˜j)
]
≤ Aj(L˜j) sup
y∈Dj
LBj
[
τ(Bj, 1), Aj(y)/Aj(L˜j)
]
. (5.160)
It follows from the definition of Dj in (4.65) that Dj ⊂ [τ˜−1 (ht/2), τ˜1(ht/2)]. Therefore, according
to Lemma 4.8 applied with ǫ = 1/6, there is a positive constant c such that for t large enough
|Aj(u)/Aj(L˜j)| is bounded on Dj by e−ht/3, with probability at least 1− e−cht. Combining with
(7.11) from [2] applied to LBj with δ = e−ht/3, ǫ = e−ht/9, we get for c possibly decreased and t
large enough :
P
(
sup
y∈Dj
LBj
[
τ(Bj, 1), Aj(y)/Aj(L˜j)
]
≤ (1 + e−ht/9)LBj
(
τ(Bj, 1), 0
)) ≥ 1− e−cht.
Putting this into (5.160) and using that, thanks to (4.69) and (4.71), we have the expression
LX(H(L˜j), m˜j) = Aj(L˜j)LBj (τ(Bj , 1), 0), we get
P(supy∈Dj LXm˜j (HXm˜j (L˜j), y) ≤ (1 + e−ht/9)LX(H(L˜j), m˜j)) ≥ 1 − e−cht for some constant c
(not depending on j) and t large enough.
We thus obtain that P(A7t ) ≥ 1−nte−cht for t large enough. Finally, recall that nt ∼ eκ(1+δ)φ(t)
(by the definition of nt in the beginning of Section 4) where φ(t) << log(t) ∼ ht. By decreasing
c a little we thus obtain the asserted result.

Proof. of Fact 4.14
This is Lemma 5.3 of [2]. As in there, let σX(a, b) := inf{s ≥ 0, LX(s, b) > a} be the inverse
of the local time of X at b. Here are the modifications that we make on the proof of Lemma 5.3
of [2]:
Wκ is replaced here by V . The standard valleys (V˜
(j)(.) and the random points m˜j , L˜j,
τ˜−j (ht/2), τ˜
+
j (ht/2)), A
j(.), Dj , and fγ(.), f˜γ(.), f±γ (.) have to be considered as the ones defined
in this paper (in Subsection 3.3 for the standard valleys, a little before (4.69) for Aj(.), in (4.65)
for Dj , and in the statement of Fact 4.14 for fγ(.), f˜γ(.), f±γ (.)). In this proof, we systematically
replace L˜−1 , R1 and H1 of [2] by respectively L˜0 (which equals 0 by definition), Rt1 and e1St1Rt1.
In particular, the domain of integration in the integral I, which represents the inverse of the
local time, is [L˜0, L˜1]:
I := σX(γt, m˜1) =
∫ L˜1
L˜0
e−V˜
(1)(z)LB(σB(γt, 0), A1(z))dz = γt
∫ L˜1
L˜0
e−V˜
(1)(z)LB˜(σB˜(1, 0), a˜(z))dz.
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As in the original proof of [2], a˜(z) := (γt)−1A1(z) and B˜ := B((γt)2.)/(γt) is a Brownian motion
that we still denote B in the sequel.
Using Proposition 4.5 we get the analogous of (5.28) of [2]:
P
(
(1− e−ǫht/7)e1St1Rt1 ≤ HXm˜1 (L˜1) ≤ (1 + e−ǫht/7)e1St1Rt1
)
≥ 1− e−cht , (5.161)
for t large enough, and where ǫ and c are as in Proposition 4.5. We recall the notations Xm˜i :=
X(. +H(m˜i)) and HXm˜i (r) := τ(Xm˜i , r) that we have used in the above expression. As in the
original proof of [2] we put
I1 :=
∫ τ˜+1 (ht/2)
τ˜−1 (ht/2)
e−V˜
(1)(z)LB(σB(1, 0), a˜(z))dz and I2 := (γt)−1I − I1.
A little after, our lower bound for P(|A1(τ˜−1 (ht/2))| ≤ eht(1+ǫ)/2, |A1(τ˜+1 (ht/2))| ≤ eht(1+ǫ)/2)
comes from the proof of Lemma 4.8. Indeed, it can be seen from that proof that there is a positive
constant c1 such that for t large enough we have P(|A1(τ˜−1 (ht/2))| ≤ eht(1+ǫ)/2, |A1(τ˜+1 (ht/2))| ≤
eht(1+ǫ)/2) ≥ 1 − e−c1ht . As a consequence, in the exponential in the analogous of (5.32) of [2],
we may have a constant c2 that is different from the one from the original proof of [2] but it does
not matter (note also that, from our definition of Rt1 in Lemma 4.9, we can replace R˜1 of [2] by
our Rt1). The analogous of (5.32) of [2] is therefore
P
(|I1 −Rt1| ≤ ǫˆtRt1) ≥ 1− e−c2ht ,
for t large enough, and where ǫˆt := t
−(1−5ǫ)/4 as in the original proof of [2].
We now give the details about how, here, we obtain the analogous of (5.33) of [2]. To bound
I2 we first use (7.16) of [2] together with the second Ray-Knight theorem and we get
P
(
sup
y∈R
LB(σB(1, 0), y) ≥ eǫht/2
)
≤ 2e−ǫht/2.
Note that, compared with the original proof of [2], we took ǫht/2 instead of ǫ log t. Then, since
the domain of integration in I is [L˜0, L˜1], we have in our case
I2 ≤ eǫht/2
(∫ τ˜−1 (ht/2)
L˜0
e−V˜
(1)(x)dx+
∫ L˜1
τ˜+1 (ht/2)
e−V˜
(1)(x)dx
)
,
with probability larger than 1− 2e−ǫht/2. Assume that ǫ has been chosen small enough so that
Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 apply. By these Lemmas we have that for t large enough, each of these two
integrals is less than e−ǫht with a probability greater than 1 − e−cht, where c is some positive
constant. As a consequence there is a positive constant c3 such that for t large enough :
P
(
I2 ≤ 2e−ǫht/2
)
≥ 1− e−c3ht. (5.162)
Our lower bound for Rt1 comes from (4.85). Combing with (5.162) we get that for some positive
constant c4 and t large enough,
P
(
I2 ≤ e−ǫht/4Rt1
)
≥ 1− e−c4ht ,
which is the analogous of (5.33) of [2]. As a consequence, in place of (5.34) of [2] we have
P
(
|I − γtRt1| ≥ e−ǫht/5γtRt1,HXm˜1 (L˜1) > σX(γt, m˜1),HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
)
≤ e−c5ht
(5.163)
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for all t large enough, and where c5 is a positive constant. Using (5.161) and (5.163) instead of
respectively (5.28) and (5.34) of [2] we obtain the analogous of (5.35) of [2]:{
HXm˜1 (L˜1) > σX(γt, m˜1) ≥ t(1− x),HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
}
⊂
{
1
Rt1
≤ γ
1− x(1 + e
−ǫht/5), e1S
t
1R
t
1 > t(1− x)(1 + e−ǫht/7)−1,HXm˜1 (L˜1) > σX(γt, m˜1)
}
∪ E1ǫ ,
(5.164)
where P(E1ǫ ) ≤ e−cht + e−c5ht for all t large enough (and where c and c5 are as in (5.161) and
(5.163)).
Repeating the reasoning of the original proof of [2] and using our definition of e1 from Sub-
section 4.2 we still have
σX(γt, m˜1) > HXm˜1 (L˜1)⇔ γt > A1(L˜1)e1 ⇔ γtRt1 > A1(L˜1)e1Rt1.
(3.18) of [2] has to be replaced here by Lemma 4.10 and, as we already mentioned, (5.28) by
(5.161). In place of (5.37) of [2] we thus have
σX(γt, m˜1) > HXm˜1 (L˜1)⇒ γtRt1 > (1 + e−ǫht/7)−1HXm˜1 (L˜1),
except on an event whose probability is less than e−c6ht (for some positive constant c6). The
fact that the constants are modified (with respect to the ones in the original proof of [2]) has no
importance so we omit to mention it for the rest of the proof. Combining the above with (5.161)
we obtain the analogous of (5.38) of [2]:{
σX(γt, m˜1) > HXm˜1 (L˜1) > t(1− x),HXm˜1 (L˜1) < HXm˜1 (L˜0)
}
⊂
{
1
Rt1
≤ γ
1− x(1 + e
−ǫht/7), e1S
t
1R
t
1 > t(1− x)(1 + e−ǫht/7)−1, σX(γt, m˜1) > HXm˜1 (L˜1)
}
∪ E2ǫ ,
(5.165)
where P(E2ǫ ) ≤ e−cht+e−c6ht for all t large enough (and where c is as in (5.161) and c6 as above).
Then, the asserted upper bound for fγ(x) follows as in the original proof of [2], with (5.164) and
(5.165) instead of respectively (5.35) and (5.38) of [2].
For the proof of the lower bound for f˜γ(x), recall that D1 has to be considered as the one
defined in this paper (in (4.65)).
We now explain how, in our case, we bound aˆ(z) := A1(z)/ty = (1 − 4ǫˆt)Rt1A1(z)/t(1 −
x) on D1 (where, similarly as in the original proof of [2], y := (1 − x)/(1 − 4ǫˆt)Rt1, ǫˆt :=
t−(1−5ǫ)/4). Chernoff’s inequality together with Proposition 3.8 yields P(Rt1 ≥ ht) ≤ e−c7ht for
some positive constant c7 and t large enough. According to our definition of D1 we have D1 ⊂
[τ˜−1 (ht/2), τ˜
+
1 (ht/2)] for t large enough, so we can use our previous estimate P(|A1(τ˜−1 (ht/2))| ≤
eht(1+ǫ)/2, |A1(τ˜+1 (ht/2))| ≤ eht(1+ǫ)/2) ≥ 1 − e−c1ht . We thus get the existence of a positive
constant c8 such that for t large enough the following inequalities hold with probability greater
than 1− e−c8ht :
∀z ∈ D1, |aˆ(z)| = (1− 4ǫˆt)Rt1|A1(z)|/t(1 − x) ≤ hteht(1+ǫ)/2/tǫ ≤ e−(log t)(1−3ǫ)/2.
That is, we have P(∀z ∈ D1, |aˆ(z)| ≤ e−(log t)(1−3ǫ)/2) ≥ 1− e−c8ht for large t.
(5.34) of [2] has, of course, to be replaced here by (5.163). (5.23) from [2] has to be replaced
here by Fact 4.12 (which imposes in particular that, here, we set γ˜ := γ(1 + e−ht/9)−1, instead
of γ(1 + e−ht/12)−1). Finally, (3.2) of [2] has to be replaced here by Lemma 5.22 (applied
with h = ht). (5.28) of [2] and Proposition 3.5 of [2] have to be replaced here by (5.161) and
Proposition 4.5.
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